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At Great Malvern College a Radar Instructor Explains
the Working of an Air Interception Trainer Panel

PRECISION
TESTiNG INSTRUMENTS
Regd. Trade Mark

The D.C. AvoMinor
Electrical Measuring Instrument
A high-grade 13-range D.C.
meter providing direct readings
of voltage, current and resistance. Supplied in case/with leads,
test prods and crocodile clips.
Universal AvoMinor
Electrical Measuring Instrument
A 22-range A.C./D.C. moving
coil precision meter providing
direct readings of A.C. voltage,
D.C.. voltage, current and
resistance. Supplied with leads,
test prods and crocodile clips.

" Avo " Instruments by their
simplicity, extreme versatility
and-high accuracy, make possible that economy of time
which is the essential feature
of profitable servicing and
maintenance.
Extensively used by radio
manufacturers, service engineers and throughout industry, they set a recognised
standard of accuracy and fine
workmanship by which other
instruments are judged.
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :—
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
Winder House. Douelas Street. London. S.W.I
'Phone: Victoria 3404-8

■PREMIER
RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO^, LTD.
COIL SPEAKERS.
5in. are216:
Glm. trans.
22 6:
COILS, MOVING
10-WAY PUSH-BUTTON SWITCHES .■.unplde "Hit Knobs SHORT-WAVE
24Gkodmans,
3tin., 30,'-Rola
. Above
less output
tit octal sockets, 4-pin Sin.
and
Escutcheon
Plate. orSixother
iron-cored
ooH&J available,
Trinuners and
sin. P.M. with trans., 29 0. Midget standaiil or
coils, 9-15, 12-20. Plessev
Padders.
"So circuit
particulars
lo aerial
P.P. trans, for any above, 10.6. Super quality giant Mateh22-47,
or 76-170
clear at 12,6. Original cost 46,-.
in.,
2 6 41-94,
each; 150-350
or maker ■ utput transfonwius. match any tu».e single or PP.
255-550 m., 3 - ; 490- to any vcioeoofl, 15-wat.t, 30,- ; 30-watt, 49 6 ; 60-wa1t, 59 6.
METERS.
First
grade
army
type
Universal
Test
Meters
in
or 1.000-2,000
m., CHOlxES SH. 300 ohms, 40 m/a., 4 6; 301-1., 40(1 ohms,
shockproof
bakelite
cases,i>.C^
ranges
500 D.C.,
volts 0-50,000
at 1.000 1.O00
49-15.
- ; 12-26,
6-piu
H?F. trans..
ohms per volt
A.C. and
1, 10,1$,100100,luja.
00 m a..1509 6:in/a.,30H.,
m/a., 250
400 m/a.,
ohms. 120
15 -;ohms,
3oH.,39,6;
185
22-47,
41-94.
ohms, £8 ISs. Od.
ohms.
25,-:1002511.,
or
7G-170
m..
2
6.
S.W.
FIRST GRADE METERS,: in. .diameter, 1 niiJlUuup., £2 12s. ; chokes, 10-100 m., 1,3 : 15H., 500 m/a., 62 olnns, 65/-.
500 microamps., £2 18s. 6(1. ; 4Ha. 1 milHamp., £3 8s. Od. ; 5-200 m., 2 6.
SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. 50 mf.. 12 v.. 2 3: 25 mf.,
500either
microamps.,
& iMultipk11s. 6d. shmits,
Weatbtghouse
Rectitter
CON- 25
v.,2/3 ; 50450
tuf., 50 3 - 8: +2 16mf.,inf.,
250 v.. 3 9 : 26:mf..li>350ml,,
v.,
for
type, 10/-.'
10,100, Meter
500 nt,'a.,
10/-. SHORT-WAVE
DENSERS,
all
brass
Any value multrp'ier, 2/8 each.
- ; 16 n.f-,v.,3507/6:
v.. 6,6 ; 8 + 4 mf.,500450v..v.,9 7,6
; 32 mf.,
easily ganged, 15 mmfd., 4j506:v..45nif.,
2
11:
25
mfd.,
3
3
:
450
v.,
8,6.
A.C. D.C. AMPLIFIERS. 5 •watts output, high gain, three- 10 iunif<l.. 3 3 : 100
stage feedback,! £8 8s. Od.
2 mm. Sysiofiex, 2|d. yd. ; resin-cored sokler,
mmfd.. 3 11 :160 mmfd., SUNDRIES.
6d per .H.il or 4'6 |>er lb. ; screened 2-pin plugs ami socket,
4 8: 250 mmfd.. 5 8; 9d
BATTERY CHARGERS for 2 v, ball, at J a.. 25'-: for 2, Shaft
'
ditto,
8-pin.
2/- : Octal
ditto,
couplers,
6d.
;
■I or <> v. bait, at 1 a., 45 - ; for 6 v. bait, at 1 a.. 30 - ; tor
type. 1-. Morse bu/zers,
1 11.sockets,
Valve 6d..:
screens,
12,amphenol
K boIip,
ditto, 1-.
2, <5 or 12 v. batt. at 1 a., 49,6 ; for 0 v. and 12 v. batt. at flexible
8d.
Pointer
knoiie,
1/1.
Crocodile
clips,
4d.
• Oain
" 1and
MIDGET
"
P
"
TYPE
4 a., £4.
••tone"
indicator
plates,
7Ad.
Fuses,
any
size.
5d.
use
COILS.
12-35,
16-47,
Od. C-voli vibratois, 4-pin, 12,6. Crystal pickups,
34-l(Mt. 91-261, 250-750. holders,
MAINS
TRANSFORMERS.
300-!
300
v.,
GO
m/a.,
three
l
v.
700-2,000, 200,557. avail- £3 18s. 9d., including tax.
2-3 a. ■HindiDL"', 25 -: 350 + 350 100 m a. 5 v. 2a.. G.3 v. able
H.F.coils,
trans.,
2-3 a., 29 - ; 350 + 350 100 m a., three 4 v. 2-3 a. uindinga, aerial, asor osc.
VALVES.
ManySY:!.types
stock (•>.jit (iK7,
oontrolkd
2 3 AMERICAN
29
350
350 m a.. 4; v. 350+
2-3 a.. 4 v.1503-Ga..
iiiicex. including
6V6, 6F6,*
5X4,in2.>L6,
6A8,
each. Suitable
Yaxley
4 v.-v.:1-22350a.,a.+G.3
windings,
a.,4 55v.v.v.1-223 a.,
a.,
43X5, I*"'. 12SK7, 25X5, 25X6, 42, 80. 1N5, IH5, ]T5,J15X4.
wave
/change
G.3
v. 2 a.,39/36 - : 300 + 350
500 250 mm a.,
a., tyjie
ENAMELLED
COPPER
WIRE.
Ub.
reels.
10
or
18
cr.,
3 6;
every type
0.3 v. 2 a., G.3 v. 4 a., 65 - : 425 + 425 2H0 m/a., 4 v. 2-3 swttchee,
; locators, 2 6 20 g., 3 9 ; 22 or 24 g., 8.10 : 26 or 28 g.. 4 2; 30 g., 4,4 :
a. 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v., 3-6 a.. 47 -: 350 + 350 150 m a., 4 v. available
32
g
,
4
6
;
34
g.,
5/;
36
g.,
5,6;
38
g..
6
4.
«
wafers,
1
6
each.
1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3-4 a , 36,- ; 500 + 500 150 m/a., four each;
Suitable
small
2-gaug
4 v. 2-3 a., LT windings, 47/-.
REACTION CONDENSERS, bakelite dielectric, .0001, 2/9;
condensers
:
.0005,12
:
*mtt,
2,11;
.0005,
S.B;
.0003
diff.
3/3.
1-VALVE BATTERY S.W. RECEIVER. wHh 2-v<)lt valve, suitable matched pairs
4 coi'.s, 12-170 in. band'-prcad tuning. 58,'- including tax. iron-cored 465 K.C. l.F. RESISTANCES,v 360 x 180 v GO GO ohms. .3 amp.. 5 6 ;
15 - pair :Suitable
midget 500 100 y 100 100 >. 100 x 100, .2 amp.. 5 6; 40,00(1 phms
STEEL CHASSIS, 10x8 X 21in. 7; - 12x9, 7/9 , 16 x 8in., trans..
type, 21'-Jiair.
every 5,000 olnns, 10 w., 5,- ; i v., res., 6d. ea-ch. :
8/6; 20 x 8!ii., 10,6.
60 mmfd. trimmers, 1 -: tapped
1 w . 90. each.
pacider 750 mmfd., VOLUME
AIR DIELECTRIC CERAMIC TRIMMERS, 35,. 50, or 100 pf., osc.
CONTROLS, any value. 3 9 : with switch, 5/-. ^,
1
9.
1/6 each.
ALL POST ORDERS TO JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD,
OUR 1945 LIST IS NOfV
LONDON, E.5. (Amhcrst 4723.)
AVAILABLE. All enquiries must
CALLERS TO : 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. (Central 2833.)
be accompanied by a 2\d. stamp.
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH
Television—The

BY THE EDITOR

Latest

THE news that the Television Development country before we are in full production ourselves.
The suggestion has been made that television
Committee of the Radio Industry Council
recently decided to make formal application transmissions should be operated not by the B.B.C.
to the Government for the immediate introduction but by another body working independently of,
of a television still pattern picture transmission from but in collaboration with it. There is much to be
Alexandra Palace, is an indication that the trade is said for this proposal, for the B.B.C. if it endeavours
getting ready for the development of this newer to run sound transmissions as well as television
branch of radio entertainment. The Committee transmissions cannot bring an independent mind to
states that it is the intention of the industry to bear on the designing of the programmes. It may
rehabilitate a large number of service men who har e be the mixture as before. Until the B.B.C.
been on Radar and Communication work and it will announces its policy in conjunction with a date,
only be possible to do this if a test signal is put on it will be impossible for the industry to make
at once in order that facilities are available for preparations and it is here that industry and those
training.
responsible for planning the transmissions should get
They quite rightly say that they are unable to together. A joint management is desirable, for it
deal with the considerable uneasiness in the minds of would enable receiver technique to follow transmittelevision-set owners who have been unable to get ting technique and it would avoid the receiver
their sets overhauled and tested because of the lack showing up the inefficiencies of the transmissions
of a transmission. It was disclosed that the B.B.C. and vice-versa.
Television should afford opportunities for leading
had already begun to send out test signals on the
television sound channel and it was stated that the screen and stage artists to partake of visual broadchange in the international position encouraged the casts. Colour television is, we fear, not sufficiently
whole industry to feel that television programmes advanced for any large-scale, development, but it
should start at an early date. The Lend-lease will come when the necessary encouragement is given.
position has made it imperative that this great spearThe home constructor must wait some time
head for British export trade should be got under before components of a satisfactory quality are
way immediately. The Chairman of the Committee available. It must be remembered that a television
receiver makes use of very high
stated that America would have
voltages and that it is not the
television sets on the market ;■
...........
apparatus with which unskilled
in mass production quantity
Editorial
and
Advertisement
Offices
;
amateurs should be' encouraged
early in 1946, and that if British
"Practical
Wireless,"
GeorgeStreet,
Newnes,Strand,
Ltd.,
Tower
Honse.
Sontliampton
to experiment.
industry did not move at once
W.C.2. 'Phone
: Temple
4363.
Telegrams
: Newnes.
Rand,BarLondon.
When components are availit would be another case of
Registered
at
the
G.P.O.
for
transmission
by
able our readers may rest assured
too little and too late. We
Canadian Magazine Post.
that fully tested designs will be
fear that that is what it will be,
The Editor
be pleased
to consider
articles
of a will
practical
nature
suitable
given in this journal.
in view of the announced policy
for
publication
in " Practical
Wireless."
Several such designs are
Suchofarticles
should
beand
written
on conone
of the Government to continue
side
paper
already in hand, but components
controls, and to persist in the
tain thethe
name
andonly,
address
ofshould
the sender.
Whilst
the Editor
does not hold
are not available except for
Bevin Scheme of Demobilisaresponsible
for manuscripts,
everyhimself
effort
experimental purposes.
tion. This country was far
will beaddressed
made to return
them isif aenclosed.
stamped
and
envelope
ahead of America in the developAll
correspondence
intended
for
the
Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
Query Service Suspended
ment of television, but America
" Practical
Newnes,
has been enabled, by the interLtd.,
TowerWireless,"
] House,George
Southampton
JtfOTWITHSTANDING freStreet,
Strand.
W.C.2.
change of technical information
quent announcements in
Owing
to
the
rapid
progress
in
the
during the war, to get abreast
design ofto wireless
apparatus
and
totouch
our
this journal, some readers are
efforts
keep
our
readers
in
of our own developments ; and
continuing to address technical
with
the latestthatdevelopments,
we give
no warranty
apparatus described
because with typical American
queries to us. Much as we
in
our
columns
is
not
the
subject
of
alacrity they swept away Sarge
letters patent.
should like to do so, we are
Copyright
in
all
drawings,
photonumbers of their controls almost
unable, owing to the continuing
graphs
and
articles
published
in
" Practicalthroughout
Wireless " the
is specifically
overnight, they have certainly
staff shortage, to deal with them.
reserved
countries
been able to steal a march on us
We hope readers will, therefore,
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the
U.S.A.
Reproductions
or
imitations
from the production point of
patiently await a future announceof any of these "arePractical
thereforeWireless
expressly"
view. It w-ould seem, therefore,
forbidden.
ment concerning the reinstateincorporates
"
Amateur
Wireless."
that American television sets
ment of this service, which we
will be imported into this
hope will be in the near future.
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ROUND THE
fe)RlV
Soviet Radio
ACCORDING to a Russian newspaper a giant radio
station was erected in the Soviet Union during the
war. No details are available as to its power and
position, but the aerial masts are stated to be 650ft.
in height.
New Television Centre in U.S.A.
IT is announced. from the United States that plans for
the development of Mount Wilson, the Californian
site of the observatory as a centre for television, are
being considered. Three of the major broadcasting
networks have already entered into negotiations for
station sites.
Ship-Shore Radio
SHORT-WAVE radio linking with ships along the
35-mile stretch of Manchester Ship Canal is one
of the novelties in a post-war development scheme to

To further develop radar3 schools are being set up in
various parts of the country, so that the British Navy
will be adequately staffed with fully trained radar
personnel. The illustration shows an operator checking
up on " The Spider Web," the chart which keeps track
of all ships and aircraft within range.
cost millions of pounds now being studied by the directors.
Two big estates near the docks which will be developed
as,rapidly as possible are Barton Dock and Trafford
Park. There is plenty of room for expansion.
Ship canal engineers who have recently been to the
United States on a special mission have brought back
with them the latest scientific methods for handling
cargoes. It is intended to replace cranes, wagons, and
locomotives over a period of years.

Commercial Sets Soon
ACCORDING to the Radio Industry Council a
gradual release may be expected during the next
few months of limited supplies of manufacturers' own
branded receivers, and a number of firms have already
issued preliminary details of their first post-war models.
These firms include Ferranti; Ultra Electric, Ltd.;
Vidor, Ltd.; General Electric Co., and R. hj. Fitton,
Ltd., makers of the Ambassador Superhet.
B.B.C. Plans in British Guiana
AB.B.C. engineering representative, Mr. A. E. Barrett,
is now in British Guiana carrying out a technical
survey for the B.B.C. and the Colonial Office. He
states that the B.B.C. plans to establish a high-power
broadcast station in British Guiana to cover the wh->Ie
Caribbean area, also to serve an [all-Empire relay
station to facilitate the transmission of programmes
throughout the Empire.
B.I.R E. Meeting
AT a meeting of the British Institution of Radio
Engineers (London Section) held at the Institution
of Structural Engineers, Upper Belgraye Street, S.W.t,
on September 20th, a paper 011 " Engineering Methods
in the Design of the Cathode-ray Tube," was read by
Hilary Moss, Ph.D. (Associate Member).
New Radio-telephone Service
THE Hon. 'J. A. Mackinnon, Canadian Minister
of Trade and Commerce, and the Hon. J. D.
Rankine, Acting Governor of Barbados, held the first
conversation over the new direct radio-telephone circuit
which was opened between Canada and Barbados on
September 1st.
The circuit will be operated by the Canadian Marconi
Co. fan Associate of Cable and Wireless, Ltd.) in Canada,
and Cable and Wireless (West Indies), Ltd., in Barbados,
in co-operation with the Barbados Telephone Co.
Mr. J. A. McNeil, General Manager, Canadian Press,
Toronto, exchanged messages with Mr. C. A. 1.. Gale,
Canadian Press Agent and Editor, Barbados Advocate,
and Mr. A. H. Ginman, President of Canadian Marconi,
with Mr. E." A. Way, who deputised for Mr. A. G. L.
Douglas, Cable and Wireless Manager in Barbados.
Huge Radio Contract
IT is reported that a £120,000 contract for a complete
radio communication system in the Portuguese
East African Colony of Mozambique has been placed
with Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd. Twelve
short-wave telegraph-telephone stations will be built
at the company's works at Chelmsford (Essex) and
put up at key-points in the colony.
Colour-television Programmes!
TELEVISiON prograimucs in colour •will be broadcast from the spire of the 808ft. high Chrysler
Building in New York before the end of the year.
They will be run by the Columbia Broadcasting
System, .which is also to market receiving sets in two
sizes.
Mobile Naval Radio Station
THE Royal Navy has already started to restore the
great Singapore naval base. In addition to huge
floating docks, which were built months ago in India,
a mobile naval radio station, complete with office
equipment and power supply, manned by more than
100 ratings, and ready to land within twenty-four hours
of ccupation, was prepared.
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another.
Car-to-car
conversations
will
also
be
possi1
Variety Programme Changes
pj'OW that the " Michael Howard Show " is bread- ble.Each car will have a dashboard 'phone with . its own
' cast on Tuesday evenings in the Home Service, call number. When someone is calling, the 'phone will
its place in the Saturday programme from 12.30 to 1.0 indicate
an audible or visual signal, and all the driver
p.m., is taken by a recorded repeat of " Flotsam's need do then
to make connection is to lift the receiver.
Follies," which has its first broadcast on Mondays from Similarly, to make
an outgoing call he will have only
8.30 .to 9.0 p.m.
to
press
a
button
give the ifumber he wants. A
"Serenade in Sepia," the programme of ■Negro 15-watt transmitterand
and the special radio exchange will
music featuring Evelyn Dove and Edric Connor,.is now do the rest.
heard from 6.30-7.0 p.m. on Sundays, with a recorded
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company
repeat on Mondays from 4.45-5.15 p.m. Its place- have
already applied for authority to instal radioon Fridays is taken by a new radio cabaret show telephone
stations in 13 big cities in the United States,
called " Chop and Change," produced by David Porter, with sub-stations
along the principal highways.
in which' a different band is heard each week,
interspersed with cabaret turns. " Chop and Change "
Radio Frequencies in Liberated Europe
opened on September 14th.
" These Passing Shows," the new Douglas Furber "■PHE Postmaster-General, the Rt, Hon. the Earl of
programme that is proving so popular, will be broadcast ■» Listowel, recently opened a conference in London
in future from 9.30-10,0 p.m. on Fridays, with a recorded to discuss ways and means of assisting. the liberated
countries of Europe to obtain the wavelengths they
repeat on Saturdays from 11.03 to 11.30 p.m.
In the Light Programme, " Here's Wishing You Well need for reopening their civilian radio services.
Under the chairmanship of Colonel Sir Stanley
Again" returns at 8.0 p.m. on Fridays, entailing alterations in timing to John Rorke's " Unusually Yours," Angwin, K.B.E., Assistant Director-General and
now at 8.45 p.m., and " Merry-Go-Round," which will Engmeer-in-Chief of the U.K. Post Office, delegates from
12 European countries, in addition to the U.K., assembled,
in future be heard from g.0-10.0 p.m.
and the U.S.A. also sent representatives for the purpose
of unravelling the tangle of radio frequencies caused by
Retirement
six years of war and German occupation of
ON the completion of 45 years' service in the telegraph nearly
European, territories.
industry, Lord Fender recently retired from active
participation in the Cable and Wireless group of comUse of Codes and Ciphers
panies. The Hon. Jocelyn Denison-Pender, his son, has
been appointed to a seat on the boards, of all the com- rpHE Post Office and Cable and Wireless, Ltd.,
panies within the group, and joint managing director * announce that all restrictions on the use of codes,
of the operating company, Cable and Wireless, Ltd.
ciphers and languages in telegrams exchanged with
countries in the British Commonwealth (except India,
Ceylon and Palestine) and with the United States of
Global Radio Record Broken
America and Possessions are now removed. As, howANEW record for round-the-world radio transmission ever, some countries abroad are still maintaining certain
was established by the U.S. Army Signal Corps restrictions on telegrams it will not bo possible at present
when it sent a nine-word radio-teletypewriter'message to restore all the facilities-which wore withdrawn oil the
completely around the earth in gt seconds.
outbreak of the war. Further relaxations will be
In a test to demonstrate the flexibility of Army announced as soon as practicable.
Communications Service's world-girdling system, the
Censorship of .telephone calls to Canada, the United
message was transmitted from Washington through States
and Kenya has ceased and in consequence the
automatic relay ■"stations at San Francisco, Manila, restriction on thetisc of foreign languages is withdrawn.
New Delhi and Admara, then
back to Washington. Regenera■vwes;
tive repeaters were used at the
relay points.
The transmission was almost
instantaneous. Exactly one
second after the perforated tape
containing the message began
moving through a teletypewriter
transmitter, a nearby receiving
machine started printing the
message at the end of its roundthe-world journey. The one
second represented the time lag
in the electrical transmission,
the other. SJ seconds the time
mechanically required to send the
. message.—[Radio-Craft.)
Radio Telephony for Cars
THE American Telephone and
Telegraph Company recently
announced that they are ready to
manufacture a new two-way carto-anywhere radio-telephone for
U.S. motorists.
This new device, which resembles a walkie-talkie set, will permit
commuijication between a car and
telephone number in the United
States. Calls from cars travelling"
along a highway will be picked
up by different stations as the
car passes from one zone to

In the aircraft direction room of a radar training school. Trainees keeping
check on the movements of aircraft.
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Radio
on
the
Road
Conslructional Details of a Small Set for Motorists
By L. JACKSON
,
BRITAIN has once again returned to some sort of Interrupters
are numerous means ot interrupting the current
peacetime conditions, with basic petrol again to There
the
transformer
apart
from
the
vibrator.
The
being used, and many motorists are looking for
itself is not an easy thing for the amateur to
qar radio sets, though they happen to be in very short vibrator
As Fig. 2 will show, there are a number of
supply as well as very dear. It is not at all a difficult make.
contacts to adjust and this will be found a work of art,
matter to make a satisfactory set suitable for car use.
but
a
simple
one can be made along the lines of Fig. 3.
Most of the couiiucrcial sets have live valves: for
conditions in America such a set' may fce necessary, The centre-tapped transformer is n0| thc
.Jor this,
the U.S.A. has vast distances and one may be a con- since it is only put m series with one ^ rt T
sideriblc way
wav irom
from a transmitter,
transformer,
as seenstill,
m big.
4. Ibeif contacts
be
siaerauie
uciumj
,^but in this ^country
^ ^ ^
platinum,
you can should
get somc.
silvcrj or> bettor
we have a choice of programmes with quite a modest set. I never could. The simple vibrator should be adjusted
to vibrate like a bell and the contacts shunted with a
Choke
Rectifier
condenser' to prevent sparking and also interference in
the set. The vibrator itself must be enclosed in a case
of sound-proof material; felt is excellent, and I found
two layers of thick felt necessary. It must also lie en'
o!
(5 Volt
closed in a metal box, since vibrators arc miniature
-mmmm
r-J jg
o Interrupted
transmitters and can cause interference in the set by
o
OlMfd
QMfd
BMfd
o Current
direct radiation. The felt is needed to damp out the
mechanical interference, since we do not need something
HT—
rattling like a bell, it may be thought that an electric
I
bell would do for this vibrator, and so it would except
Fig. 1.—Circuit diagram zvith interrupter omitted.
for the fact that the resistance of the winding is too
If you wind the bobbins with about No. 22
I have found that a set consisting of S.G. det. and great.
S.W.G. wire it should be all right; 20 S.W.G. would be
pentode will give good results almost anywhere it better
-for six volts.
provided with plenty of H.T.
Many cars are fitted with a T.ucas type windscreen
That brings us to the difficulty in many cases: wiper
which consists of a small motor, the rotor of
PTS S'tL
Xh opens
tJo^tacT.
ite
ttyrlnS man^amatems are ve^ vague about impulses':
The resistance
of the windings
is stopping
low enough
to
put
in
series
with
a
transformer
without
the
how it is done.
motor working, the opening and closing contacts then
pass the necessary interrupted current through the
H.T. Supply
,
, .,
,, ,
transformer. I have used an old one of these motors
A battery supply is interrupted at a fairly rapid rate, for
many months, supplying H.T. to a small set with
and the resultant interrupted current is fed to a trans- every
satisfaction ; the contacts need shunting with a
former, it'acts in the nature of an A;C. current and two mfd.
can be stepped up to 150 volts, rectified and used to Fig. 4. condenser, and connections are the same as
supply the valves of a set.
Background noise in the set, I found, was dependent
The windings of a speaker transformer arc often suitable
if the speech coil winding is fed with the interrupted to a large extent on the speed of interruption. If the
current. 1 have tried several and
all have given fairly gopd results ;
commercial transformers are
generally made centre-tapped to
suit commercial vibrators. If you
wish to wind a transformer, use H.T.+ Choke
a speaker transformer core and
bobbin, the heftiest you can get,
and put on about fifty turns of
m
No. 22 S.W.G. wire for the
primary, the secondary can be
Mfd
QMfd
of about 3,500 turns of No. 42
S.W.G. ; both windings should HXbe centre-tapped.
LT
A choke will be needed and
the usual smoothing condensers ;
there will also be required a .1
z.—Complete vibrator self-rectifying circuit.
mfd. condenser across the output
of the transformer—breakdown
or absence of tins condenser will cause a drop in output speed is too low then the speech and music has a wobbly
volumrto do not omit it. The circuit diagramgiven effect, very laughable at first, but one soon tires of it,
m . T the iiSirruDter being omitted.
while if the speed is too great the interference is higher.
If v'ou propose to make a "conventional unit, then a- Speed of the motor may be adjusted by moving the
vibrator may be bought for just over 10s., and connected bakclite plate on the top .ot the motor which adjusts
fetfal there is no reason why the transformer
connected like Rig. 2 ; if it does 1
,hm
form of rectifier must be bought.
— sSrsw nvaitwiras
Irom a car breaker especially
'Tpreferanretal rectifier smce it needs no current, use one may be obtained from
as there,
there is
is'no
is no
no need
need for
for the
ggearing
gearing to
to be
be peifect.
perfect,
like a valve, and lasts for ever. There are plentv on as
the
moved mine
the
wiper.
,
the market which are suitable, and may be used as removed
mine from
from
the
wiper.
These
motors
are
-not
self-starting,
since
if it stops
half-wave or in a voltage-dotibler circuit.

PRACTICAL
with the contacts open no current is passing ; they
must be given a turn to start, that is the only disadvantage. They work excellently as an interrupter,
with very little background noise in the set provided
the contacts are shunted by a condenser.
All the previous remarks about covering with felt
apply here, though I have found that a metal covering
is not absolutely essential.
I have also used a wiper motor in another device.
This time it was a Bosche self-starting motor. It was
used to drive a separate commutator consisting of
alternate copper and bakelite strips, which shorted and
insulated two brushes alternately. The battery current
was thus passed and interrupted a number of times
per revolution, the brushes and commutator being in
series with the supply. This was an excellent interrupter,
background being practically nothing, but it has the
disadvantage of needing an extra amp. to drive the
motor. The brushes had to be made of copper gauze
since the resistance of carbon was too high and reduced
the output. The life of each pair of brushes was about
2,000 hours; they were copper gauze rolled round into
a cylinder ^in. diameter,
I also tried a commutator and three brushes, which
sent alternate impulses through each side of a centretapped transformer, with equally good results.
Making a Unit
My own units have been mounted upon a wood or
metal base-plate and placed in a felt-lined cardboard box,
this has again been covered with felt and enclosed in a
metal box, the size has been roughly 4in. by 8in., including a metal rectifier and choke. The rectifier has no
7b Transformer
To
Battery

Contacts

Fig. 3.—A simple vibrator
showing contacts.

cooling fins and does not seem to get warm, the absence of
fins makes it more compact.
Receivers
Since I do not believe in still further overloading
a car battery, I always aim at economy. The battery
has to supply lights, starter, ignition, and screen wiper.
Another four amps, for a radio is usually made up for by
putting up the charge, for if the set isn't used very often
the battery is overcharged and the active material
drops out of the plates, thus reducing its life.
Mains valves used in many sets take four volts and
one amp. each, they cannot be run in series on a sixvolt battery, so that the drain of a three-valve set is
three amps, for heaters alone, plus some wasted in a
resistance. I have never tried American six-volt valves,
but at .3 amp. ftpiece they are more economical. My
sets have all used two-volt batter}' valves and being
directly heated 1 have had slightly, more background
noise than with indirectly heated valves; when I have
reduced this to small proportions I know that on a
conventional set the background would be silent.
For a twelve-volt battery I recommend three four-volt
mains valves in series for the heaters, they will take one
amp. total, which is reasonable enough.
For economy on a six-volt batter}- 1 suggest three twovolt valves in series, each valve being of the -g-amp.
type; both screen grids and pentodes may be obtained
with this consumption. For the detector I use a small
power, such as the Mullard P.M.2, which takes .2 amps,
and makes a good detector valve.
It will be appreciated that valves in series must all
consume the same current. One end of the filament
must be earthed and the detector should be at the earth
end followed by the screen grid, the pentode filament
will be farthest from earth.
Since three battery valves in series on a six-volt
battery allow nothing to spare for a rectifying valve, I
always use a metal rectifier, minus its cooling fins and
mounted in an old valve base, two of the pins being
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used for connections, the positive output side of the
rectifier being joined to the grid pin of a four-pin base.
Mine is a half-wave rectifier.
The Circuit
The circuit I suggest is a simple tuned grid H.F.
anode bend detector, with four-volt valves, since it is a
little more selective, and R.C. or transformer-coupled
pentode. Resistance coupling to the H.F. and pentode
make the set more compact and sacrifices very little in
signal strength. Selectivity is generally good on the
Points
Choke
Rectifier
^VgLRRRr^r-Jii2 Mfd
BMfd

QMfd

6 Or/2 /o/t
Battery

Mfd

HXFig. 4.—Circuit diagram showing contacts for passing
the interrupted current.
short aerial possible on a car, unless one is very close to
a transmitter.
In my own opinion A.V.C. is not essential even in
town, there is some loss o'f strength when passing tall
steel-framed buildings, but in London, at least, these are
situated in the West End and City where, the traffic is
most congested and a radio is not likely to be listened to
very much. Most listening is done on long runs on the
open road, where it helps to dispel the monotony, and
fading due to steel-framed buildings does not exist,.
Railway bridges in some cases cause fading, but for such
a brief space of time that the extra complication is
not justified.
As regards the arrangement of the set I myself favour
making it and its power supply in one unit with
direct control, that is, not by means of cables. The
speaker is better mounted in the roof of a saloon car; after
all we listen with our cars and not our feet. This allows a
more compact set, which may be mounted under the dash
with knobs and dials showing and handy for tuning.
Aerials
As for aerials, I have always obtained better signal
strength from one under the car, -the closer to earth
the better. The man with a superheterodyne six-valve
set would not notice much difference in aerial position,
but with the simple sets we have in mind it is worth
Ub
Fig. 5.—Diagram of heater
wiring and automatic bias
for pentode valve.
Transformer
LTBias Resistor '
considering and it is fairly simple to try out various
positions before making a permanent job.
There are on the market kits of parts to-build one
of the American type small sets ; these lend themselves
very well to adapt to car- radio.
They have the series arrangement of valves that is
desirable together with a metal rectifier plugged into the
rectifier holder. Instead of the universal valves the
appropriate four- or two-volt valves can be used, with
suitable holders, and an automatic bias for the pefitode
as in Fig. 5, for the battery valves. This drawing
shows the heater wiring for two-volt valves.
{Continued on page 513)
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A

Pocket

One-volver
Further Details of the Matchbox"
Receiver Mentioned in the
Correspondence
Pages
of
our
August 1945 Issue
By F. G. RAYER

The completed receiver which is not much larger than a
THE use ot a twin trimmer for tuning'and reaction
purposes' is largely responsible for the smallness
of Ibis receiver. A Hivac midget valve is also
used to further reduce dimensions, and, in consequence,
the receiver is very small, as looking at the diagrams
will show.
The circuit is shown in Fig. i. The 5,000 ohm resistor
is to smooth reaction and prevent the 'phone leads causing
hand-capacity. The remainder of the circuit follows
normal lines. The valve type is Hivac XL with 1.5 volt
filament, so that a dry cell can be used for L.T.
Condensers Ci and C2 arc sections of the trimmer, and
details of this will be given later.
Fig. 4 shows the panel layout, and the location of
the parts will be seen from Figs. 2 and 3. The panel is
of ebonite, and the trimmer is secured to it by countersunk 6B.A. bolts. The adjusting screws of the trimmer
are removed and replaced with" short lengths of screwed
rod fitted with insulated termindl heads (such as those
on the older type of S.G. valves), as shown in Fig. 3.
This enables the set to be tuned by hand.
spoon

Below the trimmer two small terminals
are fixed—one for the aerial and one for
'phone connection. The positive 'phone
connection is taken directly to H.T.
plus. No earth terminal is used, for if
an earth is available, it can be connected
to H.T. minus at the battery.
All the connections except L.T. minus
are shown in Fig. 2. L.T. minus is taken to
the remaining filament socket, and Fig, 5
should be consul ted for the connections to
the valve-holder. The large socket is grid,
and the three smaller ones arc plate and
filament, as shown. Note that these
matchbox. connections are for the vi^vc-holder, and
not the bottom of the valve.
^
The resistors and fixed condenser will need to be
small components, the former being midget or I watt
sizes. The parts are suspended in the wiring, and
insulated sleeving should be put over the cdnnections.
Short lengths of thin flex are used for the battery
connections, there being three only of these. There
is no on I ok switch, L.T. plus being disconnected to
switch off.
The tuning coil fits around the valve, below the
trimmer, and is not shown in position for clarity.
Numbered connections for the coil will be seen in Figs, t,
2 and 5. It is a small dual-range type, so that medium
and long waves can be tuned for the reception of Light
and Home programmes.
The twin triminer was of the type having a capacity
To Co// 2
rw/n
Trimmer
To Co/7 4
To Coil /

0003 Mid
II
05
C/
X
3 MegQ.

Phones

IfC2
L.T.-h LT— HT- HJ.-h
Fig. 1.—Theoretical circuit for the pocket receiver.

Pfrone
Terminal

Aerial

S.OOO n.

0003 Mid

To Co/

3 Meg jl

L.T.+
H.T —

S/ze of Panel

Fig. 2.—View of back of panel showing location of the
parts.
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can be provided by a special battery or grid-bias batteries
About 24-30 volts is sufficient. If listening outside an
earth may be provided by a metal skewer pushed in
the ground. The aerial is about 15ft. of thin flex hung
up as convenient.
With a higher H.T. voltage results are about equal
to those from a normal one-valver. With the reduced
H.T. results are stili very, good, and three or four
stations can be received at good 'phone strength. After
dark numerous foreign stations can also be received.
COMPONENTS
Twin trimmer.
Valve ; Hivac XL, and holder.
5,000 ohm and 3 megohm small
resistors.
.0003 mfd. condenser.
Smalt dual range coil.
Terminals, a few feet of flex, etc.

x®
Aerial
Terminal
Phone Terminal
Phone
Fig- 3-—Side view {actual size).
Terminal
of .0005 mfd. each section, but, as the
minimum capacity was rather high, some
plates were removed, leaving four on the
tuning section and three on the reaction
section. The capacity' used must, of
course, be capable of timing in the stations
desired, and also providing proper control Fig. 4. {Above)—Panel layout.
of reaction. Because of this it is best to Fig. 5. {Right)—Coil, giving
G
build the set temporarily with no regard numbered connections and the
2.
for compactness, so that 'the trimmer may
valve-holder.
be, modified with ease. When the correct
capacity has been arrived at the set may then be re-built
as shown.
The completed receiver pushes into a small cabinet
REFRESHER COURSE IN HAIHEMATiCS
made from t/ioin. thick ply. The wave-change switch
is made from a small screw and brass strip, and is fixed
8/6 by post 9/to the case.
From : GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
For L.T. a dry cell is needed, and a small one is
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
suitable as the consumption is only .06 ampere. H.T.

Microwaves for Post-war Uses
RADAR and other wartime applications have brought responsible to a large degree for the advancement of
microwave techniques into the practical field. radio science and will again play an important role
Post-war applications will reach into many branches when the microwave field opens up. The " ham " will
of electronics.
be able to buy those items he needs, which will probably
Experiments have been made with satisfactory results be designed with sufficient latitude to cover an entire
for using microwaves in conjunction with moving ham band, and by adept use of a hacksaw, pipe, sheet
railroad trains for control and conversation. Many of metal, and a few other readily available and cheap
the applications are shrouded in wartime secrecy items, can construct for himself the items he
and will undoubtedly be revealed at a later date. Air- needs.
craft-to-ground and aircraft-to-aircraft communications
the wavelength band between one centimetre and
should adapt themselves readily to this means, especially oneIn metre.,
there is a range of 300,000 to 30,000,000
where a large degree of privacy is desirable. A few kilocycles, making
available almost 3,000,000 channels
of the valves havp already been partially released.
for amplitude modulation and 150,000 for frequency
Microwave parts production in the U.S. is increasing. modulation. These numbers can be amplified to an
A large post-war market is necessary, or these plants will almost infinite number when the distance limitations
close. One outlet is the huge " ham " market. The that exist are remembered and that high directivity
" hams " (amateurs who operate their own transmitting, will permit several stations on the same frequency in
receiving and experimental equipment) have been the immediate vicinity of one another. (Radio-Craft.)
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Performance

By S. O. MAWS
CONSIDER the performance of a conventional The Diaphragm
moving-coil loudspeaker at very low frequencies.
Increasing the mass of the diaphragm by loading it
In this frequency range the response of the instru- mechanically is not to be recommended as a method
ment is largely dictated by the value of the bass resonant of lowering-the bass resonant frequency as this usually
frequency, and the value of this is, in turn, determined brings about a fall in high-note response and will possibly
by the mass of the diaphragm and speech-coil assembly reduce the sensitivity, but decreasing the stillness is
(with a correction due to the additional Huid mass of easily possible and is frequently well worth while. One
way is to cut away much of the corrugated surround,
Cone Cut Awey Here
leaving the diaphragm supported at three or four
points only as suggested in Fig. 1. Alternatively, the
corrugated parts of the diaphragm could be cut away
completely, the edge being supported by three or four
strips of readily flexible material such as thin chamois
leather. Some enthusiasts prefer to use a linen surround
supporting the entire circumference of the cone. If the
centring is achieved by means of a flexible spider
situated inside the speech coil as in fairly old types of
loudspeaker, as pictured in Fig. 1, then there seems no
obvious way of reducing its stiffness, but if an outside
centring spider is employed (as in most modern types,
shaped somewhat as shown in Fig. 2,_ then it is possible
to increase the compliance by cutting away one-half
of the material as suggested in Fig. 2. By-using both
of the methods mentioned it is possible to effect a
im
considerable lowering of the bass resonant frequency and
a considerable improvement in quality of reproduction
results. Parodoxically, one's first impression on listening
to a loudspeaker which has been " doctored " in this
way is often that there is a lack of bass! this is a
direct consequence of the lowering of the bass resonant
frequency. Coinciding with this frequency there is a sudden and considerable increase in efficiency, often deliberately encouraged by. manufacturers in order to give an
impression of a good response at these low frequencies.
By lowering the frequency of this peak output/ as we
do when decreasing the stiffness, we also make the,
peak less obvious, for the sensitivity of the ear falls
Cone Cut Aney Here
off rapidly as frequency decreases at these bass
Pig. i.—Illustrating method of cutting away the surround frequencies. Critical listening will show, however, that
the bass response is, in fact, better ; it is simply that one
of a diaphragm in order to lower the frequency of its misses
that colouration characteristic of a bass resonant
fundamental resonance.
frequency at or near 100 c/s.
'
the air in close proximity to the cone) and the elastic
'Flexible
Arms_
restoring forces which bring the diaphragm to rest
once it lias been moved. These clastic forces are provided
chiefly by the flexible surround of the diaphragm and
the centring device. We can, in fact, compare the mass
of all the moving parts with the inductance in an
electrical tuned circuit and the compliance (i.e., the
reciprocal of the stiffness) with the capacitance, and it isalso true to say that the value of the bass resonance
frequency of a loudspeaker is roughly inversely
proportional to the mass of the diaphragm and speech
coil assembly and directly proportional to the stiffness
of the suspension. Thus, increase of mass or reduction
of the stiffness—or, of course, both—will lower the bass
1 resonant frequency. Very broadly speaking, the value
of the bass resonant frequency of commercial moving-coil
loudspeakers depends on their size. For large models
of, sav, rain, diameter it is frequently of the order of
50 c/s'.; for midget models of -tin. diameter it may be
as high as 150 c/s.; 100 c/s. is an average figure for
Sin. models. These figures are of considerable importance,
for the response of a loudspeaker falls off quite.sharply
below the bass resonant frequency. It is of advantage,
then, to know how to lower the bass resonant frequency,
for an improvement in the reproduction of low frequencies
can be obtained by so doing. Clearly there is no point
Speech Co/IFlexible Arm
in attempting to improve a loudspeaker which already
Former
goes down to 50 c/s. or lower; hence the following
applies only to the smaller types and in particular to
method of reducing the stiffness of one
those Sin. or join, diameter models having resonant Fig 2.—A common
form of centring spider.
frequencies of 75-100 c/s.
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A Free-edge Diaphragm
TSPO
Possibly the best
Response of Loud speaker^
method of improving the
Without Tweeter
+ (5
high-note response of a
Response of
loudspeaker is by the
Loudspeaker
provision of an additional
+ /O With Tweeter
free - edge diaphragm
attached directly to the
5 speech-coil former and
inside the main cone, as
pictured in Fig. 3 (a).
O This method is the subject of a patent by
P. H. A. G. Voigt
(Patent No. 413,758). To
make a worthwhile im- •0 — /O
provement in " top "
this subsidiary cone
should be very light and
stiff. Certain types of
cartridge paper arc suit20 able for making these
" tweeter " cones, but
50
/OO
200
soo tfOOO 2,000
5,000
after they have been con30 O
3,000
10,OOO
structed they should be
Frequency in Cycfes Per Seconddoped with some form
of adhesive which sets
Fig. 4.—Illustrates, effect of adding tweeter " cone on loudspeaker performance.
hard in order to provide
additional stiffness. Expenments seem to suggest that the improvement in effect of adding a "tweeter" cone to a loudspeaker
top caused by doping the tweeter "cone is greater is well illustrated in the response curves given in Fig. 4.
than that due merely to the addition of the undoped From these it is evident that the addition of the sub' tweeter " to the main cone. A straicbt-cirkA
straight-sided " t„,sidiary
tweeter'
cone does.mdre than extend the upper frequency
cone such as that pictured in Fig. 3 (a) can be made very limit; it also exerts a damping effect on the main cone
simply from a semi-circle of cartridge paper, as shown in and reduces the output in the all-important 2,000 c/s
Fig. 3 (b). The diameter of the inside semi-circular edge
where the ear has maximum sensitivity and where,
m Fig. 3 (b) will naturally depend on the diameter of region
in the case of so many loudspeakers,
the speech coil former to which it has to be attached. unfortunately
is a marked increase, in sound output. Incidentally,
The radius of the outside semi-circular edge should fie there
the response curve of the loudspeaker given in Fig. 4
about 2 in. or 3 ins. greater than the radius of the inside
fairly typical of join, and I3iu. commercial models
edge, so that the linal " tweeter " eone-should have edges iswith
single diaphragms. The sharp fall at 6,000 c/s
about 3 iu.or 3ins. long. The author suggests that the best is quite
a marked feature of their performance and
method of constructing a " tweeter" cone to suit a makes them
very suitable for - the reproduction of
particular loudspeaker is to make a few trial cones gramophone records,
scratch filter being more or less
with, say, ordinary notepaper first until a suitable size unnecessary. There isa no
of course, why a comis obtained by trial and error. Then the real cone can mercial loudspeaker shouldreason,
not be treated in both the
be made, using the final trial model as a template. The ways suggested in this article
; the stiffness could be
reduced to improve the bass and a
" tweeter " cone can be added to increase
Speaker Frame
the " top," and it is possible to produce
some very fine quality from loudspeakers
F/ex/ble
^ ^
treated in this way.
Centreing
Device
Main
Diaphragm
REFRESHER
COURSE IN
MATHEMATICS
By
Tweeter Cone
F. J. CAMM.
\
8/6, by post 9/Tweeter Cone,
Secured Here

Speech
Coil

Fadius *Oependa
on Speech Coit
"
Diameter
Fig. 3 (a).—Sectional view of straight-sided " tweeter " cone. (6) A suggested
method of constructing a " tweeter."

ENGINEER'S VEST
POCKET BOOK
By
F. J. CAMM.
19/6, by post 11/.
From :
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House,
Soufchampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2
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Oscillator

An Informative Article Explaining its Theory and Operation
A CERTAIN amount of controversy has arisen current throughaLr then induces an e.m.f. in L2*in such
recently in the correspondence columns of this a direction that the grid is driven rapidly positive, and
journal over the classification and operational in a very short while the valve is fully conducting.
Now as the grid is driven positively, there is a fall in
details" of the squegging oscillator. There seems also
to be a certain amount of dispute as to the differences the anode potential due to the back e.m.f. set up in
between squegging and blocking oscillators, though Li, and condenser C is charged by the flow of grid current.
essentially all oscillators of this particular fonn are Li thus experiences an additional load due to the gridsquegging oscillators, blocking oscillators simply being cathode A.C. resistance of the valve. This damping
particular instances of squegging circuits having certain effect, together with the fall of anode potential, eventually
relative values of the natural feed-back frequency and succeeds in reducing the rate of rise of anode current and
hence the grid voltage. Again the effect is cumulative
the charging time constant.
The reason for these , differences of opinion may be and the anode current falls rapidly, driving the grid
due to the fact that the usual explanation of the operation •negative and carrying the valve beyond cut-off. The
of squegging oscillators, while simple, is not wholly grid waveform varies in the manner shown in Fig. 2 (b),
correct. In its usual form the squegging oscillator the valve cutting off after one-half cycle of oscillatory
consists of an ordinary feed-back valve circuit with a voltage.
While transformer back-coupled oscillators can be
grid leak and condenser, a typical circuit being depicted made
to function in this manner, actual practice shows
in Fig. i. This arrangement will, by a suitable choice that ideal
are not easy to obtain due to damped
of component values, generate anything from continuous oscillationsconditions
set up in the transformer windings. A method
oscillation of more or less sine wave form, to short,
of
overcoming
this
is
use shunt resistances (the lesser
regularly spaced bursts of oscillation. It is this latter of two evils) across thetoprimary
and secondary windings,
condition of operation, when bursts are produced at a even though the use of such resistances
reduce the useful
repetition frequency determined mainly by the product voltages developed and limit the charge on
the condenser.
CR that is known as the squegging condition.
They are also somewhat critical in value.
Another
method
of
achieving
the
result
outlined
above
Feedback
employ a tuned circuit in place of the transformer,
The customary explanation of the manner in which istheto natural
frequency of this tuned circuit being so
this circuit functions is as follows: feedback occurs
that the time for one cycle is equal to twice the
from Li to L2, and the valve commences to oscillate chosen
period
over
which
valve will be conductive. The
at a frequency determined by the grid tuned circuit action of the system isthethen
very similar to the'transformerL2C1. This oscillation very rapidly builds up, and, as coupled circuit provided that
the grid circuit time conit docs so, the grid rectification effect of the valve with stant composed of C and the grid-cathode
resistance
C and R causes the mean grid potential to swing of the valve is small compared with the A.C.
period of connegative. This effect is cumulative, and after a short duction.
while the grid becomes so negative that the valve is
When the grid is carried positive in this case, the
carried beyond cut-off and oscillations cease. This precise
potential reached depends upon the ratio of the
condition remains until the charge on condenser C has time constant
CRg to the time of one-half cycle of the
leaked away through R and L2, when the valve again resonant frequency
of the tuned circuit. Taking this
commences to conduct and the cycle of events repeat ratio to be small, then
condenser C will charge as '
themselves.
The voltage between grid and cathode rapidly as the applied the
voltage rises, and the voltage
therefore varies in the manner of the waveform shown across C will be practically
to the applied voltage.
in Fig. 2(a), each cycle consisting of a short burst of Relative to the cathode theequal
grid potential will be only
oscillation, driving the grid beyond cut-off in the slightly positive, since it consists
the algebraic sum
process, followed by!a>elatively long period of quiescence, of the voltages across the coil andofthe
condenser, and
during which the grid condenser discharges exponentially these are very nearly equal though opposite
in sign
through the grid leak.
(ignoring slight resistive elements). When the voltage
This squegging condition is achieved by using a much across the coil commences to fall the change in grid
tighter coupling between Li and L2, and a much potential soon carries the
higher value for C and R, than would normally be used valve beyond cut - off.
when continuous oscillations are desired. The form which and when the voltage
—O
the oscillating circuit takes is of little importance, and across the coil is zero,
Lit
such circuits as the Colpitts or the Hartley may be the grid is negative by
employed in place of the reaction-coil arrangement of an amount equal to the
Fig. 1.
^ condenser voltage. L2
being part of an oscilir
r^\
The Blocking Oscillator
latory circuit, the next
Blocking oscillators are generally constructed so that half cycle of oscillatory
Ei, L2 and Ci constitute an iron-cored transfonner voltage carries the voltwhich may or may not have damping resistances across age across the coil to an
the primary and secondary. An ordinary, good quality amount practically equal
audio transformer, having a ratio of about 3 : 1 is quite to the previous positive
"c/ <5^
general, the secondary being connected into the grid swing, though negative
circuit. In this case Ci does not ejdst as a separate in sign. The potential
'§,L2
•! *
condenser, but is made up of the self-capacity of the at the grid consequently
goes negative by an
transformer windings.
—0
amount
almost
equal
to
Consider such a system at an instant when the conthe condenser voltdenser C (still referring to Fig. 1) is so charged that the vtwice
already present.
valve grid is negative • beyond cut-off. Ihis charge ageNow,
since the concommences to leak away through R and Li, and con- ductive
grid time Fig. 1. — Typical squegging
sequently induces a small e.m.f. in Li such that there is a constant CRg
is small oscillator circuit with reaction
slight increase in anode potential. This effect continues enough to permit
the
as C discharges, and at last a stage is reached where condenser to charge
coil feedback.
the valve begins slightly to conduct. The rising anode
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almost completely during the first positive half cycle of
oscillatory voltage, the second positive half cycle will
fail to lift the paralysing bias on the grid and the valve
will remain cut off. The oscillations will then rapidly
die away, and the process will only/repeat when the
charge on the condenser has leaked through R sufficiently
to allow conduction to recommence. The grid waveform
for this cycle of events is shown in Fig. 2 (b), already
referred to above, where it is seen that the valve is cut
off after the first half cycle of grid oscillatory, voltage.
This is the blocking condition as distinct from the
squegging circuit whose grid waveform was shown in
Fig. 2 (a). It must not be overlooked, of course, that
the blocking oscillator is only a particular form of
squegging oscillator, and that all oscillators of this
nature are actually squegging oscillators, as was
remarked previously.
Theory of Squegging
In-order to understand the fundamental theory of
squegging oscillators, it is necessary to grasp the
implications of the fact that the effective mutual conductance of a valve varies with the grid bias applied.
Mutual conductance is generally defined as the ratib
of the change in anode current to the change in grid
voltage producing it, infinitesimally small quantities
being taken in each case. In the notation of the
calculus;
.
ola
Mutual Conductance gm — §y

495

Fig. 3,—Typicalla-Vg curve,
showing various points of bias.

decreases, gm does not necessarily become zero, however,
when the bias point is moved beyond the cut-off value
of the valve at B, for during part of the positive half
cycles of input voltage the grid potential may still be
carried into the conductive region BO. Only-when the
grid bias is taken back to a position such as 0, where
BC is equal to or greater than the peak value Vi of
the input voltage, will the mutual conductance fall to
zero. As the grid bias is moved from A in a negative
g
direction towards C, the mutual conductance accordingly
from its maximum value |m to zero.
i.eT', the tangent to the la-Vg curve (Fig. 3) at any falls
,Now also from Fig. 3, taking the characteristic as
particular point.
ideal, that is, ignoring the bottom bend between A
This definition of gm is not of much value when the and
13, we may note the effect of the input voltage
amplitude of the input voltage is large, for then the amplitude
on the mutual conductance. For an applied
characteristic is curved throughout the working range sinusoidal input
voltage of amplitude with the valve
and the static value of mutual conductance arrived at biased at the point
A, the mutual conductance will bo
by the above method no longer applies. For our present constant for all values
of tq from zero up to vi=AB.
discussion a somewhat different definition must be found
As
soon
as
the
amplitude
exceeds this value gm must
When a relatively large sinusoidal input is applied to the begin to decrease, for the valve
only conducting over
grid, the anode current will fluctuate accordingly, but part of the input cycle. As v,is becomes
and
the anode waveform will not in general be sinusoidal. greater, gm becomes smaller and smaller, andgreater
eventually
It may be nearly so, or it may consist solely of short reaches a minimum value approximately equal
to
Jgm
pulses corresponding to the positive tips of the input when AB is small compared with V].
waveform. It is possible to show, however, that the
With the valve biased at the point B, gm becomes
anode waveform, whatever its variations, can be resolved
into a harmonically related series of sine and cosine independent of fq, for the valve is conductive for oneterms with a fundamental frequency equal to that of half of each cycle at all_ times, and its value is then
the grid waveform. We now define mutual conductance approximately equal to igm.
as the ratio of the fundamental frequency component of
The third operating point at C gives a mutual conducthe anode current to the grid, voltage.
tance which is zero for values of iq less than BC, but which
The manner in which the effective mutual conductance* increases as Vj increases and eventually reaches a maxivaries with grid bias is quite a simple matter to follow mum value approximately equal to igm when BC is
from Fig. 3. When a valve is biased at a point A (about small compared with ■vi.
the centre of the steepfest part of the curve), the slope,
In a practical characteristic curve, where the bottom
and therefore the mutual conductance, has a maximum
is taken into account, it is a simple matter to see
value Im. As the bias point is moved back towards B, bendthat
for a valve biased at the cut-off point B, gm will
the slope of the curve becomes less, and gm therefore increase
from zero to a maximum as the input voltage
amplitude is increased from zero.
The basic theory of squegging is now comparatively
simple to understand. As is known from oscillator
, theory the conditions as to whether a tuned grid oscillator will generate oscillations or not depends upon the
relative values of the conductance of the tuned input
circuit, M, and the input conductance of the valve My, '
which latter is dependent upon gm and may be positive
or negative. When Mv is negative and greater than M
the circuit will oscillate with increasing amplitude.
When My is positive, or M—My is positive, the valve
will not oscillate.
(b)
Consider the instant when the charge present upon
the grid condenser has leaked away sufficiently for
conduction to recommence, gm is then finite and its
value is increasing as the grid voltage falls. Thus Mv
is becoming larger, and eventually a point is reached
where its value becomes equal to —M. Oscillation then
commences, and as the valve is operating on a curved
portion of the characteristic the input voltage brings
an increase in gm which in turn increases the
Fig. 2.—Grid-cathode waveforms for squegging circuits. about
value off —My and so causes a still further build-up of
(fc) Depicting the special case of blocking.
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V|. As soon as the oscillation is established, therefore,
■Ci builds up very rapidly, but without an appreciable
change in the bias point of the valve. This is due to the
failure on the part of the grid condenser to charge at any
great speed through the grid-cathode resistance of the
valve, despite the rectifving action of the grid circuit.
In fact, all that the rectification effect achieves at this
stage is merely to prevent the further discharge of the
grid condenser through the grid leak.
By the time the grid condenser has charged to any
appreciable amount, ^, has built up to a very- large
amplitude. Due to this the bias voltage affects gm
and Mv, but not before the grid has moved to some
.distance beyond the cut-off point. There are then
two conflicting actions at work; gm is tending to
decrease as, the charge on the grid condenser increases,
and at the same time tending to increase as v, increases.
If Vi is still rising rapidly the grid bias is tending to
rise at"ahsimilar rate but with a difference of magnitude
which is considerable and very roughly constant.
Despite, the build up of vi, therefore, as the bias rises,
the fraction of the amplitude cutting into the conductive
region of the curve will decrease and [gm will begin
to grow smaller. The rate of increase of vi will consequently fall off, but the condenser will go on charging
all the time. the amplitude is sufficient to sweep into
the conductive region; As soon as the input peaks
fail to carry the valve to the point of grid current, the
condenser ceases to charge. At this stage —Mv is less
than M ; that is, the value of gm is insufficient to
maintain the amplitude ; the value of tq therefore falls
to zero very rapidly, leaving the valve cut off and
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the grid condenser charged. As soon as the condenser
has- discharged sufficiently through the grid leak the
cycle of events repeats.
It is apparent that as long as the bias point remains
on the conductive regions of the characteristic squegging
cannot occur. This, however, is not the real distinction
between squegging circuits and circuits generating
contkmous oscillation, for the latter condition is possible
even when a valve is biased beyond cut-off. 1 he true
conditions under which an oscillator squeggs or generates
continuous oscillation depends -upon the initial rate
of increase of input amplitude; and,if this is high the
bias voltage lags a considerable way behind the amplitude,
and a very large value of v, is reached before the bias
can appreciably reduce the value of the mutual conductance.
In any'circuit of this nature the input amplitude is
always limited by the effect of the increasing bias on
the growth of the mutual conductance, itself due to
the rise of the input amplitude. If the effect manifests
itself before the bias reaches the cut-off point of/the
valve, squegging does not occur, even though _ the bias
may afterwards exceed this value. If it comes into play
after the cut-off point has been passed, squegging
necessarily occurs. Summed up, squegging docs not
occur if the rate of change of amplitude is decreasing
at the cut-off point, but it does occur if the rate is
increasing at tlris point.
It is hoped that these few notes may clear up some
of the uncertainties and doubts of the operation of
squegging oscillators.

Notation
Simplified
By HEREFORD WAKE
Paper Read Before the Institute of Practical Radio Engineers
or log of Pa/Pi must be found. The logarithmic systems
The Transmission Unit
may be either the briggs or common to the
THIS unit, a logarithmic one, was first introduced in applicable
10, or the naperian e to the base 2.7x83. If the
the U.S.A. for the purpose of showing that two base
the ratio is shown in bels ; if the latter, in
quantities of power, from two circuits, functioning former,
nepers. Log 10 of the " 200 " of (i) = 2.30i bels, and log
under similar
D ,) conditions, differ by n units when the ratio c of (l) = 2,693 nepers. To convert nepers to decibels,
is i : io ( -i). A unit having ten times the T.U. tenths of a bo), multiply the nepers by 8.686, or multiply
value is the Bd.
decibels by 0.1151 to get nepers—not that they will
•be wanted in radio.
The Neper
Is a continental telephone transmission unit. One
'Notation
neper equals 0.8686 bel and is defined as the equivalent Decibel
bel, however, is a bit cumbersome for radio work,
to the unit of attenuation length, Bi, based on the so The
that the decibel notation is employed, and with it,
naperian logarithm of the ratio of the two currents. in general,
the common system of logs. Thus the logarithmic
ratio of (3), expressed in decibels, is 10 login
The Decibel
(ioo/5)
=
20o=log
2.301 = 10X2.301 = 23.01 db. MultiTliis may now be termed the transmission unit of
the log result by 10 has, of course, converted
radio and is 1/10 of a bel. A bettor description is to plying
bels to decibels. The change of the power level
call it the unit of level, for if one factor lias a power itof from
sound by 1 db. is the smallest the ear can detect
Fi and another factor a power Fa, the difference m •anda one
has to virtually double the power output of
level is 10 logn, (Fi/Fa) decibel (abbreviated to db), or an amplifier
to attain a gain of 3 db. Thus the decibel
20 logic (Vr/Va) db. V = volts. (Note later how these is really a power"
though it can be used to express
factors and their numerals are conversely computed.) voltage ratios if unit,
such voltages are related to power
ratios.
Power Level
The actual difference of power level "-between points Level Values
in a radio network, though capable of representation in a
Arbitrary reference levels of power vary, but for
number of different ways, may be best understood from radio
work, 0.006 watt or 6 milliwatts is used, that is,
the three following examples : (1) By showing them as a 6 milliwatts
is assumed as an arbitrary level for zero, dh.
ratio difference, or the number of times one 15 greater This, "of course,
makes necessary the use of plus and
than the other. .(2) By showing how much greater (or minus .prefixes in order
to indicate the quantity direction,
less) one. is than the other. (3) By showing the ratio of so that the power output
in watts of a "radio device is
one to the other logarithniically.
into decibels, assuming output impedances as
Assume a quantity of Pi to equal 5 watts; another converted
quantity of Pa to equal 1,000 watts. By (1), Pa/Pi— being equal, by the equation :
1,000/5, or it is 200 times Pi. But for (2) the same Number of ab. = iologio (see amended formula later)
quantities, 1,000 minus 5~995 watts=Pa as being where db. No. is the desired level of power in db. ; where
greater than Pi by 995 watts. For (3) the logarithm
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Pa is the reference level or the 0.006 watts, and where
Pi is the output of the device or amplifier. Use of the
subnumeral 10, following the word "log" obviously
refers to log tables with 10 as the base, so that repetition
of it is unnecessary.
As a further simple example, consider an amplifier to
have an uiidistorted output of 3 watts and that we want
its decibel notation. Assuming the 0.006W level, this
quantity, divided into the 3, results in 500, and 10
multiplied by the log of 500 equals 10x2.69 = 26.9 db.
Voltage and Current Notation
Electrical power, minus phase diffeyence between voltage
and current, is shown as either i2R, Ex 1 or E2/R, and
although the decibel defines a ratio of two powers,
voltage and current ratios may be computed for finding
decibel gains and losses, in which instances the input
and output impedances need consideration. To this
point in the discussion, Pi has been used as the numerator
and P2 as the denominator, but for reasons to be later
disclosed and to possibly simplify text-book treatment
of the subject as a whole, what follows should be observed
and assumed as:
Db. = 10 logv p2 or W2=Wo=larger power
. .
Pi or Wi =Wi=smaller power
where 1=input and 0=output, these two symbols also
applying to E=voltage, 1= current and R=impedances
of larger or smaller values respectively. By this notation
Pi = Ei2/Ri and Po=Eo2/Ro, or db. = io log Po/Pi, from
which it can be reasoned that db. = io log (E02/R0) —
(?» (R1/R0).
Pi.^-r10 loS (Eo2x Ri) -f (Ei2x Ro) = 10 log
(no/Ei)-'
That is, db.-io log (Eo/Ei)s+io log Ri/Ro, or db.
— 20 log Eo/Ei-j-ro log Ri/Ro. Transposing: db.=
20 log (Eo VRi)-^(Ei VRo).
For the current ratios, substituting for Pi and Po db
= 10 log (Io2xRo)^-(Ii2xRi), or db, = 20 log lo/Ii+io
log Ro/Ri, which may be shown as db. = 2o log (lo VRo)
-v-([i VRi).
This resolving shows that db. = 20 log lo/Ii for current
and that db. = 2o log Eo/Ei for voltage. But should
these voltages and currents operate in unequal impedances we must employ the following formula, lettin"
Z=impedance:
db. = 20 log Ei/Eo + io log Zo/Zi+io log PFi/PFo
for voltage.
db. = 20 log li/Io+io log Zi/Zo+io log PFi/PFo, for
current,, where PF=power factor values for the impedances. Many text-books use the symbol k for the power
factor notation Ph. So that by converting voltage
ratios into decibels, the power levels are available from
computation, or to ascertain the decibel gain when
input and output values of E are known, the gain
equals the number of decibtls equalling 20 log Ei/Eo
where Ei=voltage input and Eo=voltage output. If
the gain is wanted and the decibels arc known,
divide them by 20 and extract the antilog to get the
voltage ratio, that is, E(gain) = antilog db.n/20, where
E = the power ratio or voltage gain; db.n = the number
of decibels : 20=the divisor, thus reversing the equation
20 log E1/E0.
Algebraic Notation
.The decibel lends itself to this quite well, inasmuch
as gains ~ and losses of a device can be algebraically
computed. For example, if a certain network has a
loss of 8 db. in one circuit and two gains of 10 db. in
other circuits, the total gain=—8-f 10-1-10=12 db.
Decibel Tables
The practical radio engineer can, however, dispense
with the problems of computing decibel ratios and
powers by referring to the various published tables
available, an example being the Decibel-Watts Table
(see Table* 1) :
# Not only are commercial amplifiers given output levels
in db. ratings, but gramophone pickups and microphones
as well. Examples noted have been: Carbon micro-
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phones —45 db. (minus 45 decibels). Condenser microphones—po^ib. Velocity microphones—95 db. Movingcoil microphones —90 db. Piezo-electric microphones
— yo db. Gramophone pickups^-25 db. The minus
sign is, of course, assumed against a reference level
say, the 6 milliwatts previously referred to. Therefore'
a microphone with a rating of —45 db. must deliver its
output power 45 db. lower or less than 6 milliwatts.
On the other hand, an amplifier or device may have a
rating of +40 db. level, this meaning that it functions
with a power output 40 db. above the reference level.
From the conversion table computing such overall values
is simplified.
Another very useful table is that compiled to show
voltage and power ratios of decibel gain, from which
can be reciprocally computed voltages and power ratios
of decibel loss, extracts following in Table 2.
Table 1—Decibel-Watts Conversion Table
J
Decibels; Watts Decibels Watts Decibels Watts
40
30
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20

00
43
950
360
718
975
.180
.859
.487
.590
.000
.743
.795
.036
.371
.900
.518
.185
.948
759 ;
600

19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.4744
0.3795
0.3037
0.2372
0.1898
0.1518
0.1187
0.0948
0.0759
0.060
0.0474
0.0380
0.305
0.0237
0.0190
0.0153
0.0119
0.0095
0.0076
0.006

- 1 0.00474
- 2 0.00397
- 3 ..0.00303
- 4 0.00237
- 5 0.00190
- 6 0.00152
- 7 0.00119
- 8 0.00095
- 9 0.00076
-10 0.0006
-11 0.00047
-12 0.00039
-13 0.00030
-14 0.00023
-15 1.90x10-4
-16 1.51x10-4
-20 6.00x10-5
-30 O.OOx 10-G
-40 0.00x10-7
-50 6.00x10-8

Ratio Examples Derived from the Table
By reference to this table one can find the gain in
decibels, current or voltage losses or gains, power loss
or gain ratios, or the decibel equivalents of voltage loss
01 gain ratios. The tabulation as printed, however
shoqld be primarily viewed as for plus decibels showing
voltage and power gains only. For losses, or minus
decibels or ratios, the reciprocals of the gain ratios
are used, a slide rule having a reciprocal scale being a
convenient means for accomplishing this, or reciprocals
can be found arithmeticallv. The following examples
illustrating how the tabulations are employed:
Decibel Gain
»
. Assume that an amplifier has had 'its power output
increased by 35 times and the gain in decibels is required
to be known. From the Power Ratio column find 35
The nearest figures are 35.48. Opposite, under the
Decibels column, will be noted 15.5, this being the
gamin db. A power ratio loss for the same figures would
be the reciprocal of the 35.48 or 1/35.48 = .02818 = a
power loss ratio corresponding to a loss of 15.5. db.
Current or Voltage Gain Ratios
Assume that the voltage gain ratio Yor current)
corresponding to a gain of the 15.5 db. is wanted. Look
up the 15,5 under the Decibel column and note the
equivalent for a voltage gain ratio as 5.597. For a loss
for
the same figures find the reciprocal of the gain ratio
or
I/.5-597, which is .1679.
Db. Equivalents for Given Loss or Gain Ratios
Assume a decibel gain is wanted following an increase
of twice the original voltage to a device. Twice of
course = 2, so that the nearest tabulated number to 2
must be found in the Voltage Ratio column. This is
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Table 2—Decibel Ratio Conversion Table
Power
Decibels Voltage
Ratio 1 Ratio Decibels
.0
.1
.2
.3
A
.5
.6
.7
,8
.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4-.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
0.0
0.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5
10.0
1

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio j

1.000 ' 1.000 10.5
11.22
3.350
1.012 1.023 11.0
3.548
12.59
1.023 1.047 11.5
3.758
14.13
1.035 1.072 12.0
3.981
15.85i
1.047 1.090 12.5
4.217
17.78
1.059 1.122 13.0
4.407
19.95
1.072 1.148 13.5
4.732
22.39
1.084 1.175 14.0
5.012
25.12
1.090 1.202 14.5
5.309
28.18,
1.109 1.230 15.0
5.023
31.62
1.122 1.259 15.5
5.597
35.48
1.189 1.413 16.0
0.310
39.81
1.259 1 .585 16.5
0.083
44.07
'
1.334 1.778 17.0
7.079
50.12:
1.413 1.995 17.5
7.499
50.23,
1.490 2.239 18.0
7.943
63.10
1.585 2.512 18.5
8.414
70.79
1.079 2.818 19.0
8.913
79.43
1.778 3.102 19.2
9.120
83.18
1.884 3.548 19.5
9.441
98.13
1.995 3.981 20.0
10.000
100.00
2.113 4.407 30
3.102x10 1000.00
2.239 5.012 40
100.000
10000.00
2.371 5.023 50
3.102 x102 106
2.512 0.310 00
10000.090
10c
2.001 7.079 70
3,102x103 . 107
2.818 7.943 80
104
108
2.985 8.913 90
3.162x104 109
3.102 10.000 100
1010 i
IO-"'

-995—opposite 6 in the Decibel column—so that
i .995 is the equivalent to a gain of 6 db. The loss ratio
for this or any other given value is again its reciprocal.
These reciprocal values are possibly best visualised
from figures resolving about the tabulated db. 10, the
voltage gain ratio of which is 3.162. The power ratio
is 10—for a gain. The
reciprocal of the voltage gain
ratio is 3.1O2 1x 10-1; the reciprocal of the power
gain ratio is io- . Another easy-to-imderstand example
resolves itself around the tabulation for 100 db., which
can be set down thusly:—
Voltage
Power
Voltage
Power
Ratio
Ratio
Decibels
Ratio
Ratio
Loss
Loss
Gain
Gain
10-6
10-10
105
100
1010
The table may be extended for values not included
by taking the next lowest multiple of 20 and noting
its corresponding power ratio and then taking the
difference between the wanted level and the multiple
of 20 and noting the corresponding power ratio, the two
ratios being then multiplied to get the answer. Assume
25 db., which by this reasoning equals 25 — 5 = 5 db.
The power ratio for the 20 db. = 100 ; the power ratio
for 5 db.' == 3.162, multiplying the two ratios == 100 x
3.162 = 316.2. Voltage and current ratios may be
similarly arrived at, as also may be loss ratios by recourse
to reciprocal computation.
Tables are in print listing both power and voltage
gains and losses, but due to the difficulty of contact for
obtaining permission to reprint at the present time, the
one used here serves a very useful purpose for, as stated,
by the application of a slide rule having a reciprocal
scale on the slide, the computations are quickly arrived
at. A close study of the table discloses some additional
interesting factors, one being that the power ratio gain
for one decibel is coincident with the voltage decibel
gain for two decibels, 1.259, fbis being in evidence
similarly at other points of tabulation, the reciprocals
of power ratio losses and voltage ratio losses computing
likewise.
Simplified Working of Problems having Negative
Characteristics
When actual working out of problems are done
arithmetically and by aid of logs, it is advisable, as set
out under " Voltage and Current Notation," to use the

larger value as the numerator, for by so doing the
dividend or answer is always more than one ; thus the
characteristic of the log of a ratio will always be zero
or a higher positive value, and the result thus attained
virtually indicates whether it is a gain or a loss : that is,
resolve a problem with positive values and change the
sign in the answer.
Computing Reference Levels
This is best visualised from an example, assuming
a device with an output of 1,200 milliwatts and a reference
level of 6 milliwatts. Therefore o db. = 0.006 watt.
Db. = 1,200/6 or db. = 10 log 1,200/6 = log 200 == 2.301,
10 x 2.301 = 23.01 db.
Translating
For arithmetical computation of ratios the following
example can be studied, which is one given in a number
of text-books and requoted here due to the simplicity of
the figures used : An amplifier having a known gain
of 50 db. has a maximum output of 5 watts. What is the
ratio
of P-j to Pi ? If N = 10 log P2/P1, N must equal
x
50 and the output of P2 equal 5,000 milliwatts. Therefore,
50 = 10 log Ratio, and log Ratio equals 5. Ratio is
also equal to the antilog of 5 - 100,000, thus Pi ^=-5,000/
100,000 — .05 milliwatt. Knowing the value of the
output voltage enables the required input voltage to be
similarly computed by application of the formula
X -= 20 log F-i/Ei. It will be noted, however, that using
the tables and finding reciprocals simplifies problems
even as easy as this one.
Concluding
Students pursuing this subject should anticipate
some practice before proficiency is attained in arriving
at a quick solution of problems, either from the tabulation method or from arithmetical working. Checking
the notation as described in this paper against a possibly
more ambitious treatment in an advanced text-book is
suggested as a further aid to a complete understanding
of it as a whole.
Loudness levels, intensity levels, and noise levels
are permissibly expressed in decibels without recourse
to a reference level, remembering, however, that for
acoustic, work in16 general, zero level of intensity is
assumed to be io- acoustic watts per square centimetre.
For Export Only
IN this third programme of extracts from B.B.C.
broadcasts intended for export only, the home
microphone on October 3rd covered two programmes;,
" London Column," normally heard in the North
American Service, and " Chapter and Verse," from the
Overseas Services.
" London Column " is just two years old, and when
first broadcast to America was rc-broadcast by one
station in San Francisco, Since then the demand for
it has increased tremendously, and it is to-day carried
by 42 American broadcasting stations. Research
carried out in .the United States shows that some 65
million people listen to the programme each week. •
The purpose .of the first editions of " London Column "
was, by making a digest of current B.B.C. broadcasting,
to give American listeners an indication of how the
war looked from London. The 100th edition, which
home listeners heard, was not exactly typical of the
programme which has the Canadian actor Robert
Bcatty as narrator, but recalled some of the more
dramatic broadcasts heard in previous editions. It also
served as an example of the more emphatic approach
expected by the American radio listener.
The second half of the programme was a broadcast
from another popular scries, " Chapter and Verse,"
which has been running in the Overseas Services for
more than four years. " Chapter and Verse " was a
programme of poetry and music, where the announcements were confined to the beginning and end of the
programme, the poems linked by music played on
recorders.
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By THERMION
grammes. Like all other undertakings the B.B.C. lost
Amateur Transmitting Licences
ocr
high percentage of its staff, and many of the enterIT is good to learn that the Council of the K.b.O.b. atainers
were either called up or joined L.N.S.A. or one
has learned from the G.P.O. that it has now agreed of the other
service entertainment units. lelevision,
to accept applications for radiating licences from those which is in the
offing, will bring fresh problems and
who held an artificial aerial licence at the outbreak ot create opportunities
for a new Style of radio entertainer,
war.
one whp can be seen as wqll as heard.
It mu^t not be taken, however, .that such licence
, ^
will be granted. Those who held-an •artificial aerial " Communications Old and New P
licence and who wish to apply for a radiating licence 1HAVE been interested in a book entitled communications Old and New," written by Lt.-Commdr.
are required to submit proof of their ability Xo send
and receive the Morse Code. In this connection they R. T. Gould, R.N., and published for Cable and Wireless
may find " Mastering Morse " by the Editor of this Ltd. at 3/6d. by the R.A. Publishing Co. This book
journal and obtainable from these offices for i/2d. by gives a well-illustrated history of communications from
the earliest days of civilisation to date, from the tom-tom,
post, of great assistance.
runners, fires, horns, bells, heliograms, smoke, flags,
Those requiring a radiating licence may submit as , the
in bottles, pigeons, rockets, shutter and
proof of their ability to transmit the Morse Code a messages,
the electric telegraph, wireless telegraphy,
Discharge Leave Certificate carrying testimony that semaphore,
and television. It is a book well
the applicant has served in a recognised radio service photo-telegraphy
worth
reading.
trade. Applications should be addressed to Kadio
Branch, W2/6, Engineer-in-Chiefs Office (Alder House),
Repeater Station
.
G.P.O. London, E.C.i. Applicants should give their Wesel
in the Army's communication system
full name, the address of the licensed station, call sign, A KEY-POINT
in
Germany
to-day
is
the
Royal
Signals
Repeater
and give grounds for training exemption from the Station at Wesel-on-the-Rhine.
Morse Code test.
As Wesel was on the main axis of the advance of
This is a good sign indeed—a sign that we are getting Second
Army and 21 Army Group it^ was essential, it
back to the point where we left the hobby in 1939.
the necessary number of satisfactory circuits were to be
provided
and maintained, to have a large repeater
Not Broadcasting House
tt
1 a
^
somewhere near there to bridge the gap across
A CARPING critic, one William H. Borland, ,ris aso station
unacquainted with the configuration of P p d- the devastated area and link up with the_ undamaged
casting House that he thinks that the small sketch at systems further east.
A forward reconnaissance by a Royal Signals omcer
the top of this page is a drawing of it. It is, in tact, a
drawing of the editorial offices from which this journal, immediately our troops entered Wesel revealed that the
telephone
exchange and almost all of its equipment had
and our companion journals Practical Mechanics and
Practical Engineering are published. I will not quote been damaged beyond repair. It was necessary, therefore,
to start afresh; take a suitable building—a roadhouse
his letter, which is full of similar inaccuracies.
just east of Wesel was chosen—install Army equipment
and improvise the necessary frames.
Wireless Receiving Licences
.
German underground cables, with a ring system
AT July 31st, 1945, there were 9,858,000 wireless providing
alternative routing by-passing Wesel were
receiving licences issued in this country. I he
found,
after some searching, and after some 14 days
total is made up in the following way : London 1 ostal
carrier
telephone
systems were in operation back to
Region, 1,746,000; Home Counties Region, t,279..ooo;
and 50 trunk circuits were established in all.
Midland Region, 1,405,000; North Eastern Region, Venlo,
1,550,000; North Western Region, 1,348,000 ; South Steel-work for frames and racks was obtained from
Western Region, 831,000 ; Welsh and Border Region, damaged factories in Wesel and erected by the^ Royal
586,000, making a total for England and Wales of Signals, and a certain amount of German equipment
8 72 5 000. The number of wireless licences in Scotland from the damaged German repeater station was adapted.
is less than ten per cent, of the total, namely 982,000
only, whilst Northern Ireland has a total number ot
RADAR
851,000.
Thev
say
that
it's
new,
but it's really quite old,
Notwithstanding the war the number of receiving
It commenced when the mountains were raised.
licences continues to grow, and although the licence tee
And Adam and Eve often heard it at work,
And it made them distinctly amazed.
.
has remained unchanged and there has bden a considerFor when Adam went forth, leaving Eve in their cave.
able increase in B.B.C. revenue, the amount spent by
She
popped
out
her
head
for
a
dekko,
the B.B.C. on entertainment during the war has gone
'And raised up her voice, crying " Adam, Yoo-Hoo !
down. We may now look forward to improved proMountains answered " Yoo-Hoo ! " in an echo.
And had they but known, this was Radar at work.
Although in most primitive guise.
Now with science at work it is brought up to date
And boosted as " modern surprise."
©ur IRoll of fIDedt
But we should not grow boastful, it s old as the hms.
And the truth (we should never abuse it)
Readers on Active Service—Ftfty-mnth List
Is that Radar began when Creation took place.
J. Rombaut (Sign., R.C.S.).
If man had but known how to use it'.
W. Saunders (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
Well, now he's found out, what use will he make
T. F. Tatem (Royal Marines).
Of this marvel which so much amazes ?
A. Davies (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
Let's hope not to help in some atomic war
M. Falk (Cpl., R.E.M.E.).
Which might easily blow us to blazes I
Torch "
B. H. Pound (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
H. Roberts (Cpl., R.A.F.).
aignnn
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Amplifiers

Technical Details Concerning " Angle of Flow/' and Load Conditions
of emission limitation, e.g., if the H.T. were not
SOME time ago the writer published an article in this case
periodical giving an outline of the general principles sufficient to make use of the peak emission. - ■
of Class B and Class C amplifiers.
C Modulated Stage
, .*
. ,
The Class C is of particular interest because of its use TheTheClass
second way to use Class C is to drive to about
as an oscillator for H.F. heating, but it is thought that half the
available
emission
when
generating
an
some further technical details may prove of general unmodulated carrier, as in Fig. 2(b), and so reserve the
interest.
. .
,
. r . peak emission when it will be required at maximum,
As stated in the earlier article, it can be used only for
per cent, modulation, as shown.
*
radio-frequency power amplification, because the output 100Obviously,
if worked as in (a) modulation of the
output would not be possible : the current is already
rising to its greatest possible value. At hat " modulation
Fig. I.—Class C operating
there, would ho would show very considerable distortion, 1
conditions.
but we will not discuss this now.
Even though, however, the full emission is utilised
onlv at the peak of modulation, the full H.T. voltage
is used for unmodulated carrier, as described above,
to leave only about 20 per cent, vffitagc on the anode.
How, therefore, can the current rise to twice its unmodulated peak, when too per cent, modulation takes
place
? It docs seem as if a little further increase would
Cut Off
drop the anode volts to zero.
The point is quite correct. Extra volts must be
Steady
derived from somewhere, though evidently not from the
D. C.
H.T. supply to the Class C. In anode modulation,
they are derived from the L.F. modulating stage;
another power valve, or two in push-pull, which supplies
Driving Voltage
Peak Pulse
the additional power to generate the H.F. sidebands
Current
corresponding to the modulation.
, , ,
It is not the purpose of this article to go into modulatcurrent is highly distorted, whilst a tuned R.F. circuit ing principles, but it will be necessary to sccudiy the
responds only to the " fundamental frequency, or first output of a Class C does depend on the H.T. power
harmonic component.
n n ^ supplied. At first, it may seem obvious that the two
With two valves operating in Class C push-pull, the must be dependent, but in a stage delivering a pure
current output of eacli valve takes the form of rectified sine-wave, Fig. 3, the statement is not true—varying the
pulses shown again in somewhat more detail in big. r. H.T. at audio-frequencies would change the power
But though the current is thus far from being dissipated at the anode, but not the A.C. output.
anything like a sine-wave, much of the difficulty in
, t■ , ,
understanding Class C will vanish if it is remembered Grid Modulation
discussing the matter, too, it may be of interest
that a sine-wave voltage oscillation occurs across the to Whilst
say a bit more on grid modulation.
anode tuned-circuit.
.,
. ...
.
If the L.F. voltage were applied to the grid ot the Class
This simplifies matters considerably when it comes to
estimating the power output. In fact, it is just a simple C Fig 4(a) and (h), no change of H.T. input ivoiM be
required
as described above. What happens is simply
matter of Ohm's Law, or, rather, V2/R, where R is the
the grid-bins is swinging at audio-frequency, as
•\ G toad resistance in ohms. Then, with a given H.I., that
it is' just as easy to estimate what maximum power can shown roughly in Fig. 4(h), which means, m effect,
varying the H.F. driving milage above the cut-oft point
be got into a given resistance.
■ There are two ways of using a Class C stage, hirst,
P
the H F. voltage " swing " (or " drive ") applied to the
<»rid may be large enough to develop the greatest possible
*'
'point
of
Peak
r
f
output in a given load resistance. This means driving
\ Emission
hard enough to cause the current peak to rise to the
maximum available electron emission of the filament
FK 2(a), which generally means driving the grid
positive into considerable grid current as well.
V
This large current peak will develop across the load a
peak alternating voltage nearly equal to the H.T., i.e.,
j. Peak
the dull H.T. supply volts can almost be developed as
^Modulation
"peak volts" across the load resistance. Nearly so,
A
of course, for if that were exactly true no volts would be
H. P. Dnve
(")
(a)
(■+• He/ees Only')
left on the valve anode—an average figure for the output
voltage is some 80 per cent, of the H.T., leaving 20 per fig, 2.—Approximate illustrations showin, different
cent, on the anode.
working point when modulating.
Therefore, under these driving conditions, our peak
output volts will be about 0.8 of the H.T. volts when C—oven though the H.F. derived from the driving source
the power output can be quickly estimated by 4(Pcak
constant.
'
, ..
Volts)a/R. The " i" takes account ot the K.M.b. is With
the bias-point taking different positions relative
value by which " power " is always reckoned.
the L.F. cycle, the effect is somewhat the same
An oscillator with sufficient self-bias to operate m to Cif over
the H.F. voltage itself were already modulated at
Class C would work up to a point where it delivers as
the
driving
source. The valve delivers current pulses
maximum output as described: the oscillation will whose amplitudes
increase and decrease accordingly.
continue to build-up, and with it the self-drive, until
{Continued on page 503)
something finally limits it. Of course, it may not be a
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CAPACITORS

CONSIDERABLE
o SIZE REDUCTION
OLD
OLD

OLD

NEW

NEW
wmm.

NEW

0-01 mfd. 350 v.

0-l mfd. 350 v.

0-25 mfd. 350 v.

Our recent patented development in wax-covered paper
tubulars enables these to be considerably reduced in size,
as will be obvious from the comparisons above. This
reduction to the smallest possible dimensions for this type
of capacitor should be of great assistance to designers.

e

UNIQUE
CONSTRUCTION

The unit is wound with overlapped
tinfoil, and the end caps are soldered
directly to the overlap, giving
a high self-resonant frequency,
and ensuring robust construction.
Available from 0.001 to 0.25 mfd.

©

FAVOURABLE
PRICE ANGLE

The simplicity of construction
enables us to offer these capacitors
at more economical prices than
those of any other types giving
comparable performance.
: 350 V. and 500 V. working.

rr
l
capacitors
A. H. HUNT LTD • LONDON • S.W. 18 • ESTABLISHED 1901
GR
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Batlio Books
SECOND EDITION JUST OUT

^

CLASSIFIED RADIO RECEIVER
DIAGRAMS
By E. M. Squi re. This work gives a. diagrammatic survey
of modern radio receivers, and provides the practical'radio
man, service engineer, dealer and amateur with a ready
reference to a representative selection of the types of
circuit likely to be met with in the majority of receiversSecond Edition. IDs. 6d. net.

IN
PARLIAMENT

In the House of Commons :
Mr. EVELYN WALKDEN asked the President of the Board of Trade why 120-10// Exide
Batteries which are sold at 11 .v. 1 d. are in short
supply and other 120-vo/t batteries of less
reliable make, and sold at 15.1. 64., only are
available . . .
Mr. DALTON : Wireless batteries are now
in short supply, owing to the heavy demands
of the Services, and it is necessary, therefore,
to make use of the output, although small, of
the higher cost producers. Prices are controlled under the Price of Goods Act, 1939,
and those charged for both classes of battery
referred to by my Hon. Friend have been
investigated and approved by the Central
Price Regulation Committee.
Mr. WALK DEN: While appreciating what my
Right Hon. Friend has said, is he not aware
that batteries are used largely by people in
small homesteads who cannot understand why
good batteries cannot be obtained while there is
a plentiful supply of inferior ones. . . ?
Mr. DALTON ; I am very anxious to get a
fair distribution of whatever supplies there
ard, but the best batteries are required for the
Services in a very great and increasing
quantity.- . . .
(Extracts front Hansard, Jan, 16)

THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE
COMPANY LTD.
GROSVENOR GARDENS HOUSE- LONDON- SWI

W.MSO. Sl/46

CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS
By J. H. Reyner. Radio men will find this practical book
invaluable, and a reliable source of information by one of
radio's greatest experts. It discusses theory and shows its
application in practice. Intensely interesting and helpful:
clearly presented and profusely illustrated.
Second Edition. 8s. 6d. net.
RADIO SIMPLIFIED
By John Clarricoats. Provides a useful background of
fundamental radio knowledge. Chapters deal with such
subjects as Series and Parallel, the Measurement of Current,
Voltage and Resistance, the Magnetic Effect of an Electric
Current, etc.
Second Edition. 4s. 6d. net.
N.B.—Poper rationing means a shortage of books. The
one you want may be temporarily out of stock.
* PITMAN ★
PITMAN HOUSE, PARKER STREET, KINGSWAY, W.C.I

FOR THE
RADIO SERVICE
MAN, DEALER
AND OWNER
The man who enrols for an I.C.S. Radio Course learns radio
thoroughly, completely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KN OW radio. We are not content merely
to teach the principles of radio, we want to show our1
students how td apply that training in practical, every-day,
radio service work. We train them to be successful !
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kin^sway, London, W.C.2.
Please explain fully about your instruction in the subject
marked X. Complete Radio Engineering
Radio.
Service Engineers
Eloinenlary
Radio
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate It below.
British
Institute
of
Radio
Engineers
P.M.Cr. Certificate for Wireless
Operators
City and
Guilds
Telecommunications
Wireless Operator, R.A.F.
Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.
Special terms for members of H.M. Forces and discharged
and disabled members of H.M. Armed Forces.
Name
Age.
(TTSK BLOCK LF.TTF.BS)
Address f.
(Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope.)
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H.T.-h
Any control of the R.F. driving-volts in this way is
an efficiency control, at a constant H.T. input. In the
c
grid circuit, two things are varying, namely ; the gridbias, and the resultant driving volts. The nett result,
Modu1ated
however, is that at maximum drive amplitude above C
Current^
(peak positive L.F. voltage), both the H.F. output and
Pu/ses N.
efficiency will be at their maximum.
But this implies that the efficiency must be comparatively loo under unmodulated conditions. ' This is true ;
the steady drive must be set to give an unmodulated
peak current of half the modulated peak—for 100 per
cent, modulation, Fig. 4(b). We saw that this same
carrier condition applied for anode modulation, but
with a difference.
In grid modulation, the valve cannot be driven under
unmodulated conditions to utilise anything like 80 pcr
/
ccnt. of the H.T. voltage, because no modulator stage
is employed to deliver the L.F. power. The latter—or
rather the sideband power—is obtained by varying the
efficiency of the H.F. stage itself. In other words, a
large proportion of the H.T. exists on the anode at the
L.r
carrier-current peak, and the unmodulated efficiency
input
is low—30 per cent, or less.
Effect on
Maximum efficiency, corresponding to something like
— Bias
Driving
the normal figure for Class C working, is reached at ,
Volts
peak modulation.
(*)
Input/Output Characteristic
L. E Swing in
,, .
Why is it that varying the H.T.. will alter the H.F.
■the Crid Bias
output in nearly the same proportion, thus maintaining
Fig. 4.—Approximate conditions for grid-modulation.
the ratio Output/Input = the 'Efficiency nearly
constant ?
•
.
voltage
(or alternating voltage across the anodg tunedIt by no means follows always that applying more,
or less, H.T, to a stage will result in a corresponding circuit), whilst the shaded pulse shows current delivered
the valve for only 120 deg. of the cycle. No current
change in the A.C. output. For instance, in a distor- by
at all can flow during the negative half of the cycle,
tionless Class A power valve driving a loudspeaker, since
this simply applies a bias greater than the cut-off
applying more power from the H.T, -will not necessarily
put more power into the speaker—the larger " input " value C, Fig. 1.
The name " flick impulsing " has been given to this
will be almost entirely
dissipated as heat at the method of energising the oscillatory circuit. It may
anode, unless more grid- he compared with giving'^ pendulum a short " push "
swing can be employed to during each swing, to maintain the oscillation—the
convert it into a larger latter being sihe-wave " swings " of voltage and current
A.C. output.
in the LC-circuit. .
When,5 however, a
As said in the earlier article, the advantage is a higher
valve is biassed so as to efficiency. The intervals during which the valve takes
give a rectifying effect, powcrWe short, and then most of this power is converted
as in Class B or Class C, into A.C. output—no dissipation takes place all the time,
matters are entirely as in a Class A sta'ge. since for an angle of flow of 120 deg.
different.
A 20 per cent, there will be 240 deg. intervals when no power at all
-Eg
+ Eg increase, say,
in the H.T. is taken.
power will now giVe
The grid-bias necessary is some 2-3 times the cut-off
practically a .20 per cent, bias.
Thus, under "static" conditions (no H.F. drive)
increase in output— the stage
again cannot take any H.T. power. If more
provided,
of
course,
the
Fig. 3.—" Sinusoidal'
is applied, the conduction angle becomes shorter
valve is not already bias
Class A working. {Compare driven
still,
Fig.
5(h),
showing an angle of only 90 deg. approx.
to give the peak
with Fig. 1.)
The intervals during whicli no power is taken will
available filament now
become 270 deg. The efficiency will be improved,
emission. The power dissipated at the anode will
also increase about 20 per cent, but the efficiency
'"X
Xt-TN
remains reasonably constant.
The aftswer,' therefore, is that the increased voltage
will not remain on the anode. Because the minimum
-Jso^-A
/
120° h<-\
voltage at the peak of the current pulse now tends to be
[Approx
x-'
Approx^
greater than before, the current peak itself will rise to a
point where the minimum voltage is restored, so developing
greater peak volts across the load. The same minimum
-360
volts at larger current, however, means a proportionally
higher power dissipation as well.
(b')
(*)
To do the same thing in a linear Class A amplifier,
we would have to apply more drive to the grid. This
Fig. 5.—Ilhistrating " Angle of Flozo."
takes place automatically in asymmetric amplifiers, by
but
with
the same drive and H.T. the input and output
virtue of the fact that the bias point shifts with respect
would be considerably reduced. It could he restored
to current cut-off, C, according to the H.T, volts.
by increasing these quantities. In fact, efficiencies greater
than gojper cent, have been achieved by short current
" Angle oi Flow "
The term angle of flow means the number of degrees, angles.
But the advantage gained is not so great as this
electrical, for which the valve is conducting—taking a figure
suggests. The large driving voltage necessary
full cycle as 360 deg.
Thus, iu Fig. 5(a) is shown one full R.F. cycle of grid runs the valve heavily into grid-current. As the angle
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Effect of Varying the Load
Once a Class C stage has been set-up correctly, especially for modulation, very little adjustment of the
tuning or load impedance will be permissible.
Readjustments can be made within limits, of course,
if it is fully realised that alteration of one quantity
will necessitate resetting all the others. In fact, it is
quite, a complicated business to explain theoretically all
the factors involved if we altered, say, a coil tap, i.e.,
the load impedance.
Suppose with a 1,000 ohms load, as above, we are
utilising at 100 per cent, modulation'the peak filament
emission current at a minimum voltage on the anode
of 20 per cent, of the H.T.
If now we made some adjustment that would increase
this impedance, there may be, enough margin of voltage
left to draw the same peak current, but at a minimum
anode voltage of less than 20 per cent, of the H.T. The
power output would be larger, but if the impedance
were increased too much the anode voltage would
become too low to draw a current corresponding to
the peak emission.
If it became very high, such as by removing the
external load on the tuned-circuit, the amplitude of the
pulses and the average D.C. taken from the supply
would fall to small proportions. The power output
becomes negligible, though quite a large H.F. current
may circulate in the tuhecUcircuit.
If the load impedance were decreased the peak current
would rise to a higher point to develop nearly the same
peak volts, and nearly the same output—if the larger
emission were available. But, since this could not occur
if we are already utilising the full emission to give
100 per cent, modulation, the peak volts would not be
obtained—insufficient output would be given to modulate
100 per cent,, with resulting distortion.
This is by no means the whole story. Conditions in
the grid-circuit are altered immediately one tiling is
changed in the anode circuit, and that may reduce the
driving power and grid-swing.
Altogether, therefore, the Class C is at once an
interesting and complicated type of amplifier. It is
hoped this supplement to the previous article will
help those interested in the practical aspects of the
First Harmonic Output
subject. Most of the principles outlined also apply to
However, without entering upon mathematics, the the Class B radio-frequency stage.
following explanation will help towards an understanding.
Suppose the measured A.C. impedartee of the tunedcircuit is 1,000 ohms. This is the value a Class A Restoring Communications in
amplifier delivering a sine-wave of current would see.
the Far East
It is also the impedance 'for which the circuit is designed.
18,000 Miles of Cable to be Recovered
'But a Class C stage is not exactly equivalent to an
A.C. generator. The pulsating current it delivers UXbER tbc sea from Penang, in the Straits Settlemight be represented simply by a " switch," which
ments, through Singapore to Batavia, to Borneo,
closes the H.T. circuit for a minute fraction of a second, Hongkong and Shanghai runs an 18,000-mile chain of
giving a pulse of current, then remains open for a longer British cables. With their associated wireless stations,
time, closing again, etc.
and linked with the world-wide " via Imperial " network
Of course, no mechanical switch or " vibrator" westwards through Colombo and Madras, southwards to
could possibly perform in this way at radio-frequencies. Australia and New Zealand, they kept Britain in peaceA valve which cuts-off over an appreciable portion
of time in constant communication with the Far East and
an' A.C. cycle can easily do so. The number of 4< pulses tlve Antipodes.
per second " will be the same as the frequency, so the
Since 1942 the whole of this 18,000-mile chain has
tuned circuit will be energised by the impulse method been in Japanese hands.
previously described.
Already Cable and Wireless, Ltd., have trained
In other words, the pulse is equivalent in its effect to operators' and engineers in Colombo and Rangoon ready
some value of current flozving over the whole cycle. to advance as the armies clear the enemy out of the
Mathematically speaking, it is said to embody a current islands. Fifty young men, specially trained in Australia
component at 'fundamental frequency; in more familiar and New Zealand and wearing Telcom uniform, have
terms, it gives rise to a pronounced first harmonic— already arrived in Colombo to join die confmunications
along with other even harmonics to which the tuned- corps, which includes local youngsters and others from
Karachi.
circuit will not respond.
Cable ships are preparing to follow' the navies and
We might simply say the tuned-circuit " picks out " repair
cables where they have been
the first harmonic current and by-passes all the higher damagedthe bysubmarine
the Japanese.
harmonics. Nevertheless, the pulse itself is not the
Specialists
will
go
in
advance of the operators to
true alternating-current value as far as the tuning is
the cable and wireless stations and to ascertain
concerned, and there is no reason for thinking the inspect
It remains to bo seen what equipment the
impedance should be 1,000 ohms when all the other damage.
have left untonched in Singapore, which was
harmonics are included.
In fact, this " pulse Japanese
'the
main
supply
depot for the whole area.
,
impedance " can be as low as 300 ohms in Class C.
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of How is reduced, this current increases rapidly. This,
in turn, means large driving poiver, so the size of the
penultimate stage goes up-; in fact, an angle less than
115 deg. to 120 cleg.- is seldom used in practice, since
what is gained in efficiency is offset tjy the larger
driving stage, H.T. equipment, etc.
Load Impedance
In an R.F. power stage, of course, there is no question
of getting maximum undistorfed output. The distortion
is so .considerable in Class C as to preclude its use
entirely for L.F. work-—even in push-pull.
Distortion is not so serious a factor in the H.F. sense,
because, as said earlier, the tuned-circuit largely
eliminates t^e resulting harmonics. But this statement
should be read carefully ; there must be no distortion
of a modulation envelope.
Actually, there always is, to some slight extent. But,
like a detector, which is rectifying H.F., it is possible
by careful adjustment of the bias, etc., to get reasonably
linear modulaiion—just as linear detection can be
obtained.
The aim is to set-up the stage correctly to give the
required carrier power and percentage modulation to
the desired, maximum at minimum distortion. There
is no such rule as the one which states that the
" optimum load" should be 2ra, as in Class A
amplifiers.
In Class B and Class C amplifiers the load impedance
is a somewhat peculiar figure. For instance, the actual
impedance " seen " by the current pulse is much less
than the actual A.C. impedance of the tuned-circuit
measured under sine-wave conditions. In Class A
the A.C. output is of sine-waveform, and the two
impedance values coincide.
A full discussion of the point would take us too far
afield into A.C. quantities. It is, however, easy to
understand that when we say the " A.C. impedance "
of a load is a pure resistance of value" R, that is only
true of a sine.-ivave supply at the resonant frequency.
When a valve delivers what is really a D.C. pulse, the
load conditions are a little more complicated.
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Oscilloscope
Construclional Details of an
Inexpensive and Useful
Test Apparatus
7; A

- -M

The completed oscilloscope.
ONE of the most useful pieces of equipment available
for the radio engineer and experimenter is the
Cathode-ray Oscilloscope. It is an indicating
device which can show in the form of a graph all that is
happening during the operation of a circuit. It can
compare^ frequencies with precision, show immediately
the complete curve of a valve, and many other things.
It is invaluable in the aligning of superhets, in testing
for A.C. leakage, and may be employed for all applications in which a visual means of studying transient or
recurrent operations is required.
The heart of this apparatus is the well-known cathoderay tube. Very briefly, the cathode-ray tube (C.R.T.)
functions as follows : A beam of electrons is focused
on to a chemical which, when they strike it, cause it to
become fluorescent. It has been found that electrons
are deflected by either a magnetic field or a static charge,
and so provision is made to deflect the beam by one of
these nrethods; the whole being, except for electromagnetic deflection, when the deflection coils are fixed
on the outside of*the tube, sealed into a glass envelope.
The advantage of this as an indicating device is that
there is no lag, the response being instantaneous. In
any type of meter there is a lag due to friction of the
bearings, and also while the charge builds up.
To the keen experimenter the oscillograph is a very
necessary piece of equipment. It eliminates a considerable amount of guesswork, and it could almost be
called the universal instrument. It is, however, surprising
how many of the amateur fraternity think that to
construct such a piece of apparatus means expending
•about £20 to £30. This is probably due to the fact that
the sale price of an oscillograph made in the factory is
approximately £60. Sometimes even more.
This is entirely wrong. The maximum cost of the
instrument described in this article is not more than
£10, and that is if all new parts have to be purchased.
In point of fact, it will probably cost very much less,
as no doubt most constructors will have a considerable
number of components on hand.
It is not necessary to use a large cathode-ray tube,
such as a 7m. Much work can bo and is done by the
use of smaller tubes such as the Osram 4081 jin. tube.
The great advantage of the smaller tube is that the
operating voltage is greatly reduced. A 7in. tube may
require up to 3,000 volts. A smaller tube such as the one
mentioned above only about 800.
This means a considerable saving in cost, and also
it is very much safer. The thousands of volts required
by the larger tube can give one a nasty surprise on
occasions, as I have experienced.
The problem of insulation is a very real one with the
big tubes, but with the smaller tubes it is not so im-

By E. P. HARRIS

portant. This is not an invitation to
be slap-dash; it is just an observation. .Also, as the cost of condensers
rises rapidly with the increase in
working volts, a further saving was
effected by the choice of a small
tube.
Power Supply Circuit
As will be seen from the diagram,
Fig. 2, the circuit can be divided
into two parts—the tube and H.T.
supplies, and the time base.
The H.T. supply circuit may seem a little unusual at
first glance, but upon consideration it will be realised
that it is a half-wave rectifying arrangement with a
common positive line and two negative lines. This works
extremely well when only small currents are encountered.
It has also the advantage that only one transformer is
required to supply the H.T. for both time base and tube.
With this arrangement it will be seen that the H.T.
positive is earthed. This gives much smoother operation.
This must be remembered, as the cathodes and other
points, usually at earth potential or negative with
regard to the chassis, will now be live with regard to the
chassis.
Resistance-capacity smoothing is used, as the current
taken by both the time base and the tube are so small
that to use chokes would be a waste of those components when resistances will do the job just as Well.
It will be seen that the transformer used is an ordinary
350-0-350. This gives just over 700 volts for the tube
and about 350 volts for the time base using this circuit.
The rectifying valve is a MU12/14, and although the
maximum rated working voltage of this valve is 500
volts, it is quite in order to use it in this circuit because
the current is so small.
The potential divider,
supplying the tube electrodes with their correct
working voltages, lias two
variables. These are
" Focus " and " Brilliance."
X2
The former control varies X t
the voltage applied to the
second anode, while the
latter varies the amount of
negative bias applied to the
modulator, or control electrode. As all voltages are
X2
V!
Seaw
yt
Y2
Fig. X. {above).—Plate positions viewed from screen,
{Below) Details of plate construction.
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measured with aspect to the cathode, it will be seen that the positively charged plate. It is unusual, to say the
the voltage developed across Rb is of a negative value least, for this plate to collect all the electrons aikl so
with respeet to the cathode of the tube. Also as all
out the spot. Tins is due to the velocity with which
voltages arc measured with respect to the cathode it black
the beam travels. Each small particle of the beam is
will be realised that the actual voltage applied in the only
under the influence of this action for a fraction of
mam anodes (i and 3) is the voltage developed across a second.
The sensitivity of the beam to deflection is
a
from
yoo,
which
in
this
case
is
650
volts.
usually
quoted-by the manufacturer thus; 150/v. mm.
rea r
6
11 S ^
applied
the per volt, where v is the final anode voltage. Translating
niodidator,
the th
less negative
electrons voltage
reach the
screen,to until
this and assuming a final anode voltage of 600, then the
hnally the electron flow ceases entirely. This is the state sensitivity
is 150/600 mm. per volt, which is J. In other
in which the spot is called blacked out."
words,
it will take one volt to deflect the beam a quarter
The whole system of electrodes in a C.R.T. are in ot a millimeter.
From these figures may be calculated
reality a system of electron lenses, following the same the voltage required
to give full screen deflection. Tubes
principles, m most respects, of their brothers, the using tins method of deflection
are known as electrostatic
light lenses.
the
others
as
electromagnetic.
The time-base H.T. supply is taken from the common
The time base illustrated (Fig. 3) is known as a soft
positive and the centre tap of the H.T. winding of the valve
time base, as it employs a gasfilled valve. There
transformer. Between these points there are about is a limiting
frequency above which this tvpc of time
350 volts.
base will not operate, due to the ionisatioii of the gas
particles m the valve. Thhre is also a minimum frequency
Time Base
when the wave form suffers from distortion. This
The object of the time base is to sweep the beam of distortion
is due to the fact that the condenser does not
electrons backwards and forwards across the screen of charge evenly, and as a consequence the trace varies in
the C.R.T. giving a horizontal base or datum line. The speed as it crosses the screen.
speed of tins sweep is made variable for reasons which
1 he time base is essentially a linear condenser-charging
will be explained later.
device where the rise in potential across a condenser
been said that a bea
-ue deflected either
ra
of
electrons
can
is
transferred
to the plates or deflecting coils of the tube
by a static charge or a magnetic
greater the potential the greater the deflection.
held. In the C.R.T. which uses the static method of Ihe
Hie discharge is made extremely rapid so that the
deflection there are two pairs of plates at right-angles return
is hardly visible. This means that the spot
to each other, each plate of one pair being exactly in the appearstrace
to be travelling in one direction only. This is
same plane as the other of that pair (Fig. i.).
as the direction of writing, and it should be as
If a voltage is applied to these plates a static charge known
normal writing, from left to right.
builds up on them, and the beam is deflected towards in The
maximum and minimum frequencies for the time
/A.
470K& Mfd

Acce/erator
(A /and A 3)

6 Mfd
Focus A 2

vWWvW
350-0-350 y——rwvwvvvv
\
*
4MU12/14
/
S ft 4 [f /A.
B 4 1//A
g Tube
o 41//A.

/• O Mfd
11 ^
/Oc/s
04 Mfd •
|| V IQOc/s

4 Mfo

«
I Time. Base On/otf
/ Control
On Back of Sync."

/
4 Mfd
25 K

O-l M

*A
SOK
(x)

OOO/Mfd

25K

002Mfd
GTf B

eo-K
Cathode

SOK

soon

O! Mfd
HV / Kc/s

200 K

0
„
.fina Bn/fiance
^
(Modulator) ^
•VWVWV
o
O
SO K
05 Mfd
<1

5M

Resistance Key
25 K
W42
JT = Ohms
M /■OM.
K — Thousands ot Ohms
SM
M = Megohms
JO
i
SK
Control Key
—H
W = Frequency Course
Earth
X = Amplitude
Sync
Y = Frequency Fine
? — Synchronisation
Panel Terminals
Fig. 2. Theoretical circuit diagram of the. cathode-ray oscilloscope.

X Plates
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should also be away from wires carrying A.C. The
photograph shows the best way to mount the tube
Con n ected
In the mounting of the tube, allowance has to be made
for errors in the placing of the base with regard to tiie
to Pin N?Q
tube. This is so that the X plates sweep (time base) is
\ 9
truly horizontal.
45°+/- IS
Finally, all controls and terminals are brought to the
Y2
front panel. (Fig. 4.)
*0
General Notes
1
The reason for having the time-base sweep variable
is as follows : Assume that a 10 kc/s signal is under
observation; then the slower the time-base repetition
frequency, the more waves would be illustrated 011
T
the screen. If, however, it is desired to examine only
Connected
one
wave, say, for distortion, it will be realised that the
to Pin M??
tune-base speed must be the sanie as the signal. Therefore, by making the time-base speed variable it is possible
to increase or decrease the matter on the screen at will.
/
There are other reasons; but the one mentioned will
serve to illustrate the utilitv of a vari-speed time base
Connected0
Connecteo
lo examine a signal on the oscilloscope described, it
to Pm AJ 9
to Pin
should be fed to the terminals marked Y and E For
stability the terminal S (Sync) is bonded to Y, so that
as lias already been stated, the trace will not wander
P/n A/0 3 42 (Pocus)
across the screen. The Sync control on the panel should
then be advanced until the trace is stationary. As the
.»
4. Heater and Cathode
stability of the time base is quite high, a simple method
•
5 Heater
ot detecting small frequency variations is as follows ■
•*
6 Modu lator
Connect the signal to Y and K only. Select by means of
the tune-base frequency controls the most suitable
*
7 Accelerator f A / and 3j
repetition speed. If the trace has the appearance of
FJg- 3-—View from underside of time base.
moving to the right, it means that the signal frequency
greater than that of the time base, if, however it
base illustrated are 10,000 c.p.s. (10 kc/s) and 10 c.p.s. is
moves
to the left then it is slower. If the movement is
1 ospoctivcly. 1 line, bases cijiploying hard valves arc hack and
forth, then the frequency is unstable.
available for operation up to 250 kc/s, and in special
cases up to and over i mc/s.
As has been stated, cost was taken to be the main
COMPONENTS
I
consideration, coupled with an effective and useful
350-0-350 v. transformer One 0.05 mfd.
instrument. This is the reason for the use of a gas valve
with
four
4
v.
1
a.
windings
Two 50K potentiometers.
time base. The maximum frequency of 10 kc/s is
Osram MU12/14.
One 25K potentiometer.
extremely useful, and with it a considerable amount of
Osram W42.
One
200K potentiometer.
work can be done.
Osram GTlB.
One
1.0M potentiometer
The selection of the sweep frequency is made by Si
Osram 4081 cathode-ray
with
switch.
tube.
which is a single-pole rotary four-position switch. This
Two
25K
One 8X8 mfd. 400 v. wfc. One 5K J Iw.w.
switch gjves a coarse setting of the sweep frequency in
One 4X4 mfd. 800 v. wfc. One 80K ! w-.
the following approximate steps: 10 c.p.s., 100 c.p.s.
One 1.0 mfd.
Two 20K 1 w.
1 kc/s and 10 kc/s. Ihe gaps between these frequencies
One 0.1 mfd.
One 200 ohm 1 w.
are bridged by the potentiometer Pf, which varies the
One 0.01 mfd.
Two
100K ) w.
One 0.002 mfd.
screen voltage of the discharge valve and therefore the
One
470K t w.
One 0.0001 mfd.
instant at which it commences its operation. By use of
Two 5.0M i w.
these two controls continuous operation is secured
between 10 c.p.s. and 10 kc/s.
The length of the time-base sweep is controlled by
Ka, this being known as the amplitude control. This
control determines at what level of H.T. the discharge
shall commence.
A control is also provided so that the time base may
be kept in step with the signal under observation. This
is called the synchronisation control (Sync). If the
tune base and the signal are not in step, the trace will
wander. I hat is to say, it will not be stationary but
will rove bnck and forth across the screen.
It is extremely important that the spot is not kept
stationary and at full brilliance. If this is so, then the
screen will be burnt at that spot.
Construction
-■t,.
It is preferable that the 'scope should be constructed
on a metal chassis. If this is not possible, then plywood
is suitable. In any case, the whole unit must be screened
by a metal case (Fig. 4), so that external fields do not
distort the trace. A suitable rase can be constructed
from thick metal gauze. Apart from the following notes
the construction follows standard lines.
The only special' precaution which has to be taken
during construction is to see that the tube is kept well
away from the m'ains transfonner,* so that its^magnetic
field does'not distort the trace. ■ Also the lerfds'Jto the
Y plates must be of a' heavy gauge-wire. The latter
4.—The casey showing lay-out panel.
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Hints

Making Low-current Puses
valves in any battery set with two
THAT DODGE OF YOURSm
; j or more valves, and for this purpose
AN electrolytic condenser in mj'
set recently broke down. As a
Every
n Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE- I it should be put in the H.T. — and
LESS
mnst wonld
have originatedother
some little j| G.B.+ lead.—J. D. Barr (Uppingresult the rectifier was ruined and the
dodge
H.T. winding on the transformer
Why notwhich
pass it on tointerest
as P We payreaders.
half-a- z ham).
guinea for
every
hint ofpublished
on
this |f
nearly burnt out. In order to prevent
page.
Turn
that
idea
yours
to
account
this next time, I have put lowby sending it in io us addressed to the | Battery Eliminator
current fuses in the leads from the
Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George | HERE are some details of a small
Newnes,
Ltd., Tower
House,
j
H.T. winding. These were made in
Street,
Strand,
Put Southampton
your name
battery eliminator that may
the following manner.
and address
on W.C.2.
every item.
Please
note I' be ofsize
interest to other readers. The
that
every
notion
sent
in
must
be
original.
|
I had an old worn-out valve with
rectifier
is
a Westinghouse H.T. 14,
Mark envelopes " Practical Hints."
1
a 2-voIt o.i amp. filament, and I
in a standard voltagc-doubler circuit,
carefully broke the glass envelope
but fed from the mains via a 2 mfd.
SPECIAL NeTICE
and removed the filament.
condenser in place of the usual transAllcoupon
hints must
be
accompanied
by
the
I cut two pieces tin. by fin. from
cut from page
age iii ofo£ cover.
jj former. At full output, the rectifiei
some s/ifiin. asbestos sheet and ' ,
. . .. , —ii^m—bas about 100 v. input, 140-159 v.
output. The 8 mfd. smoother is a
wrapped two pieces of thin brass sheet
about Jin. by i Jin. around eacli end of each piece, solder- 250 v. electrolytic, all other condensers being of the
ing the ends together as shown in the diagram. A hole was paper type.—R. J. Amblin (Bath).
made at each end of each piece and two nuts and bolts
Centre-tap tor Rectifier
THE accompanying diagram shows a simple method
So/dered
of securing a centre-tap for a full-wave rectifier
Lap Jo
.when dispensing with the use of a transformer, and
having no suitable wattage resistances on hand. Two
glass tubes, about iin. diameter, and 4m. or sin. long,
are plugged at the ends with wooden stoppers, through
the centres of which screws or bolts are fitted, as
indicated. The tubes are filled with water, the ends of
the bolts making the necessary contact.
Bleeder resistances, grid-leaks, etc., may be made in
the same way.—W. E. Rigg (Luanshya, N. Rhodesia).
AC.
Wood
Plug

Class
Tubes

lam
Brass Strips
Exploded view of b low-current fuse holder.
completed the fuse carrier. A piece of 0.1 amp. valve
filament was sandwiched between the two halves of the
carrier and the nuts and bolts were screwed up tight.
One valve filament is sufficient to make four fuses.
I soldered wires on to the brass strips and suspended
the fuse in the wiring, but a holder could be made by
fixing two brass clips to a piece of ebonite.
A fuse of this type is suitable for protecting the
SO H

A.C

XEnds of oo/ts
Project into
Water to Make
Contact
Tubes Filled With Pure
Water. Add Sodium Chloride
to Lower Resistance

J L

4 Mfd

2 Mfd
II

H T-h
f 4-0 — (SO V

To Rectff/er
Anodes

Centre
Tap

HT
Variable

--VWWVVVJA/WWWV*""

A.C

General arrangement
and circuit diagram of
a centre-tapping device
for a full-wave rectifier.

QMfd
Rectifier.

24-0 V
A.C,

HT.—
4. Mfd

i

3 Mfd

roo.ooon ■
Circuit diagram of a small battery eliminator.

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
By F. J. CAMM. 3/6 or by post 3/9 from
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St.,
London, W.C.2.
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Dual-purpose

Mike

Constructional Details of a Home Transmitting
and Receiving Auxiliary Mike
O
o

I
o

Fig. 1." -Front and side elevations of the mike.
PHONE units can be used for transmitting or receiving
purposes at home, and in order to combine the two
features, a somewhat unorthodox but simple,
easily-made auxiliary mike has been designed, as
shown by the elevations at Fig. 1.
This mike, unlike most other types, does not need a
stop-up transformer or battery. In order to prove this,
connect your headphones to the pick-up terminals on a
radio receiver and get someone (in another room) to.
speak or sing into the 'phones in a normal way. The
voice will be reproduced fairly loud and clear, but a
good volume—as provided by a 3-valve set or a superhet
—will be necessary.
For the second test, connect the 'phones to the
loudspeaker terminals or wires (after disconnection) and
switch on the set. Broadcast features will be heard
loud and clearly—even from a i-valve set. When sets
are not provided with pick-up terminals, of course, one
may use a valve-holder adaptor in the detector stage,
the mike being attached to fhe adaptor terminals. If
used for miniature extension speaker purposes, the
mike is connected to share the same output as the
loudspeaker, i.e., it is connected to the speaker terminals
or wires. In many commercial-built sets, such as
superh'ets, the extension terminals are mainly for
headphone listening only, so that direct ieconnection to
the speaker terminals is necessary, if tJ mike is to
reproduce programmes at speaker strength.
Tests on the writer's 2-valve set gave excellent results,
but it was seen that the 'phone units could be made
more sensitive. When tried as a microphone, the 'phone

By " EXPERIMENTALIST "
case covers—because of the small central " ear " hole—■
acted as a sort of baffle, and besides, the thin soft-iron
diaphragms " vibrated " stiffly. Much of the trouble
was reduced by boring extra holes in the covers and by
having the edges of the diaphragms partly serrated, ail
of which is explained later on. These " improvements "
also affected the receiver results suitably, the mike
reproducing all sounds distinctly, if not on the same par
as moving-coil speakers.
Incidentally, a more "super." mike-cum-speaker can
be made from moving-coil headphone units," but a
matching transformer needs to be employed and a
different type of holder designed and made, since the
size is i Jins. overall, with a gin. front flange. A single
unit would doubtless serve—not twin units. The units
usually have a 45 ohm Jin. coil, being energised by the
well-known AIni magnets.
'Phone Unit Frame
Assuming you wish to experiment with an old pair
of headphones having a ain. diam. casing and 2-Jin.
diam. cover, mark and cut out the frame shown (see
Fig. 2) from Jin. wood, using a fretsaw. The casing must
be a neat, tight fit. The tiny recesses provide space for
the wire leads.
Cut out the case apertures first and try the cases in
them. A slight force fit is wanted, so use a half-roundfile if the apertures arc a bit too small in diameter.
Having fitted the cases suitably, they are removed and
the rest of the shape cut. It is better to fit the
cases first in this way, otherwise you might split
the wood where short-grained.
The base pieces could also be cut out and prepared

4-Ois.
Rod.
N
Recess
SiRod
Rod

Fig. 2.—Size and shape of 'phone frame, with details of
base pieces.
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The semi-circles cut in the edges of the next largest
base piece provide space for the terminals {see top
view at Fig. 3). Glue it upon the main base piece, then
5 If/c/e
/7aT O
add the topmost piece. The grain of the wood runs
in opposite directions, as can be clearly seen, and this
prevents the wood from warping and thus causing the
mike to "rock" unsteadily.
A fork, or trunnion, is made from a 6Jin. length of Jin.
Q
T
diam. metal tube. A piece of towel rail is ideal, to
make the fork, the tube is double-cut down its length
to a depth of about 4jin. Remove the waste from the
_L
sides by "nicking" the metal with the hacksaw and
bending it up and down a few times.
Flatten out the fork
lengths on an anvil (any
fl/a Rubber or
flat
metal surface) with a
Felt Pads ^
hammer, then proceed to
BOTTOM
bend them to a ijin.
radius, as shown. A 3m.
diam. bottle makes a good
former. Do not attempt to
flatten the fork pieces near
the stem ; the slight cur2i
vature does not
permit this to bo,
done.
Having bent
and bored the
trunnion " lugs "
as indicated for
by 6 roundpfc, 3.—//okj fork piece is made from metal tubing, Jin.
head screws, the
with views of the main base piece.
fork can be forced
into its base. It
■at this juncture. Three pieces are wanted, cut from Jin. goes in rin. deep
wood. The main base piece is sjins. in diam., the next only. If a slack
size being zfins. in diam., the smallest piece being ijins, fit, remedy
in diam. The latter have a -Jin. hole bored through their matters by fixing
a strip of gummed
centres.
A |in. hole is bored through the centre of the main paper around the
base. Before doing so, scribe a 2Jin. circle on the bottom stem to make it a
side and bore a fin. hole about Jin. deep on the lino force fit.
The headphone
opposite to each other, as shown. Continue the boring
covers, as stated
with Jin. drill or gimlet, going right through.
previously,
need
These holes are for brass terminals, the Jm. deep
recesses being provided so the nuts of the terminals are to be perforated
Hush with the underside of the base. Channels, for the with a number
wire flex, are made Jin. deep by Jin. wide. Note the of extra holes to
, enable audible
grain dirc tion, by the way. ,
sounds to irapinge more
favourably upon
the diaphragm.
Six Jin. diam.
holes will suffice,
o
marking them out pig. 5.—Sketch of the completed
and drilling them
mike-cum-reproducer.
as depicted at
Fig. 4.
v
An alternative is to remove the centre from the covers
Centre Cut From
to the inner "lip" or flange (see side sectional view).
Earphone Cover to
This, of course, means cutting out an aperture ifin.
Form Screw-On Ring
o
o
in diameter.
In respect to the diaphragms, six Jin. deep semi-circular
o
notches are cut in the edges, as shown. This can be
o
o
done
with a pair of scissors or a rat-tail file. The
Co/is
diaphragms must afterwards bo made quite flat, minus
"burrs" of metal on the surfaces.
Short lengths of flexible twin wire are connected to
the inside terminals in the units. Force the units in their
framing so the casing outlet holes are in alignment with
the small recesses cut in the frame. The wires project
Coi/s
at the back and an extra piece of twin flex is connected
to these (see simple circuit detail) and brought through
the fork stem, the ends being bared and attached to
the terminals (sec bottom view at Fig. 3). All this is
Notches Cut on
best done when the frame has been pivoted between the
Edges of Thin
fork
arms.
Iron Diaphragm
In use, the 'phone units can be tilted to cut out some
Pig A—How 'phone cover is treated, with diaphragm of the tendency towards top-heaviness, as suggested in
notched, with detail of the simple flex connections. the sketch at Fig. 5.
510
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An Introduction to Communications Receivers—3
The Infermediate-frequency Amplifier and the Second
Detector.
By FRANK PRESTON. A.M.Brit.l.R.E.
ONE of the most important functions of the'interIn general, however, the arrangement shown in Fig. 1
mediate-frequency amplifier of a communications is typical. An adequate degree of selectivity for either
receiver is to provide the necessary high degree 'phone or C.W.- reception is provided by the crystal
of adjacent-channel* selectivity. It is for this reason filter, whilst tuning can be flattened to a certain extent
tliat the person who lias been accustomed only to by adjusting the crystal load circuit represented by
the simpler type of superhet broadcast receiver is inclined the tuned circuit marked L3—C2 and the series variable
to be overwhelmed by the large number of tuned circuits resistor marked R.
to be found in the I.E. section of the average communications receiver.
The Crystal Gate
The crystal-filter circuit is perhaps the most interIntermediate Frequency
part of the intermediate-frequency amplifier
ft is most usual to have two stages of I.E., but esting
under
consideration. It will be, seen that the secondary
some of the more sensitive types of receiver have three winding,
Le, of the first I.F. transformer is centreand occasionally four. The intermediate frequency
and that a bridge circuit is provided by the two
employed is generally in the region of ^50 kc/s, but tapped,
halves
of
the
secondary winding, the crystal and a small
it is not altogether unusual to find an 1.1'. as high as variable condenser
marked Ci. The latter condenser
1,600 kc/s in receivers designed entirely for short-wave is described as a phasing
condenser, and
or ultra-short-wave use. In some special types of its purpose is to phase out,or orbalancing
neutralise, the effective
U.S.W. receivers an I-.F. of up to 5 mc/s may be used, capacity of the crystal holder. In
practice,
the phasing
but such a frequency is seldom employed in the types of is generally carried, out after detuning the receiver
(so
rommunications receiver with which the amateur is that it is not tuned to any signal) and then adjusting
likely to be concerned ; in fact, it may bo argued that Ci until the level of the background noise is reduced
receivers of special types in which these high I.F.s to a m iiiimum.
arc used are not correctly described as " communications " receivers.
The but put from the crystal gdte is applied to the
grid of the first I.F. valve and to the loading circuit
A Representative Circuit
already mentioned. Variation of the resistor R alters
A skeleton circuit of a two-stage I.E. amplifier is the loading on the crystal and therefore controls the
shown in Fig. 1. It will be seen that a crystal gate is degree of selectivity. Provision would generally bo
included in the first T.F, transformer circuit, whilst a made for short-circuiting the crystal when a high degree
triple-tuned I.F. transformer is used to couple together of selectivity is not required—when receiving telephony,
the first and second I.F. valves. The third transformer for example.
is of the conventional double-wound pattern. ModiiiAn alternative type of crystal gate is illustrated in
Fig. 2. In this example an "artificial" centre tap is
provided for the secondary of the I.F. transformer,
this tapping is provided by means of two series conformcrs arc coupled together through a link circuit densers. Such an arrangement has the advantage that
arranged so that the degree of coupling may be varied. the precise electrical centre of the tuned circuit can betterAlternatively, one or more of the transformers may have be obtained by using two balancing condensers than by
a tertiary winding and variable resistor lor varying the making a.physical centre tapping to the coil winding.
bandwidth.
The reason for this is that the electrical centre is generally
Tuning fS} Meter
-V/T—AAAAMAiW-j—(I—.
/?'/F
—L,
L2

H.T-t-

Xta!

Oi
T.3
T.2

J-Der.

spoon

R.F.St ages
Fig. 1. A skeleton circuit of a representative I.F. amplifier for inclusion in a communications receiver. The values
of most of the components are conventional and not shown; values -that are indicated are approximate only. '
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the screens are generally fed from a stabilised H.T.
supply lin^, as explained in last month's article when
making reference to the frequency-changer. An Smeter or tuning indicator is almost universal in better/• /. f
X
class communications receivers and is, in some cases,
included in the anode or cathode circuit of the first
I.F. valve, as shown in Fig. i.X
With this method of connection, the meter needle
reading falls as the strength of the applied signal increases
; this is because of the normal A.V.C. action of
SOmmfd.
reducing anode current as increased signal to the A.V.C.
S
valve causes additional bias to be applied to the controlled stages. A more sensitive type of S-meter circuit,
and one in which signal strength and meter reading rise
together, is shown in Fig. 4. In this arrangement the
c/
meter is included in a bridge circuit, and a variable
lOmmfa
resistor is provided for setting the meter reading to zero.
The method of .setting the variable resistor is to detune
HT- the receiver, turn the manual R.F. gain control to
maximum and then adjust the resistor so that the meter
Fig. 2.—/I crystal-controlled I.F.
circuit, which differs in some details
AKC. shows a zero reading.
from that shown in Fig. I.
The Second Detector
A double-diode is almost universally employed as a
in a different position from the mechanical centre of the
second detector, and this may either bo a separate valve
winding.
or it may be a part of a double-diode triocle, as shown
in Fig. 5. In the circuit illustrated, the double diode
Crystal Selectivity Centre
A differential type of condenser is employed for also provides A.V.C., but in some cases a separate
phasing, so that adjustment of the condenser does not doubic-diodc is provided for A.V.C. This point will be
affect the tuning of the circuit. There is a similar loading referred to again next month When dealing with the
circuit to that shown in Fig. i, but the load is fixed. subject of noise limiters.
. Variable selectivity is obtained in this case by adjustment
Fig. 5 shows a fairly standard second-detector-first
of Ce. Contrary to what might at first be expected,' A.F. stage and little need be said about this part of the
tuning is at its flattest when the condenser tunes 1-2 circuit beyond stating the fact that provision is made
to the resonant frequency of the crystal; varying degrees for cutting out the A.V.C.; this is done when receiving
of slight mis-tuning bring about a more " peaky" C.W., for reasons which were given in the first article
response. This behaviour is explained by the fact that of this series. This brings us to the beat frequency
1,2—C2 arc virtually in series with the crystal and oscillator, the purpose of which is to make possible the
when tuned to resonance have a maximum (theoretically reception of C.W. It will be remembered that if CAN',
infinite) impedance. Additionally, the impedance is is to be audible is must be caused to beat with
resistive; that is, the circuit acts as a pure resistance. another C.W. oscillation varying in frequency by, say,
This resistance in scries with the crystal greatly reduces 300 to 2,000 c/s. In general, a note of 1,000 c/s is found
the effective Q (" goodness factor") of the crystal most comfortable and most easily read.
circuit and so brings about a reduction in selectivity.
The point will be understood more readily if it is remem- The B.F.O.
bered that the Q of a tuned circuit (or of a crystal) is
Since a diode cannot be used as an oscillator it is
found from the formula: Q = 2JTfL/R, and that the Q necessary to employ a separate oscillator, the output
of a crystal alone is extremely high.
fronTwhich can be applied to the diode circuit where it
will beat with the incoming signal at intermediate
Band-pass Crystal Filter
, . .
If, then, the. I.F. is 465 kc/s, the B.F.O. (as
Yet another tvpe of crvstal filter gate is shown in frequency.
beat frequency oscillator is called) should tune to
Fig. 3. This time two crystals, of frequency differing the
465
kc/s
plus
or minus about 1 kc/s or 1,000 c/s.
by about 300 c/s, are used'in a band-pass circuit. The
The B.F.O. shown in Fig. 5 employs a tetrode in an
two crystals are-connected in opposite arms of a bridge, electron-coupled
Output from it is taken from
with the result that they are phased in opposition, in the cathode and circuit.
to the detector diode through
consequence, a symmetrical flat-topped response curve a fixed condenser,applied
as
shown.
The tuning circuit of the
(although the flat top will extend for only a few hundred
cycles per second) is produced. A differential condenser
-^-A/VWWWW —
is used for phasing, so that any variation 111 capacity
of the two crystal holders can be balanced out.
It is possible in a circuit such as this to have two
or more different degrees of "crystal" selectivity by
making provision to switch different crystals (and of
frequency varying in differenoc from that of the other
a
crystal) into one arm of the bridge. When still flatter
tuning is required one of the crystals can be shortcircuited, so-that only one half of the bridge is operative.
This may result in a slight loss of gain due to the fact
that only one-half of the transformer secondary windingis then employed. The loss need not be great, however,
if a good transformer with high-inductance secondary
IO mmfd.
is employed. Another method of eliminating the crystal
gate is by switching in a different secondary which does
not include a crystal.
S-meter Connections
_
3.—A band-pass twin-crystal I.F.
The remainder of the I.F. amplifier calls for very little Fig.
This has certain advantages
comment. It is customary to use variable-mu tetrodes circuit.
over
the type of circuit in which only a
or pentodes and to make provision for supplying A.V .C.
single crystal is used.
to all of the I.F., as well as the R.F., valves. In addition,
pvwvwwv-

m.-i-
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B.F.O. consists of a coil and fixed condenser, while in parallel with the fixed
condenser is a small variable condenser;
this is mounted on the front panel. It is
generally arranged that the B.F.O. is
tuned to intermediate frequency when the
variable condenser is at its niidway setting, and that the frequency can be
increased or decreased by something
rather more than 1,000 c/s by turning
the condenser full in either a clockwise
or anti-clockwise direction.
One may ask why provision is made
for bringing the B.F.O. frequency either
above or below the I.F. The reason is
that the effective selectivity of the
receiyer can be increased by making use
of this choice ; if there is an interfering
signal at a frequency below that of the
wanted signal the B.F.O. would, be tuned
tq^the higher frequency, and vice versa.
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Audio Note
It is important that the audio note
OOO/ Mtd
should be produced by tuning the B.F.O.
B F. O.
and not by dc-tuning the receiver. To
ensure this, the receiver should first be OOOo Mfd
tuned to the "dead space" with the
B.F.O. tuning condenser at its zero setting.
The desired note is then obtained by 5^x1 r ii
adjustment of the B.F.O. condenser, if
this were not done the I.F. would be
!X
slightly off tune, with a consequent loss
of gain and of selectivity.
Other B.F.O. circuits arc employed.
50. OOO/a
For example, a triodc (or tetrode or
pentode) may be wired in a Hartley or
/O mmtd.
Colpitts circuit. It is probably true, to
state, however, that the electron-coupled and Hartley
circuits are most widely employed.
Next month's article will be the last of this series and
750/1
will deal with noise limiter and noise filter circuits.

HT-fFig. 5.—This skeleton circuit
shozvs a double-diode triode
used as second detector,
A.V.C. and first audio stage,
and also a typical beat
frequency oscillator.
H. i.
(tOOO si
WMAAA/V
/

-AA/WWWV
Radio on the Road
2,000/1
{Continued from page 489.)
(2>
In either case the line cord or internal resistance is
not needed, but the heater leads should be brought
0 - / ayH
straight out to the battery, the earthed one going to the
negative of course.
For the H.T. supply I suggest that from its size the
H.T. unit can be nicely built into a deep back for the
set, though in some chassis it will be found that the
transformer can be fixed to the chassis, since there is
Q
often space for it. In that case the interrupter may be
o
fitted away from the set and only supplying the transformer with six volt interrupted current. The wiring
can be screened or run in light earthed tubing if this idea
is used. Maybe the reader will convert an existing Fig. 4.—This diagram shows a method of connecting
set, and then it may be found better to build. the an S-meter in a bridge circuit consisting of different
interrupter and transformer into a deep back, which
resistors. Resistor values are representative only.
can be hinged or screwed to the rear of the set.
An I.E.E. regulation forbade the running of cables in
A New Vest Pocket Book !
a car carrying current at high tension, so that it is hot
possible to mount the interrupter unit apart from the
set, such as was popular in the early days of car radio,
RADIO VALVE DATA
when motor generators were used mounted underneath
the bonnet or underneath the car.
POCKET BOOK
By adopting the idea of supplying a set with six or
twelve volt interrupted current from an interrupter not
By F. J CAMM
incorporated within the set also opens up possibilities
in running any small mains set from the car battery if
5/-,
or
5/6 by post from
one does not mind the drain of several amps, for the
heaters. A suitable wiring would have to be put on to
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House.
the transformer and it is often possible to wind it on •
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
top of the existing windings.
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Repeaters—II

Further Instructions on the Construction
of i "Pre-set" Record Repeater
By "EXPERIMENTALIST" ,
{Continued from page 476 of the October issue)
IN a previous article dealing with the construction of
simplified "pre-set" record repeaters designed for
use on 7in. and 8in. discs, the writer promised
details qf adjustable arm types, one of which could be
used on 8in. and roin. discs. Front views of these
repeaters are shown at Figs. 3 dnd 6, and it will be seen
that they are just as easy to make as the hole-adjustment
types mentioned, but are slightly larger, owing to the
" racked" adjustable arm which had to be devised,
since the sliding-bar adjustment is covered by a patent,
and cannot be copied.
However,' despite this drawback, the new arm
adjustment is, in principle, like the sliding-bar idea,
and enables the repeater to operate successfully on the
yin. or Sin. or roin. gramophone records for which it
R/'ghthand Haif

rm

i
Fig. 1.—Main shapes for a- tin. record repeater, with
scale.

aixcrccorl
The repeater fitted to a gramophone.
about t/sain. thick would serve, and may be oak,
walnut, etc.).
The main shapes and arm are best marked out with
pencil compasses on a sheet of plain paper, working
from the central dotted line. Scribe the right-hand
radii lines first, then join up the left-hand side.
The two majn shapes are transferred to the wood
by means of carbon paper, or the pin-prick method.
In the latter case, all corner and compass centre points
are marked through upon the wood with a sharp-pointed
instrument such as the pointed leg of the compasses,
then all straight lines ruled from their points and radii
lines connected to their points.
It is imperative that the adjustable arm is made a
fairly tight fit between its " knuckle " and the toothed
rack. Therefore, mark it out independently on a scrap
piece of plywood or the waste wood remaining when
the main shapes have been marked out, then cut out all
three pieces carefully with a fretsaw. The " gap "
piece of waste wood, which separates the main shapes,
must be cut away in one piece, as it is used later on for
" filling " purposes.
A Simple Design
As explained in the previous article, a simple fretwork
design cut in the main pieces helps to reduce weight

Rubber
is made. Most recordings, as j'ou may have noticed,
Pad
cither finish near the circumference edge of the labels
or fin. away from the label edge, the latter being the
extreme.
Consequently, the arm has been planned so it has
an adjustable movement which suits all the varying
sound track endings common within the |in. from the
label edge of gramophone records. You may not, perhaps,
be able to set the repeater " fine " so it releases itself at
the point wanted, but should, for example, the finale
of a recording be cut off a bit too soon because the arm
is " out " by a fraction of an inch, one can always try
the next most suitable notch, i.e., the one which brings
Ba/ze
Pads
the soundless ending spirals into line with the guide
track of the repeater.
Gap
A Tin. Record Repeater
Details for a yin. repeater are provided at Figs, i,
2 and 3. The two main shapes, plus the adjustable
aife, are fretsawed from Tin. plywood (a suitable piece
of plywood, by the way, can be made by gluing three
pieces of mahogany veneer together, with the central ■ Fig. 2.—Back view, showing " gap " cut in celluloid
backing and pad positions.
ply running crosswise with the outside pieces; veneer
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and, as a result, the concussion of the arm
against the pick-up (or sound-box) needle. A
suitable design is provided at Fig. 3, which is
Six Teeth
easily copied.
To Engage
When you have the main shapes cut out,
A t'm. ^
smooth the inner edges with glasspaper, i.e.,
the guide track edges, then obtain a piece of
thin celluloid sheeting (cleaned. X-ray film or
anything similar) measuring 8in. xfi^in. The
main shapes are adhered to oiic side of the
Arm
Centre
film, with the waste cutting of wood within
L. in (
the gap to keep the parts separated truly; the
cutting is only fitted in temporary, ungtued, of
course.
When both main shapes have been adhered
it is removed and the work placed under
weights until the glue sets. In respect to a
good adhesive, prepared, semi-liquid glues can
be used. If the surface of the celluloid is
lightly rubbed with fine glasspaper, the glue
will obtain a much stronger hold ; a cement,
one having a celluloid base, such as model
aeroplane glue, may be used.
Some of these adhesive cements, however, are quick2 ms.
setting, and as the gluing of the main shapes to the film
backing is tedious and slow, the writer recommends
Fig. 4.—Main shapes for a loin, repealer.
Reck
□
fot 7in. repeaters, which is ijin. Do not increase this
radius, and in respect to the adjustable arm, its length
should only be increased by Jin. The knuckle is also
kept jjim in diameter, and the guide track -Jin. wide.
If you only possess a few Sin. discs, it is not worth
the trouble making a special repeater for them. The
roin. size of repeater can be made to " service " Sin.
records. Owing . to the greater eccentricity of the
o
elongated spindle hole, however, repetition is not 011
the same par as that produced by a proper Sin. repeater,
such as the model described. A lot depends on the
records;
actual experiment will reveal more than mere
CJ
words.
□
A lOin. Repeater
□
Arm
1
The roin, model is detailed at Figs. 4, 5 and 6. It
Made a
is constructed much in the same way as the Sin. model
Tight
Fit ih>
and only differs in size and design. It has, as shown,
Rack
an extra arm tooth in its rack and the extra Sin. spindle
hole position is depicted at Fig. 5.
The various radius centres are indicated by the
Fig- 3-—Front view of completed repeater, showing simple arrows at Fig. \. The Sin. spindle hole is not shown in
fretwork design.
this diagram for the sake of clarity. The radii lines arc
scribed at the rack side of" the central clotted line first.
sem-liqufd glue such as " Certofix ' or " Acrabond,
and similar reliable makes.
Cutting the Gap
The glue should be allowed 24 hours to set, 12 hours
being the minimum. The edges of the adheredfilm are trimmed first, following which the gap
/ Rubber
(see Fig. 2) is cut out, using a sharp-pointed
Red
penknife.
The gap stretches halfway at the rack side of
the repeater parts. Having cut the opening, cut
three Jin. diameter discs from thin baize (or
cloth) and glue them in the position indicated.
The fourth pad is cut from thin rubber, and
affixed with glue or rubber solution ; a repair
patch from a bicycle repair outfit could doubtless
be used.
The arm is filed and glasspapered to fit snugly
and tightly in its rack. It-should engage tightly
Gap
with all the teeth, of course. It may be necessary to "pack" any teeth which give a loose
fit with gummed pieces of paper.
An Sin. Repeater
Those of you desiring an Sin. repeater only need to
add Jin. to the radius measurements shown at Fig. 1.
The central radius is the same for Sin. repeaters as it is
Fig. 5.—The back view of the loin, repeater.
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Using the Repeater
The models made and tested by the writer seem
to operate more easily than the patented article.
You may experience some slight bother, as he did,
when making a trial performance. You may find,
for example, that as soon as the pick-up needle
releases the repeater, the repeater merely jerks
around a bit with the revolving record and remains
inactive, being held in place by the needle.
There are two reasons for this set-back. Firstly,
the needle may not be able to " jump " upon the
film surface owing to the squareness of the edge.
An acute angle, or slope, needs to be cut, filed
or glasspapered at the " lifting" edge so the
needle glides up the bevel easily.
Secondly, the rubber pad may be too far distant from
the lifting edge. In this case, the revolving record
cannot, with the help of the weight of the pick-up,
give the slight " push " necessary to drive the repeater
below the needle, so the rubber pad must be altered to a
new position nearer the lifting edgh of the celluloid
backing.
Very thin, fine green baize pads are necessary. These
pads merely protect the record surface and help to raise
the back of the repeater to the same level as the rubber
pad; if a woolly material is used, there may be too much
Fig. 6.—Front view of loin, repeater.
drag so that, revolving on the turntable of a cheap,
single-spring motor, the record rotates slowly, in moaning
It might help if all the radius sizes were stated rather jerks, until the pick-up needle nears the centre of the
than let you work from the scale. Starting from the recording when, owing to the lessening of the centrifugal
spindle hole, the lengths are i|in., ijin., the next drag, the speed increases to normal.
Records with dusty surfaces will also cause the above
smallest size being 2|in. The sizes then increase from
3;:in. to siin.; sijin., 4|in. and 5Jin., the latter being effect. And if the pads are more than i/i6in. thick,
the
needle has a higher distance to jump. A thickness
the longest arrow pointing from the spindle hole.
The radius of the smallest arrows is Jin. and |in. of 1132m. is best. If baize pads cause too much drag,
try discs of thin leatherette.
respectively.
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How Wireless
Experts Hoaxed the Japs
A TINY group of islands in the Indian Ocean known Allied communications. The staff have had to take groat
as Cocos or Keeling Islands has been put on the care to avoid making any alterations or repairs to
buildings, or to undertake any re-painting, which would
map again after 41 months on the secret list.
On one island in the group there has been for many lead the enemy's reconnaissance 'planes to think that the
years an important station in the Cable and Wireless station was anything but abandoned.
Shortly before the attack in March, rg42, a meeting
" via Imperial" communications network, but its
continued existence as a cable station during the war was held in London to consider a proposal to abandon
Cocos
before the Japs arrived. At that meeting was
has been so secret that it has been known officially
Mr. W. G. R. Jacob, Cable and Wirejess, Ltd. Engineeras " Brown."
In the rainy dusk of the evening of Wednesday, March in-Chief, who advised against.
The question had a personal as well as an official
3rd, 1942, the day before Batavia fell, 700 miles away, a
Japanese ship slipped in close to the barrier and opened interest for Mr. Jacob. His 26-year-old son, J. C. W.
fire on Cocos. Shells tore over the Cable Station roofs Jacob, was one. of the 11 Cable and Wireless engineers
knocking down showers of coconuts ; huge fires set the and operators on the island, and though due for transfer
island ablaze. The Cable and Wireless men cabled the he volunteered to -remain.
While the Japs were firing,-these 11 men and their
news to London as they emerged from slit trenches
Chinese assistants remained in slit trenches, 4ft. deep in
while the raider sailed away.
That night Cable and Wireless officials in London, water. But four of them' were blown 30ft. along a
after getting Admiralty permission, send by radio a plain verandah as a shell hit an iron girder. Shelling continued
language message to their Batavia station. Batavia for an hour. Chinese workers who lost all they possessed
heard it at 4 a.m. It told them that it was no good received compensation—and then asked to be sent home,
hanging on because Cocos had bcen.destroyed and was to hit back at the Japs on their own soil.
The Cocos-Keeling Islands lie midway between
out of action.
At noon the Japanese broadcast that their forces Australia and Ceylon. Their 1,140 people live by exporthad split Cocos in two and destroyed all cable and wireless ing copra and coconuts. Cocos is a junction for cables
linking South Africa, the Dutch East Indies and Australia.
communications.
The Cable and Wireless station also operates a private
wireless service for ships calling at the islands.
Receivers Still Working
Cocos played a big part towards the destruction of
But the receivers were still " alive " on the island and
the Cable and Wireless men picked up the news of their the German cruiser Emden during the 1914-18 war.
The
Emden lauded a party on November 9th, 1914, and
own destruction.
The Japanese never again attacked Cocos from the destroyed the telegraph station, just as the Japs hoped
sea, though frequent reconnaissance flights were made by to do in 1942. The Cable and Wireless station sent out a
Japanese .aircraft and on three occasions bombs were warning which was picked up by H.M.A.S. Sydney
dropped which fortunately did not do any very serious escorting a convoy not far away; and the Australian
damage to the telegraph station. Throughout the war cruiser engaged the Emden, crippled her and forced her
Cocos has continued to play a vital part in maintaining to run ashore on North Keeling Island.
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VALVEHOLDERS

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
You need help and fatherly advice in difficult times
like these. T am in the position to give that to j'ou
free.
We teach nearly all the Trades
and Professions by post in all
parts of the world.
The most progressive and most
successful Correspondence College
in the world.
If you know what you want to
study, write for prospectus. If
you are undecided, write for my
fatherly advice. It is free.
Distance makes no difference.

LOUDSPEAKERS

EARNING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT

Celestion Limited
Kingston-upon-Thames
Telephone: KINgston S656-7-8

UseSMM'

c
contains 3 cores of
non-corrosive Ersin Flux
Radio Experimenters are now able
to use '' The finest Cored Solder in
the World," Ersin Multicore. The
three cores of extra active flux ensure speedy soldering and eliminate
high resistance or dry joints.
Available from electric
and radio shops, ironmongers, etc.
Nominal l-.lb. reels:
13 S.W.G. 4/10 ea.
16 S.W.G. 5/3 ea.
Size 2 cartons;
16 S.W.G. 6d. ea.
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD, COMMONWEALTH HOUSE.
-LONDON.W.CI.Tel.CHAncenj 5I7I'2

DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU ?
Accountancy
Examina- Metallurgy
tions
subjectsEnginAdvertising and Sales Mining.
Mining. All
Electrical
Management
eering
Agriculture
Motor
Engineering
A.M.I.
Motor Trade
tions • Fire E. Examina- Municipal
and County
Applied Mechanics
Engineers
Army Certificates
Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate Naval
Novel
Writing
Agents '
Pattern
Making
Aviation
Play
Writing
Aviation engineering
Wireless
Police, Special Course
Hanking
Preceptors,
College of
Blue Prints
Press Tool Work
Boilers
Production
Engineering
Book-keeping.
Accountand Pumping
ancy and M.odern
Busi- Pumps
Machinery
ness
Methods
Hadio
Commiinication
B.Se. (Eng.)
Service Engineering
Building. Architecture and Itadio
It.A.F. Special Courses
Clerk of Works
Road
Making and MainBuilders' Quantitles
tenance
Cambridge Senior School Salesmanship,
I.S.M.A.
Certifieate
Sanitation
Civil Engineering
School
Attendance
Olficer
Civil Service
Secretarial Exams.
AH Commercial Subjects
Sheet Metal Work
Commercial Art
Shipbuilding(Pitman's)
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Concrete and Structural Shorthand
Short-story Writing
Engineering
Short-wave
Draughtsmanship.
All
Speaking in Radio
Public
Branches
Structural
Engineering. All branches, Surveying Engineering
subjects
and
rxaminaTeachers
Handicrafts
lions
Telephonyofand
Telegraphy
General Education
Television
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Transport
Insf.
Exams.
Heating and Ventllallng
Viewers, Gaugers, InspecIndustrial Chemistry
tors
Institute of Housing
Weights and Measures
Insurance
Inspector
Journalism
Welding
Eanguages
Wireless
Telegraphy and
Mathematics
Telephony
Matriculation
Works Managers
J/ you do not see your own requirements above, write to us on
anji subject. Full particulars free.
COUPON-CUT THIS OUT
To DEPT. 104. THE BENNETT COLLEGE
LTD., SHEFFIELD.
\
Please send me (free of charge)
Particulars of
(Cross out line
Your private advice
I which does
about
j not apply.)
Name
Address

PLEASfe WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS
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fa
METERS
FOR MULTI-RANGE INSTRUMENTS
Two outstanding examples of our comprehensive stock of meters, ideal as
foundation units.
"PULLIN "
Rectangular faced
rlush meter, very fine open 34in. length
scale. Overall size, 4|in. x 4-Jin. Panel
mounting hole 3 3/l6in. Dial has three
scales. Available 0/500 Microamps and
0/1 m/A with internal resistance
indicated.
Movement 0/500 microamps,
scales read 01500, 012,000
ohms and 0/200,000 ohms ... £■> 3 0
Movement 0/1 milliamp,
scales read 0/1, 0/100 ohms
and 0/100,000 ohms
S4 9 0
"SANGAMO WESTON."
Standard size, 2iin. round
flush meter, overall 3.{in.,
panel holelfin., with internal
resistance marked on scale.
Movement 0/1 milliamp ... £2110
"PULLIN" 3iin. instruments also
available with single scale readings :
Microamps 0'25 ... ... ...
.f \
Microamps 0/50
£7 11 4
Microamps 0/100...
i ?
Microamps 0/250
8 4
And in milliamps 0/5 and up ...
19 0
"SANGAMO WESTON"
2.'.in. meters in milliamps, 0/10,
0/50, 0/100. 0/250, 0/500, 0/1,000 £2 5 0
SCREENING BOX in die-cast
aluminium, useful for monitors,
wave-meters, etc. External size,
5.'in. wide, S^in. deep, S^in. high,
inclusive of lid 1 Jin. deep. Brass
1
hinges with lid clasp
6
SCREENING CABINETS in
black crackle steel in three standard sizes all with panel and
internal chassis :
As Eddystone No. 1061. 6iin.
wide x 6in. x 7in. high ... ... £! 10 0
As Eddystone No. 1034. I7in.
wide x ^.'.in. x 9;/in. high
... £2 12 6
INDICATION SCALES, etc., one of
our minor specialities. Full details in
" Interim " Catalogue. Circular white
ivorine scales l-Jin. diameter, markings
black on white. 24 markings for all amplifier, oscilloscope, etc., requirements.
Pointer knobs to match with brass insert, 8d.
Circular switch and jacks indicator discs,
I l/32in. diameter. Sunk, engraved white
on black, 18 markings, 4d. Transmitter
indicator labels, engraved white on black,
thirty-two comprehensive markings, 4d.
These monthly advertisements
are not intended to sell special
lines, but rather to indicate the
comprehensive nature of our
stocks—our " Interim " Catalogue will he of additional
interest (2id. post free).
WEBB'S RADIO, 14, Soho St., Oxford
St., London, W.I. Telephone, Gerrard 2089
Note our revised SHOP- HOURS :—
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Weekdays. 9 a.m. to
I p.m. Sat.

The "Ftuxite Quins" at VVor!<.
" I know this old set isn't worth
The trouble—but why all the mirth 1 "
Said the lads, " Ves, all right,
It's fixed with FLUXITE,
But tomatoes won': make a good earth.''
See that FLUXITE is always
by you—in the house—garage
— workshop — wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all
ironmonger s—i n tins,
8d., 114 and 218.
Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET BLOW LAMP,
price 216.
To CYCLISTS : Your wheels will
NOT keep round and true unless
the spokes are tied with fine wire
at the crossings and SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger
wheel. It's simple — with
FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT.
The FLUXITE GUN
puts FLUXITE
where you want it
by a simple pressure. Price 1/6, or
filled, 2/6.
ALL MECHANICS KV/Z ■V' •
FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES All SOLDERING
Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS." Price Id, EACH.
FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.)
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.
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^ELECTRADIX==
THESE EVER POPULAR
BUTTON MICROPHONES are.
SOUND TRANSMITTER UWlTS.
A
marvel of acoustic engineering design, as
used by G.P.O. For amplification and
detection of sound for all purposes.
EVERY BUTTON GUARANTEED
The I in. dia. brass
body forms the granule
chamber and the diaphragm is thin mica.
Needs only a pocket
battery 4.1 volts and a
high-ratio transformer.
With special transformer, 7/6. Button
only, 2/6. Prices
include instruction leaflet.
CORDS, Flexible. 4-way with R.A.F.
plug ; I yard, 1/3 each, or 6 for 5/6, all
post free.
BUZZERS, ETC. Light practice buzzers,
3/6. Heavy bakelite L.M., 5/6. All volts.
W36 on wood base, 6 volts, 7/6. A.C,
Buzzers for bell-type transformer, 6 volts,
51-. Townsendhigh note midget buzzer, 10/EELLS. Large "TANGENT" A.C.
230/250 volt ironclad bells, 6in. gong, in
new condition, 42/-. A.C. circular type, 6/-.
Transformers 230/3-5-8 v., 8/6.
RELAYS. Telephone type No. 6. 2-coi!
polarised, S.P.G.O., 6 volts, 25 ma., 325
ohms, 8/6. No. IA S.P. on-off, .2 volts,
40 ma., 51-. Relay movements 1,000 ohms,
less blade and contact, 2/6.
INVISIBLE RAY CONTROL. The
famous Raycraft Kit with selenium bridge,
in bakelite case, 10,000 ohm Relay, megostat, etc., with instruction booklet, 42/-.
H.T. MOTOR GENERATORS. 28
volt D.C. input, 570 volt, 160/200 m/a
D.C. output ; small and compact enclosed
machines, General Electric, £5/10/0. Double
current Dynamos, ex R.A.F., 6 volts 5 amps
and 600 volt 80 m/a, ball bearings, weight
17 lbs., 37/6.
SMALL D.C. MOTOR GENERATORS
by E.D.C. and others, for use with Receivers
and Car Radio ; cake the place of H.T.
Batteries. Drives off 12-volt accumulator
and gives 230 volts D.C. 30 m.a. output,
off 6-volc gives 110 volts 15 m.a. Originally
made for Government radios. Two
commutators, ball" bearings, laminated
field, insulated brush gear, covered armature windings. A splendid job, in new
condition. 75/-.
TRANSFORMERS. 3 k.w. Crypto 230 v.
to 115 v., shrouded, £12. 3 kW. Metvick,
50 cy. 400 v. to 600 v., £9 10s. 500 watt
Foster 50 cy. 440 v. to 110 v. 5 amps., £4 15s.
150 watt Foster 400 cy. 230 v, to 15 v. 10
amps., £2 15s. 5 watts H.T. test Transformers 110/220 v. to 1,000 v. 5 m.a., 10/-.
•transformers, for re-wind
3 kW. New type with stampings 41 x 6 x
7Ain., windings damaged by blitz. Can
be taken apart to make a number of smaller
units. Weight with damaged wire is
65 lbs. Limited number at 45/-, carriage
extra.
BATTERY CHARGERS. " Lesdix "
Nitnday models, metal rectification, 2 volts
1 amp., for wireless cells, to large chargers
for your car accumulator. Send for special
Leaflet " P.W."
METERS. Special offer o. new D.C.
moving coil milliammeters. 2^in. diam,,
reading 0-1 m/a, 100 ohms resistance,
bakelite case, 55/-. Metal Rectifiers, 0-1
m/a, 10/6 ; delivery from stock.
G.P.O. Electric Counters 25/50 volts
D.C. 500 ohm coil, counting to 9999, 5/6.
Please include postage for mail orders.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Road, Battersea,
214, Queenstown
London, S.W.8
- r _ ■. Telephone MACaulay 2159
—
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Fault-finder

A Useful Servicing Aid Described by 2ATV
THAT type of fault which occurs at irregular and being 50,000 ohms and .05 juF. respectively. In the
possibly widely spaced intervals, and which often anode circuit of the valve is a sensitive relay, which will
has a duration of only a few seconds, is one of operate at a current of two or three milliamps, and a
the greatest bugbears with which the service engineer variable resistor the value of which will depend on the
is confronted. Such faults are usually due to an intcr- H.T. supply available, but which will probably work out
mittent open-circuit or high-resistance connection in an at around 50,000 ohms. No attempt is made to specify
inductive component, such as a decoupling or coupling any particular power supply, as the unit is intended to
capacitor, or an R.F. or tuning inductor. Sometimes be built from components at hand. The unit can be.,
it may be a dirty switch contact, and again it will be a battery or mains operated, and it is sufficient in this'
bad weld« in the structure of a valve. Whatever the respect to state that a smoothed H.T. voltage of 100
reason, generally the problem is to track down the fault is ample. The relay is shown as operating a bell or buzzer,
to a particular stage in the receiver under test, as it is but it could in addition control a visual warning system.
often found that the mere connection of test prods, or So much for the actual indicator.
There now remains the determining of change in
slight vibration, will temporarily disperse the trouble.
There also arises another snag, from the engineer's circuit conditions which in most cases will be reflected in
point of view, in that the radio set has to be left running the voltages and currents obtaining at various points
at a volume sufficient to indicate when the fault occurs. in the receiver. It should here be noted that the
This leaves two alternatives. The first is to leave the instrument will not pick out the actual component at
set on " soak," and wait for the fault to happen, an fault, but it will provide data which, studied intelligently,
impractical method as the waiting period may be a matter can be the means of tracking down the culprit. To
of hours. The second choice is to employ the waiting obtain this data, at least two measuring instruments are
time in servicing other receivers, but this is also unsatis- needed, a voltmeter and a current meter. The accuracy
factory, as the fault may bo missed when it docs occur, of the dial readings is unimportant, providing that
through being masked by the output from the receiver consistent readings are obtained for any given voltage
or current, as these instruments arc used only for comin hand at" the time.
Obviously, what is needed is some form of indicator parison purposes. If a sufficient number of meters is at
which will give warning of the breakdown, and yet allow hand, the whole receiver can be investigated at one
the set to be operated silently. Coupled with the indicator time, but if two only are available the set must be
there should be some means of determining the change
in circuit conditions during the period of failure. Now,
it has been determined by E.M.I, that, in some 97 per
cent, of cases, an intermittent fault results in an appreciable drop in the volume output of the set. This fact 'H
provided the clue on which is based the instrument Input I
about to be described.
Test Signal
Buatr
First, a signal must be provided, and the strength of
Voltage
it must be constant. It is therefore useless to rely on
tuning the set to a broadcast station. Since the fault
may lie in the R.F. stages of the set, the injected signal Inputpp
must be at radio frequency, while, as the indicator will
work on a drop in volume, the signal must also be modulated at audio frequency. Thus the first piece of equipment. needed is a standard test oscillator or signal
generator.
Obviously, as the receiver is suspect in its entirety,
Theoretical circuit of the faultfinder.
it is politic to disturb it as little as possible. This cdndition can be fulfilled, and the advantage of silent checked in stages. It will then be necessary to use multiworking gained, by connecting some form of indicator in range meters, which arc easily built up, especially as
place of the loudspeaker. The output of the set should there is no need for extreme accuracy, and which can be
preferably be taken from the secondary of the speaker housed in the same cabinet as the indicator.
transformer, since the only part of the set which will
then not be investigated is the speech coil, and experience Operation
shows that this rarely, gives trouble.
It may here be useful to set out the operating procedure
The circuit diagram shows a suitable indicator. and to analyse one or two typical faults and their conTwo alternative input channels are given, as in some sequences. Assuming that the output stage is being
cases it may be more convenient to take the signal from checked, the voltmeter would be connected across
the primary winding of the transformer due to the speech smoothed" H.T. + and H.T. — , and the current meter in
coil connections being inaccessible. 1 f so, silent working series with H.T.-)- and the primary of the speaker
cannot be obtained unless the transformer is free from transformer. Input 2 of the indicator is connected
suspicion, when it can be disconnected and replaced by to the secondary of the transformer, or input 1 to anode
a load resistor of a suitable value for the output valve and chassis, and a steady modulated signal fed into the
in use. Ci and C2 are . 1 ,aF blocking capacitors, while receiver.
The anode current of the indicator valve is
the transformer is a standard speaker type.
then adjusted by varying R2, until the relay is on the
point of operating. A note is then made of the readings
Valve
given by the two meters.
The valve should be a medium or high-impedance
Presently, the bell rings. The meters show that the
triode, and works as a leaky-grid detector. As only anode current of the output valve has risen sharply,
audio frequencies are concerned, the time constant of whilst the H. I. voltage has dropped. Obviously the
the grid resistance and capacitance is comparatively fault is in this stage. The voltmeter is then connected
large, suitable values for normal modulating frequencies across the cathode resistor and a further test discloses
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that the rise in anode current is accompanied by an
increase in bias potential. So far it has been established,
that a, drop in H.T. voltage is caused by an increase in
anode' current, and that the latter is not due to any fault
in the cathode resistor or capacitor. But it could be caused
by a breakdown in the coupling" capacitor, resulting in
the potential actually on the control grid being partly
cancelled out. This is confirmed by substitution and a
further " soak " test.
Example
Take another example. This time, no appreciable
differences in readings are noted until the I.F. stage is
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checked. Then, it is found that the anode current of the
I.F. valve rises by about half, whilst the H.T. voltage,
measured at the junction of the I.F. coil and the
decoupling resistor,. shows a decrease. Further tests
show that the screen potential remains sensibly constant,
and that the cathode voltage increases. The indications
are that the valve is oscillating, and a possible cause of
this is inefficient screening or decoupling. The valve is
metallised, and inspection proves that the contact
between metallising and the appropriate pin is sound
electrically and mechanically. Suspicion next falls on
the screen decoupling capacitor, and substitution here
effects a complete cure.

The
Development
of
Radar
An Extract from the Speech of Sir Stafford Cripps, made at the
Luncheon of the Radio Industry Council, at the end of August
s is now
first flown in an aeroplane on March 9th, 1941, and
" A development
knownof towartime
the world,
theisstory
of the
the was
Radar
largely
this became the first functional prototype of 10 cm.
story of the insistent demand from the Services radar.
for shorter wavelengths, calling for valves of higher power
"Then in quick succession and almost simultaneously
and greater sensitivity than had ever been conceived of came other new and startling devices. For Coastal
before. It was only by shorter wavelengths that we were Command, as I have already said, there was the improved
able to secure the greater precision required by the Navy type of A.S.V., and for the Navy the radar sets known as
and Army for the control of gunnery and searchlights, Type 271 for detecting surface submarines from destrovthe location of submarines and other vessels, and, in ers or corvettes, which perhaps more than any other
the cases of the R.A.F., the specially light and small sets factors enabled us to win the final victory over the
necessary for airborne purposes. Here again, the partner- U-boat. For the Army there was the G.L. set Mk. Ill
ship which was built up between the Government by which the Army's anti-aircraft and other guns
establishments, the universities and the industrial could be trained exactly on to targets long before they
laboratories made possible the rapid development of could be picked up by normal methods.
the new technique of short wavelength working,
" Finally, there was developed H.2.S., the device which
" For the original radar chain system which located shows visually in the heavy bomber a continuous
picture
of the unseen ground below and which, by freeing
aircraft approaching our shores, a wavelength of 1,200
centimetres was sufficient, though even this was con- the bomber from any dependence on ground radar
sidered short when Radar began in 1935. By the time stations, so greatly intensified the effectiveness of our
war broke out in September, 1939, entirely fresh ground bomber offensive. It was a remarkable achievement,
had been broken by the development of a new type of but I cannot think of it without recalling the sad tragedy
valve capable of generating powerful radar signals of which accompanied. its birth, and as a result of which
from 50 to 150 cm. wavelength. To this we owe C.H.L., five of the small team working on it in 1942 were killed
the system of detecting ships and low-flying aircraft from in an air accident while trying it out. Amongst those
the shore ; G.C.I., the system of ground controlled inter- killed were two of the most prominent engineers in the
ception of enemy aircraft; the first A.i sets in night British television industry, Mr. E. D. Blumlein and
fighters for locating enemy bombers; and the first Mr. C. O. Browne, with their assistant, Mr. F. BIythen,
" So far I have referred only To the part played by the
A.S.V. sets used by the Navy and Coastal Command for
industrial research scientists, but whilst their work was
detecting surfaced submarines, even at night.
"But even this was not good enough. Still the Services the necessary first step after the initial designs and
asked for better definition and more compactness for models, often of the very roughest, had been given to the
their Radar. The demand for valves and circuits to factories by the Government scientists, the'great job of
work on wavelengths as low as 10 centimetres now became producing these varied and intricate equipments was
insistent, and, as before, the effort to meet this requirement going on ceaselessly day and night. Every radio firm in
was divided between the Government research estab- Britain, and many firms which before the war had never
lishments, the university laboratories and the industrial made a radio valve in their lives, devoted their resources
research laboratories. It was fortunately at this moment entirely to meeting the endless demands of the Services.
that the brilliant research work undertaken at Birming- And, though I am talking to-day onlv of Radar, we must
ham University led to the application of the " resonant never forget that, insistent though the demand for was
cavity" principle applied to magnetron valve design Radar, the Services' requirements for ordinaiw radio
and showed, by a laboratory model, that it would work. communications for signalling were on a prodigious scale.
From their past study of magnetron valves our industrial
scientists were quick to see its possibilities and to use this Huge Output
, idea to produce a light and compact air-cooled valve
" By the peak of the European war, a quarter of a
of 20 times the power and suitable for airborne use. million workers, men and women, were engaged on the
Both the Birmingham and the industrial scientific production of radar and radio equipment. Some idea
contribution were of the utmost value and importance. of the wonderful job which these men and women did
can be realised when I tell you that, whereas before the
10 cm. Radar
•»
war we produced in tills country onty a few million
" The 10 cm. radar equipment was now much nearer. valves a year, in 1944—invasion year—we produced
Further research produced the other essential components no less than 38 million valves, of 600 different types,
and, these being married together and engineered into for the three Services. This vast production was achieved
a prototype equipment, a successful demonstration of under the constant threat of aerial bombardment and
■ radar transmission and reception on 10 cm. was given since a great proportion of the production capacity
on August 3rd, 1940, less than eight months after the had pre-war been established in the London area, a
first verbal request had been made to the industry that great deal of it was in fact carried out under almost
a research contract should be accepted. The equipment continuous bombardment by Vi's and Va's."
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Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
which is performed by the Columbia Light Symphony
H.M.V.
conducted by Charles Williams, with the
THE highlight in the H.M.V. releases for this month Orchestra,
at the piano. Both of these records are
is the great work of Verdi, namely, his " Requiem composer
and will form welcome additions to the good
Mass." This recording is great in many respects. first-class,
without being too involved, sections of one's
From a musical sense it is, undoubtedly, one of Verdi's music,
record
library.
finest products, written at the very zenith of his career.
The third izin. also calls for favourable comment.
From the point of view of production, the perfonnance
is Columbia DX1203, on which The Palace Theatre
is superb, and I think it is only right that a word of It
(London)
Orchestra, conducted by Richard Tauber,
praise should also be given to the technicians who made have recorded
"Gay Rosalinda" (Fledermaus), by J.
possible such a perfectly flawless recording.
arr. Korngokl. This is a very enjoyable comThe work was first performed in the Church of St. Strauss,
position,
and
Richard
Tauber and the Orchestra show
Mark, Milan, on May 22nd, 1874, Verdi himself conunderstanding in their presentation.
ducting. The date was the first anniversary of the death great
Albert Sandier and his Palm Court Orchestra, provide
of Manzoni, in whose honour the Requiem Mass was some
ever-popular light music with their recording on
composed. It is interesting to note at this stage that Columbia
DB2183. They have chosen a Selection from
few musical works have such an interesting history.
Desert
Song," which introduces " Romance" ;
Verdi actually commenced the Requiem for the great " Song of the
Brass Key " ; " Desert Song " ; " French
Rossini, but owing to the failure of his original plans, Military Marching
Song," and, of course, " One Alone."
which he formed for a. Requiem Mass to be written by A nice recording for
enjoyable light listening.
the leading Italian composers, no individual being
Frank
Sinatra
sings,
in that inimitable style of his, x
singled out for the sole honour of writing it, in honour " When Your Lover Has
Gone " and " She's Funny
of Rossini, and incidentally, of Italy and her music, That Way," on Columbia DB2186.
therproject appears to have been dropped until 1873,
Victor
Silvester
;and
his
Ballroom Orchestra offer a
when Alessandro Manzoni died. When Verdi had his
gay quickstep, " The More I See You," and an
original idea for a Requiem4< Mass to be written for fine
fox-trot (slow), " Say It Isn't So," on
Rossini, he contributed the Libera Me," and with the equally' good
#1*3139. A good record for the dancers.
passing of Manzoni, he.decided to write the complete Columbia
Lou
Preager
and his Orchestra, from the Palais de
Requiem, thus arose the very unusual state of affairs,
Hammersmith, have recorded " Sophisticated
a Requiem Mass being commenced in honour of one Dansc,
Lady " and " Saturday Night," both slow fox-trots,
great composer and finished for another. At Milan, the on
Columbia FB3137. Two pleasing numbers, well
Mass was a great success, Verdi taking great care to orchestrated.
•
select the orchestra of a hundred players ; the chorus
of one hundred and twenty voices, and the finest voices Parlophone
for the soloists which he felt were most suitable for a WE have had Richard Tauber with the baton, now
true interpretation of his great work; The Mass,
we can hear him in his more usual role, as a singer
however, did not call forth praise from every quarter, with a tenor voice, the. quality of which is too well
in fact, it is said that it received more criticism than known for me to add any words of praise. For his
any of Verdi's other works, but it is now recognised latest recording on 44Parlophone ^020540, he has selected
as a work of deepest sincerity, great inspiration, beauty " Au Revoir " and The Night Has Known My Tears,"
and truth. The Mass takes the form of seven items. two songs which he renders in English in a delightful
1. Requiem and Kyrie. 2. Dies Irae. 3. Offertorio. manner.
4. Sanctus. 5. Agnus Die. 6. Lux Aeterna, and 7.
For those requiring a little 44 hot " music, T recommend
Libera Me.
Harry James 44and his Orchestra playing 44 Crazy
The recording was made in the Royal Opera House, Rhythm " and Blues In The Night," on Parlophone
Rome, and conducted by Tullio Serafini, the following 7C2977. These two numbers form Nos. 31 and 32 of the
artists taking the vocal parts, in Latin : Maria Caniglia 1945 Super Rhythm-Style Series.
(Soprano) ; Ebe Stignani (Mezzo-soprano) ; Beniamino
Geraldo and his Orchestra have two good numbers
Gigli (Tenor) ; Ezio Pinza (Bass), and the Chorus and on Parlophone F2087. 44 They are 44 1 Begged Her," vocal
Orchestra of the Royal Opera House, Rome. The by Len Camber, -and Let'Him Go—Let Him Tarry,"
10 records are supplied in Album No. 388, price 60s. with Carole Carr with Three Boys and a Girl taking
plus 39s. 2d. tax.
the vocal. Both numbers arc fox-trots, and presented
In the roin. series, I^have only room for two H.M.V.s, in true Geraldo style.
the first of these being a topping recording by our 44 The Organ, the Dance Band and Me, have 44recorded
old friends Anne Zieglcr and Webster Booth. They
The Little Things That Mean So Much " and You're
have selected two songs from the film " Waltz Time," So Sweet To Remember," both fox-trots, on Parlophone
in which they appear, the titles being " Land Of Mine" .F2089. Billy Thorburn at the piano, and H. Robinson
and " You Will Return To Vienna." As one would Cleaver at the organ, make a good show with these
expect, they sing these with all their usual charm and numbers, and they are assisted by Primrose who takes
skill, and I, therefore, recommend H.M.V. ^9432.
the vocals.
The other record is by Joe Loss and his Orchestra,
its number being H.M.V. BDjSqb. For this, Joe and Regal
Regal is a roin. and it has been recorded
his Orchestra have recorded " 1 Don't Care If I Never THEbyone
Leader and his Band from the Astoria
Dream Again " and " I Wish 1 Knew," both good fox- Ballroom,Harry
London. 44 They play two fox-trots, ideal for
trots, the vocals being taken by Harry Kaye.
dancing,
entitled
Chewing a Piece of Straw " and
44
Remember Me." The number of the record is Regal
Columbia
THE three 12111. records I have selected this month MR3763.
from the Columbia list, are all musical, and 1
think my choice will be welcomed by all. I start off
MASTERING MORSE
with the Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted
By the Editor of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
by Maurice Miles, giving a fine performance of " The
Merry Wives of Windsor," by Nicolai, on Columbia
3rd Edition. If- or 1/2 by post from George Newnes, Ltd.,
J)Xi2oi. To follow this, I recommend " London
Tower House, Southampton. Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Fantasia," by Clive Richardson, Columbia DX1204,
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D iscussion

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. AH letters must
be accoinpanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
hrs. calling JEET. This was the query by O. Greaves
Stations Identified
last month. WQV is an R.C.A. transmitter operated
SIR,—In roplv to Mr. Ealey's (Swindon) letter, July by C.B.S. New York and JEET is U.S. f orces transissue, 1 believe this station to be Buenos Aires mitter in Germany. WWV still gives good reception
as I have heard this name repeated several times at the on 15 megs. 20 m. with its standard frequency transmisend of the transmission, but unfortunately I cannot sion. It may interest readers to know that JCJC on
speak Spanish.
7,220 kc/s. has moved up the band to 7,192.5 kc/s,,
It may. be of interest to readers to note that station and has been replaced by JCKW 7,220 kc/s. 41.55 m.
CHOL carries transmission 2 of the Canadian Inter- power 7.3 kw. situated just near Jerusalem—B. Hayes
national Short Wave Service now, on 11.72 mc/s. (New Bradwell).
25.6 m. in the evenings until 22.45 G-M.T.
Here also are a few of the stations I have not lately
A.C. Mains S.W. Four
•
seen mentioned : A.F.N., 6..080 mc/s. (London) ; Val- SIR,—Re my article entitled as above, and published
ladolkl (Spain) FETI, 7.070 mc/s.; TAP Ankara,
in your August issue, and concluded in your
9.465 mc/s and 9,510 inc/s.; XGOY, 9.656 and XGOA, September
issue, several resistance values were printed,
9.720 mc/s. ; 10.055 mc/s. SUV, Cairo. Rio do Janeiro which should
read as below :
PSH, 10.22 mc/s.; SBB2, Stockholm, 10.78 mc/s.;
Ri—.5
megohip
; R4—4 megohms ; Rn—1 megBraz FZI, 9.44 mc/s. India gives a complete schedule ohm; R8—.5 megohm
(Values down to 150 k.
of their S.W. news broadcasts at 22.30 G.M.T., 05.00 should be tried here if pot.
I.S.T. on 25.51 m. and 31.15 m., also this is repeated at R. Shatwell (Lanes). L.F. instability is present.)—
03.00 G.M.T. in English on Sundaj'S. Here is an extract
giving times and wavelengths of their English broadShort-wave Four-valver
casts :
SIR,—A short while ago I constructed the " Four
19.30 G.M.T., 31.15, 31-30. 41-15, 48.47 m.
valve short-waver " as described in your May issue.
03.30, G.M(T., 16.83, 19.55, 19.62, 19.74, 19-79, 25-27, The results
I have had have been excellent.
25-36, 31.30, 48.47 in.
Here
is a list of some of the stations logged on a 15ft.
05.30 G.M.T., 19.74 m.
aerial:
09.30 G.M.T., 19.54, 19.62,19.74, 25-27, 25.36, 41-15 m. indoor
WNRA, WRCA, WCBN, WLWO and WNBI in the
11.30 G.M.T., 16.83, 19-74, 25.45 m.
16
m.b.
13.30 G.M.T., 19.79, 25.45, 25.51, 23,62, 31.30 m.
CHTA, WCBX, WRUA, WOOC, WGEO, WLWO,
02.40 G.M.T. weekdays \ 16.83, r9-54, 19-74, I9-79, WBOS,
WNBI, Mortala on 19.79 m. and Leopoldville
02.50 G.M.T. Sundays / 25.27 m.
in
the 19 m.b.Colonial News Letter, 12.20 G.M.T., Saturday, 19.79,
PRL8
Rio de Janeiro, WGEA, WCAC, WCBN,
25.51 m.
WNBI and CHOL, Sackville, Canada, on
Repeated Sundays, 02.40 G.M.T., 16.83, 19-54, I9-74, WOOW,
25.60 m. in the 25 m.b.
19.79, 25.27 in.—M. Evans (Chippcnham).
In the 31 m.b. Vatican City on 31.41 m., Brazzaville
on 31.76 m., WNRA and the Voice of America in North
Stations Heard
Africa on 31.2 m. in the 31 m.b.
SIR,—Here are two corrections to ray letter which
I have also heard the following Press stations: MCI
you published in a recent issue :
and MCD, both in the 18 m.b.
(1) The station at San Francisco which I heard on
I constructed the receiver on a chassis and I use no
15.34 mc/s. 19.56 in. had the call sign KNBI, not KGEI earth.—N. G. J. Thompson (Lee, S.E.I2).
as "l stated there. KNBX is now operating on 21.61
Switching Off
mc/s. 13.88 m.
(2) All India Radio uses 31.13 m. and 31.28 m., not SIR,—It surprises me that there should he so much
31.28 m. and 31.36.01., for its broadcasts in the 9 mc/s.
discussion on the subject of how leaving H.T. on
band.
valves can or cannot harm them, when it is so easily
I thank all those who have helped me with VONF, summed up.
•—A. H. B. Bower (Hull).
It cannot do them any harm duyng the period that they
are off.
The Northern Radio Club
It does, however, cause harm while the cathodes
SIR,—From August 1st, 1945, the Northern Radio (filaments) are warming up or cooling dhtvn. tending to
Club holds meetings every Wednesday night, ruin the emission.
6.30 to 9.30 p.m., atits new club premises : The Northern
The time taken, however, in this cooling or warming
Radio Club, 16, §tratford Road, Heaton, Newcastle- process is, with filaments, so quick that the effect is
on-Tyne.
small, and with cathodes they are strong enough to
Persons interested should attend meeting at above "stand up to it."—K. Grosvenor (Walsall).
address or write Hon. Sec., 522, Dcnton Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 5.—Alan Robson( Newcastle-on-Tyne).
Esperanto
SIR,—May I comment on your article " Universal
J Calls
Language " in the current P.W.
You agree that a common tongue is desirable, and give
SIR, — I have just read in the August issue Mr.
Goldberger's letter about J calls although these are good reasons for this. Nevertheless, Esperanto, which is
used by British Forces Stations in M.E. The Americans the only practical solution, and moreover an altogether
alwaj's use them for their transmitters in the European admirable solution of the problem, you dismiss by
theatre of operations, such as JEVA, etc. Although I statement or criticism. Why ?
You speak of Esperanto as " an ill-fated attempt,"
have not logged many new stations this month I quote
a few extracts. ODE Beirut 8,036 kc/s. 37.34 m. and say that " those nations who approved of Esperanto
from 15.00-15.43 hrs. with English programme R6, failed to persuade their people to adopt it." No
Madrid 9,485 kc/s. 31.63 m. from 16.15-16.45 hrs., Esperantist has ever advocated Esperanto as a
{Continued on page 524)
with news programme WQV 14,500 kc/s. 20.50 m., 20.30
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M. WILSON Ltd.
ONE CENTRAL SOURCE
Late Austerity Radio Ltd. \
FOR EVERYTHING NEW IN
Same Management /
can became
RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
Circuit No. 19
A wide range of Brand New
MIDGET SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER
Quality Components of reliability
12-35.
34-100,
91-201 metres.
Triode
a first-class
always in stock—the following are
hexode,
F.C.
International
Octal
valve
Can lie fitted to any standard receiver.
a
few of these :
Battery, A.C. or A.O./D.O. Full specificaStandard METAL RACKS (table
tion on application. Stat type required.
RADIO
and floor models) and Cabinets.
MUIRHEAD -lin. high-class Sfow
GRAMOPHONE
AsMotion Dial and drive, 251- and 35/-.
sembled
on chassisAMPLIFIER
fitted withCHASSIS.
separate toneUNG1YEER
Wire wound POTENTIOMETERS,
control. Volume control-with on/off switch.
2 w. (Jin.) to 25 w.
Sockets for microphone, gramophone and
WEARITE 465 Kcs., I.F.T.'s and P.
extension speaker. Hum-free, good quality
We are specialists in Homereproduction.
A.C.
only.
Input
200,256v.
Coils.
Size overall 8x6x7Aiii. Ready to play.
HIGH VOLTAGE Plugs, Sockets
Study Tuition in Radio
Prices include valves and speaker.
and
Adaptors.
4 valve, 4 watt
10 gns.
Television and Mathematics.
TEST PRODS, insulated. 2/6 each.
4 valve, 6 watt, with PX4 output 12 gns.
SILVERED
MICA Condensers from
Theoretical
blueprintsseparately,
and list
Post coupon now for free
2 pf.
parts forand
the practical
above available
LOW LOSS Valveholders for
booklet and learn how you
set of 3.
EF50, Acorn, Octal, IRS, etc.
BLUEPRINTS of the following Circuits <1
can qualify for well-paid
POLYSTRENE, in sheet, rod or
Theoretical and 2 Practical), 3 6 per set :
tubing.
employment or profitable
No. 1 : A.C. T.R.P. 3 valves. Medium3-Gang VARIABLES, 150, 350 and
wave
only.
spare-time work.
500 mmf.
No.and2 : Short.
A.C. T.R.F, 4 valves. Long,- Med.,
CATHODE RAY TUBES from
l iin. to 4 .I in.
No. 3: A.C. T.R.F. 4 valves. Short-wave
SPEAKERS from 2.\in. to 12in.
only.
T. & G. RADIO COLLEGE No. 5 : A.C. Superhet. 4 valves. L., M. and
CERAMIC
S.W. VARIABLES,
NORTH ROAD, PARKSTONE, DORSET.
FORMERS, INSULATORS,
Short.
CRYSTAL
PICKUPS, MIKENo. 6: and
A.O./D.C.
Superhet. 4 valves.
S.
HEADS, MICROPHONES, etc.
• (Post in unsealed envelope, Id. stamp.! | No.L.,7M.: Battery
T.R.F.
3
valves.
L.,
M.
Send stamped, addressed envelope for
| Please send me free details of your i
LATEST LIST " P."
■ Home-Study Mathematics and Radio . No,and8a S.; Battery 4-valve Superhet. 3 waveJ Courses.
bands
(16-50,
200-557
and
700-2,000
metres).
(Tropical and non-Tropical.)
| NAME..
j No.1.4v.,9; valves.
BERRYSwvOLP
Battery T.R.F. 3 valves. Shortwave only. Priced list of parts sent with
25
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,
S ADDRESS
|
each set of blueprints.
W.C.I (Opposite Chancery Lane)
■• P. 66
No. 17 : A Small Communication Type tA.C.
'Phone : HOLborn 6231
!
Superheterodyne Receiver. Brief specificae...- —
——
tion: 6 wavebands, 5-2,000 metres. RadioFrequency
stage.
7
valves
Int.
Oclals,
including beat frequency oscillator and
RADIO
rectifier. 465 k/cs. Blueprints, 5/- per set LASKY'S
RADIO SPARES
Are able to supply from stock immediately
of three.
the
following
first
class
and
brand
new radio
MAINS volts.
TRANSFORMERS.
Primaries
200
260
No. 18 : A.C.'D.C, version of the above,
and electrical components
Secondaries 350-0-350 volts.
Blueprints 5/- per set of three.
TYPE
C.
100
ma.
4v.
5a.,
4v.
3a
34
6
SPECIAL
KIT
OFFER,
ONE
MONTH
TRANSFORMERS. To suit all circuits
TYPED. 100 ma. 6.3v. 5a., 5v. 3a. .. 34 6 MAINS
30 Assorted Condensers, consisting of 3ONL*
only
TYPE E. 120 ma. L.T.s as Type C .. 37 6 milt to specification.
8infd.
volt 4w.mfd.One
450 volttubulars,
(Wet can).6002 only
650 16-infdvolt w.,
TYPE F. 120 ma. L.T.s as Type D . . 37 6 WESTECTORS. WX6, 4/- each.
and 2 mfd. 750 volt w., block paper condensers.
TYPE
ma. Three L.T.s of 4v. 6a.47/6
; 4v.H.3a. 200
Rectifier
1 mfd. 500 voltorw.f etc.,
etc., allback
new and
tested,
ULTRA-SHORT-WAVE
(plug-in),
airspaced,
silver copper wireCOILS
R.F.. H.F.
and Osc
satisfaction
money
guarantee.
TYPE I. 200 ma. Three L.T.s of 6.3v. 6a.
range 1, 4.5-S metres : range 2, 9.5-17 metres'
-i-Sv. 3a. Rectifier
.
.
..
..
47
6
£2.15.6.
Post
free.
Secondaries 500-0-500.
2 3 each. 6 6 per set of three, with circuits'
SPEAKERS.
TYPE J. 200 ma. Three L.T.s of 6.3v. 6a.
Rola 5in. P.M., 21/6 ; 6Jin. P.M.. 22,6 : Sin.
TOGGLE SWITCHES. Miniature on/off!
P.M..
23
6.
Goodman's
3jjn. Goodman's
P.M., 29 6 ;lOin.
run.
I
5v.
3a.
Rectifier
52/single
pole,
2
6.
D.T.,
D.P.,
4/3.
P.M., 21 9 ; 8iu. P.M., 25,6.
TYPE K. 200 ma. Three L.T.s of 4v. Oa.
P.M.. 4:2.7.6, complete with universal trans,
-K4v. 3a. Rectifier
52,- METAL RECTIFIERS. Small, chassis mountTYPE L. 250 ma. Three L.T.s of 6.3v. 6a.
45 volts. 40 m.a. 7/6 each.
LARGER SPEAKERS IN STOCK, PRICES ON
I 5v. 3a. Rectifier
56, - ing,
APPLICATION
CHASSIS. Battleship-grey sprayed. Umlniled.
TYPE M. 250 ma. Three L.T.s of 4v. 6a.
Volume controls, all values, long spindle, less
10 8x22in., 7 6. 8x6x2Jiu., 4,6.
-i 4v. 3a Secondaries 400-0-400.
56
switch, 3/9, with switch, 5 6.
Mains
droppers,
TUNING
CONDENSERS.
.00015
twin*
TYPE R. 120 ma. 4v. 5a., 4v. 3a
40 - S.W.
feet, 1,000
ohms, .25,6.and .3 amp., with fixing
gang
-mounted
on
ceramic
base,
12,6.
3-gang,
TYPE
S.
120
ma.
6.3v.
5a..
6v.
3a
40
Line
cord,
best
quality 2- and 3-way, 75 ohms
.0005
ceramic
insulation,
12,6.
SPECIAL UNITS MANUFACTURED TO FRIENDS'
per foot, 3/3 yard.
REQUIREMENTS.
Flexible Couplers,
MAINS
CeramicJin.,base1/-70each.
pf. 3-bank, 2 3.
Please note that, owinR to dimensions and weight Trimmers.
Primaries, 200/250TRANSFORMERS
v., Hecondaries, 35(1-0-350
1,6. S'ngle, 9d. Padders, 500/500 pf.,
ofpacking.
TYPES H to M, kindly add 2 6 for carriage and 2-bank,
v.29 Type
(A) 80 with
m/a.,fixing
4v. 3 feet.
amp., (B)
4v. 100
24 amp.,
2,6 each.
6, shrouded
m/a.
HEAVY DUTY MULTI-RATIO OUTPUT TRANS- D.C.C. Wire. Gauges 16 to 36, 1/6 to 4 6.3v.
4
amps.
5v.
2
amp.,
with
feet.
32,6
FORMER. 120 ma. 15 watts, tappings lor 6L6s per Jib. reel. Enamelled- copper wire, 16 to
(<?)
120
m/a.
4v.
4
amp.,
4v.
2J
amp.,
with
feet,
in pnsh-pull, PX4s in push-pull, low impedance 32, 1,2 to 2/3 per Jib.
35
And other types in stock. Price, etc.,
triode, low impedance pentode, high impedance
on 6.application.
triode,
27/8
;.
complete
instructions
with
each
unit.
Brown
Bakelite
Knobs.
Round,
IJin.
(to
fit
TUNING
CONDENSERS
SPEAKERS. Rola or Celestion. Sin. P.M. with Jin. shaft). 9d. each.
.0005 Midget, 2- and 3-gang, less.(rim mere,
transformer 29,6. Less transformer 24/-. lOin.
12/6
; ,000514/6Midget
and 3-gang,
with
transformer
45 '-.
trimmers,
; .00052- Midget
2-gaTig with
conOUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS.
Special offer. Multi
Look
out
for
our
Special
densers with ceramic trimmers and fixing feet,
Ratio
30
:1,
45
:1.
60
:
1.
90
;
1,
6
-.
slow
motion
drive
and
medium
and
short
SMOOTHING CHOKES. 20 henrys 100 or 120 ma.
Television Announcement
wave dial, 18,'-.
10 - ; 20 henrys 150 ma. 12 6 ; 30, 35 or 40 henrys
Toggle switches, from 1,9 each, T.R.F. Coils
200
ma. orTRANSFORMER,
250 ma. 21/6. Class B, 8 -.
with
medium
wave and
type,Long
6,6 Wave
pair.
DRIVER
TO
OVERSEAS
TRADERS
Very circuit
high gain.
Medium
LINE CORD. Special offer, .3 amp. 3-way, 180
Wholesale
and
retail
enquiries
are
invited.
Coils,
with
circuit,
T.R.F.
type,
10f6.
ohms
per yardPANELS,
1/9. Best18in.
quality.6in. x Jin., polished Orders can be executed for B.A.O.R., C.M.F,
VALVES.
haveandoyerbattery
7,000 valves
new American
BAKELITE
and
EnglishWe
mains
in stock
and S.E.A.C. customers.
brown, 4,6.
at
B.O.T.
list
prices;
Send
us
your
requirements.
Orders
accepted
by
post
only.
Please
help
us
to
C.O.
D.
pro-forma,
or
cash
with
order.
Send
eliminate clerical work by sending cash with order.
Id. for our price list of all goods.
307, HIGH HOLBORN.
Please include postage with order. PRICE LIST
LASKY'S
RADIO.
Id. stamp.
LONDON W.C.I. 'Phone: HOLborn 465!
364, 370. Harrow Road. London. W.9
JI. W. HAROLD
FIELD & PARK,
SOX. Colehoster
> Opp. Pad. Hospital) Tel. CUN- 1979
ESSEX Road,
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" universal " language, to replace the mother-tongue:
hut only as a second or auxiliarj" language. For 60 years
it has grown in spite of all attacks of prejudice and
ignorance, till now it is in world-wide use. It has never
failed in any test to which it has been put. •. It is today
stronger than ever, though in countries where Hitler
ruled he endeavoured to suppress it.
\How many use it out of the world's population ?—Ed.]
I cannot accept your statement that a standard
international language is not only unacceptable but
impossible. I have spoken it for 40 years with people
from a hundred nations. The existence and growth of
Esperanto is a fact that demolishes any such theoretical
objection. In point of fact it is spoken and used the same
way all over the globe. And any argument that a thing
is impossible becomes futile when confronted with the
fact that the impossible thing is very much alive.
I agree with you that other countries would object to
adopting a national language, providing world-wide
propaganda for a particular country. That is one of the
reasons why 110 national-language solution is satisfactory.
Is or will the Englishman nor the foreigner have anything
to do with any of the highly artificial and still-born
schemes for mutilating English. spelling and grammar
according to the whim of some would-be improver of
English. As one who loves English, I cry " Hands off ! "
But in Esperanto* we have a language" that is neutral,
Eastern 111 grammar and Western in vocabulary—the
living language of a living people, with a vast and
growing literature of its own—one in which hundreds
of thousands of people think and pray and make love,
and joke and. sing and do anything and everything for
which language is needed. It was the first and home
language of my children. To suggest that it must be
colourless as a mathematical formula " is to show
complete ignorance of the facts. And why should a
language be colourless because it is in universal luse?
English is fairly universal—yet colourless ?—M. C.
Butler (Kingston).
" Quest for Quality "
QH^—The article "The Quest for Quality " in the
^ September issue of Practical Wireless is, to
me, one of genuine interest and common sense. Since
reading it the second time, I am tempted to add to it.
In a sense, I think this is something I am qualified
1devoted
4- jC^use
halfand
my the
life other
of 50 half
vcarsprincipally
has been,
solely about
to music
to amplification arthough in this latter half, music has
had a prominant place as a hobby.
A lot of my work now is as a tutor for musical appreciation and, of course, for this work I use records (radio
also, sometimes) to a very large extent.
Personally I think it is high time that considerably
more attention was given to the question of quality and
am convinced there is an ever increasing number of
people who would genuinely appreciate something
considerably better than the usual reproduction.
Whilst reading the article, I made three notes:
(!) 1 certainly say "why worry about distortion
a
technical
point
always a lot
ot distortion
present
in oftheview."
best ofThere
actualisperformances.
(2) lone quality is only one aspect of music and not
by any means, all important.
v (3) What I have always wanted in reproduction is
complete control, not only of volume but of balance also
I freely admit that what suits me may be distorted from
a technical point of view, but as I am the one concerned
this just does not matter.
This would appear to be a flat contradiction to what
have previously said. I mean it in the sense that
reproduced music has given us a completely different
set 01 tone colours and tone shades, in the sense that a
great artist would still be a great artist if he plat-ed on
a cheap instrument, i.e., it is the interpretation, the
mind of the performer that really counts. But of course
this argument cannot be used as an excuse for poor
reproduction any more than it can be used as an excuse
lor an artist to use an inferior instrument. In every
aspect of music only the best is good enough.
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I think the writer of the article has struck the fundamental note in his paragraphs on the. loud speaker.
1 have proved, to my satisfaction, that the speaker is
by far the weakest link in the chain.
It seems incredible to me that one paper cone can
be expected to reproduce faithfullv the terrifically complicated vibrations necessary to cover all the tones and
frequencies of an orchestra. It is one of the wonders
ot the world that any one speaker can give results that
even resemble an orchestra. In actual instruments,
no attempt is made to cover even the whole of the audio
irequency baud, let alone any combination of instruments.
It was this thought that prompted me to make the
equipment I am using at present, an equipnient which,
although leaving a lot to be desired and onlv carrying
my ideas out to a certain degree, is giving me considerably more satisfaction than anything I havo had
before.
I use a three channel amplifier and three speakers, one
tor the top, one for the middle and one for the bass
response, and 1 have complete volume control over each
speaker. Whereas there is no sharp cut-off for any
speaker response, I have done what I can, both to
speakers and amplifiers, to keep them to their respective
frequency bands.
The improvement on complicated music, i.e., orchestral
etc., is very noticeable and proves beyond doubt that
a speaker, copmg with only a third of "the audio range
can make a much bettor job of it than when expected
to cope with all audio frequencies.
On -the other hand, if any reader should care
to hear the equipment, I shall be very pleased to arrange
6
for him to do so.
I would like to suggest that Practical Wireless
asfis tor the opinions of competent music lovers who
have some knowledge ot the difficulties of reproduction
regarding the question of quality. I believe much
practical good would result.—G. M. (Dorchester).
Louren?o Marques
1C
teS copy of your
SIRthat
iTHfor
'?April,
M 1945, and I notice
magazine
to hand
is
that one
of your
readers (John A. S. Watson) has reported in his letter
reception of Loureiifo Marques Radio, CR7BF As 1
have never received this station myself whilst in England,
1 took the trouble to find out some details of the station
wnile we are visiting here.
The wavelengths, frequencies and call signs in use at
present are0
85 kc/s CR7BG :
ct^a m"'
51.20 m.. 5,859 kc/s,
I5' 240 kc/s CR
^n,;
'
; C0.91
m.
4,925 PA,
kc/s, CRyBu ; 30.50
m., - 9.8377BD
kc/s,
CR7BE:
3,490
/s tB AIj
rRVRT™"'
' kc/s,
7 ;CR7BK.
3I.IO m., 9.C45 kc/s,
CR7BJ
; 395.00 m., 759
scheduled times of operation, at least until the
end of September, 1945, ai-e :—
Weekdays: 05.00-07.00 and 09.30-11,45 on 1968
31.10,51.20, 395 m. 1C.45-20.30 on 51.20,8546 and 395 in'.
Sundays : 09.00-12.00 on 30.50, 31.10. 51.20 85 oC
tWO se a rate
P,
programmes,
one on
395 m0ther 011 I9 68 and
5?20 m
'
'
he
rT
„ f of4raMofambique.
"smiss[9ns arc For
intended
for the
Colony
foreignmainly
reception
So 30.

0n 30 50 m iS in USe WeSkdays

-

-

^ from

and the ]0Ca! time here is

two hotfaSfofS.^^News transmissions in English are given on weekdavs at 05.50, 17.10 and 19.50, and on Sfindays at 10 25
and are preceded by news in Portuguese. Most of the
programmes are announced in English as well as in
Portuguese, and station identification is usually made
llar
thpgto?
Incidentally,
the correct name of
theI station
appearstins
to be
" Radio Clubede
hope perhaps
information
may beMocambique."
of interest to
other readers. Assuring you of my continued interest
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in your magazine.—Charles Call (Radio Officer, M.N.,
Brazil; Another powerful Brazilian TX is operating
I.ouren^o Marques).
in the 31 m. band with the call ZXY8 on 9.61 Mc/s.
Is believed to be located at Rio dc Janeiro. Received
British Forces Stations
at R8, QSA5 after 23.00 G.M.T. PREg Fortaieza has
CIR,—In the issue of Practical Wireless for June, changed frequency and is now working on 6.105 Mc/s.
^ 1945, which lias only just reached me, I am iuterestea Usually heard at R5-R7, QSA4-5.
in tlie letter from Mr. B. P. Ceallaigh, of Dublin. He asks
Both ZXY8 and PREg space their announcements
for identification of a station heard last summer on 47.8 and items with 4 ascending chimes.
m, with a test transmission of a Soutli African nature
PRA8 Pernambuco, 6.015 Mc/s. has been heard at
giving the call sign " JJFH " in English and Afrikaans. R6, QSA4-5 at 00.00 (Midnight) G.M.T.
I am informed by my colleagues of the UDF that this
PRI, location unknown, on 6.00 ■ Mc/s. (approx.)
was their UDF Army Broadcasting Station testing from appears to lie a new TX. Heard at R4-5, QSA4 at
Rome, on a power then of ij kW. The station has been 00.43 G.M.T.
n operation ever since on an increased power of about
Another unknown Brazilian is working on about.
2 kW., and has latterly been radiating on a medium 6,093 Mc/s. and is generally a good signal at R6, OSA5
frequency as well as the short wave.
by 23.00 G.M.T.
This station is now ceasing transmission in Italy,
On the 62 m. band a station logged as PR?4 (probably
and programmes for South African troops are to be PRJi) is usually well received, even as early as 21,30
radiated from the British Forces Broadcasting station, G.M.T., when it has been heard at R7-8, QSA5. FreRome.
quency is about 4.82 Mc/s.
I attach a list of the locations and frequencies of the
Chile: CB1180 Santiago, 11.99 Mc/s. relays the
British Forces stations operated in Italy and Southern medium-wave CB75.
Austria by the Army Broadcasting Service. I should
CB1185 Santiago, 11.85 Mc/s. relays the mediumbe very interested to hear from any of your readers who wave CB138. Announces as " Radio lit Mercurio."
may at any time pick up any of our transmissions.
Both these arc heard usually at R6-7, QSA5 by 23.00
Ban, 1,249 kc/s ; Naples, 1,204 kc/s ; Rome, 1,483 G.M.T. Caljs arc given each half hour, preceded bv
kc/s ; Udine, 868 kc/s ; Klagenfurt, 8C3 kc/s ; Riccione, a gong.
1,285 1 Milan, 1,420 kc/s. All these stations are under
CBg7o Valparaiso, 9.73 Mc/s. can sometimes be
500 watts, with the exception of Klagenfurt, which is idcntilied, but suffers from several varieties of QRM
just over 1 kW.—P. B. P. Slessor, Lt.-Col., Chief Broad- and is never clearer than QSA3.
casting Officer, The Army Broadcasting Sendee (Allied
Uruguay : CXA19 Montevideo, n.71 Mc/s. is the
X'orce Flcadquarters).
outstanding signal from Uruguay at the moment, being
R7, QSA5 by 22.00 G.M.T. Items and announcements
Output Transformers
arc spaced by a trumpet fanfare.
Columbia : HJCX Bogota, 6.018 Mc/s. is well received
OIR,—As a quality-enthusiast, 1 have greatly appr-eciatcd your recent articles on same. Although I at R5-6, QSA5 by 00.00 G.M.T.
Panama: HP5A Panama City, 11.70 Mc/s. has been
know advertising space costs money, I should like to
point out to your trade advertisers who include output heard at fair strength, R4, QSA4 at 00.00 G.M.T.
Cuba : COCY Havana, 11.735 Mc/s. gives the English
transformers in their'columns, the desirability of giving
the actual matching impedance of both input and announcement " This is Radio-Havana Cuba," but gives
output windings (see, for example, Messrs. Webb's no call-sign. Usually heard at R4-5, QSA4 by 23.00
,
radio advertisement August issue), and not merely G.M.T.
Referring back to the Paraguayan TXs, ZPA5,
classing them as " Universals," which conveys nothing
11.95
Mc/s.
is
located
at Encarnacion and ZPA3, 11.855
to anybody !—F. C. Critchley (R.E.M.E.).
Mc/s. is located at Asungion.
Haiti; HHsW Port-au-Prince is working on a new
Greek S.W. Stations
of 10.105 Mc/s. and is very well received at
SIR,—An extract from a letter recently received from frequency
R7-8,
K. Karayannis and Co. in Athens, Greece, may French.USA5 by 23.30. Most announcements are in
interest other readers. The letter reads as follows
is now operating a new transmitter CHOL
" There are no short-wave stations working in onCarihda
11.72 Mc/s. CKXA, 11.705 Mc/s. is not being used
Greece at present besides the military and public now, presumably to avoid QRM from CXA19, which
service ones. On medium wave the Athens broadcasting is now heard in the clear.
station is working on 602 kc/s, but instead of its initial
KGEX San Francisco, 11.79 Mc/s. has been heard
power of 15 kW. it is now working only on 3 kW., due at odd occasions at 08.30 G.M.T., with a programme
to damage done to same by the retreating Germans, directed to the Philippine Islands, at R4-5, OSA4.
especially to the masts supporting the antenna."
This is noticeable interference from ionospheric effects.
Although SVM on 30.20 m. 9.933 kc/s, has been
XGOY Chungking, 9.81 Mc/s. is usually well received
heard here, I suppose this comes under the " public in the late afternoon—R5, QSA5 at 15.30 G.M.T.
service " heading. If any member wishes to exchange
RX here is a 1-V-1, with reception on phones. Antenna
S.W.L. cards, I guarantee 100 per cent, replies.—Jack is a 50ft. double wire inverted L, 25ft. high at far end,
running E.-W.
Cooper (Peacehaven).
In conclusion, I would like to express my appreciation,
of your correspondence columns as a source of information
Log Correclions
SIR,—I would like to make a correcfon to my log on S.W. transmissions—one of the few remaining
published in the September issue, with regard to sources for keeping check, on the ever-changing conthe Paraguayan transmitters. The call-signs of these are ditions.—G. Elliott (Gosport).
ZPA5 and ZPA3 and not ZP15 and ZP13 as given.
4-valve Amplifier
The confusion arises from difficultie? with the Spanish
language. Further additions to the log of Latin American SIR,—Some time ago I built a 4-valve amplififr contransmissions are as follows:
sisting of the following valves : 6K7G iirst stage,
Argentina ; LRA5 Buenos Aires, 17.72 Mc/s. transmits 6K7G second stage and two 0V6G in push-pull as output;
every Friday, commencing at 21.00 G.M.T. with a the circuit itself is a copy of a 30 watt amplifier published
•programme in English. Is usually a fair signal.
in Practical Wireless of February, 1944. I have,
ERAi Buenos Aires, 9.69 Mc/s., usually heard at you will notice, used different valves to those in the
R3, QSA4-5 by 23.00 G.M.T.
original circuit as I could not obtain those particular
ERA Buenos Aires, 6.09 Mc/s. (approx.) has been types. The results I got were very good for both mike
received at R6, QSA5 at 23.30 G.M.T. These last two (carbon) and pickup, also for relaying wireless protransmitters work in conjunction with the call ERA/ grammes, but this is the astonishing tiling. It happened
LRAi.
by chance. While the amplifier was in working order
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and not reproducing any given signal music could be us to "stick to a dropping resistor" because "the
heard faintly in the loudspeaker. I knew that it was very definite surge of current and voltage at the moment
coming over the air, as it were, but how it was being of switching on " is injurious to the valves.
picked up in the- amplifier I could not make out. When
If we use a normal dropping resistor, Us resistance, like
I placed a 20ft. length of wire to the grid of the first that of the valve heaters, will increase with time, but
valve the signal was loud enough for any average sized even if it remains constant at its maximum value, it
room, and the reproduction was as if the instruments will stillcause a larger initial current than willa condenser,
were actually in the same room as the loudspeaker. The as shown below.
station was Klageufurt broadcasting in German. The
From Mr. Baker's figures, heater resistance is 229.6
power supply is off the mains through a transformer and ohms
and total resistance is to be 766.6 ohms. Therefore
rectifier., I was wondering whether the station is supplied the dropping
resistor should be 537 ohms. Assuming
off the town's mains and the amplifier picking it up that on switching
on the heaters have no resistance,
that way, but I don't think that is likely. Could you as does Mr. Baker, this
cause an initial current of
inform me how this " freak" of radio has come about? ■ .428 amps., as compared would
with the .3146 amps, he obtained
I have also built a 4-valve receiver for short waves, for the condenser.
but the 'first stage has got me rather puzzled. The
But in any case, what makes Mr. Baker think that
valves used are : First stage 6K8G, second 6K7G, third
stage 5B8G and output 6V6G. All I can get in the these current and voltage surges will damage thewalves ?
Firstly, the voltage surge is across the condenser and,
speaker is a very loud background noise and no signals.
I have traced it to the first and second stages but I can't provided this is correctly chosen, will cause no damage
quite fathom out the symptoms. Would it be possible to to condenser or heaters.
supply a suitable circuit for these two stages or a whole
Secondly, the current surge is of no more harm for
circuit for the four, as radio out here is hard to get and the following reason. The cause of a breakdown in any
one gets rather bored ? 1 have looked through all the filament is due to an excess of power, which causes the
Practical Wireless books I have out here but can't wire to melt and hence break.
find anything suitable for my particular requirements.
By Mr. Baker's own argument, we see that the excess
—J. Allen (C.M.F.).
current is due to the " negligible resistance "2of. the valve
heaters. Now the power dissipated is C R, so that
this also is negligible due to the factor R, which is the
Condenser as Resistor
SIR,—As a former electrical engineer with some resistance of the heaters. As R increases from zero, the
wfittage
dissipated by the heaters increases, but the
experience of transient conditions in A.C. circuits, I
cannot let the statement in Mr. R. C. L. Baker's letter current falls. By a simple differentiation it can be shown
in the October issue pass unchallenged. Let me re- that the maximum power is developed when R is a
assure your readers that nothing in the region of 6.5 maximum.
In conclusion, I would point out that the advantages
amps, fvill flow through their valves when using a condenser " dropper " in the circuit condition mentioned. of a condenser arc its cheapness and reliability, while its
There is a serious fallacy in Mr. Baker's arguments. disadvantages are its bulk and the fact that it makes an
He states correctly that the voltage across a condenser A.C./D.C. set into an A.C. set, which is not always
desirable.—F. B, Taylor (Altrincham).
is —
toe and then proceeds to substitute a value of zero
for I, while three lines further on he-is claiming that in
D.C. Tesf Instrument and Meter Switching
the same instant (tho instant of closing the circuit) a
picked up the May issue of Practical Wirecurrent of 6.5 amps, is flowing! He can't have his cake SIR,—I
less in the mess to-day—and before going further
and eat it.
may
I
say
how grateful we are for this regular contriOscillograph records taken on circuits using current
which is supplied free to His Majesty's Forces.
limiting reactors (which is the function of the condenser bution,
In this issue there are two slips. On page 232 in the
in this instance) show that the peak current obtained article
on a " D.C, Multi-Range Test Instrument," I
under conditions of maximum assyraetry is obtained think you
agree that you would have the greatest
when the circuit is closed at tho instant of a voltage difficulty inwill
a reading on the 0-1 m/A switch
zero, not a voltage peak, and has a value of approxi- position, as obtaining
the
meter is short-circuited.
mately 1.8 times the peak value of current when the
In the article on "Meter Switching," on page 253,
circuit has settled down, in this case about 0.6 amps.
This current is not sufficient nor of sufficient duration to Mr. R. A. Bottomley informs us that his 0-5 m/A
injure the valves. Incidentally, it is nothing like as meter has an ohms per volt rating of 20, when it really
severe as the making current in the ordinary light bulb, is 200 ohms/volt. The series resistance to measure
which usually passes 9 or 10 times its normal current 500 volts would he 100,000 ohms and not 10,000
ohms.
at the moment of switching on.
The meter plus resistance would only consume 3 m/A
By accident and subsequent experiment I have found
the one condition known to me when serious overcurrent when measuring 300 volts and not 30 m/A, so the wattage
rating
of the resistance need only be 1.—R. S. Wood
is likely to occur. This is a prolonged arc such as may
be obtained with a faulty plug, etc. Thu effect is due to (R.A.F.).
the higher harmonics generated in the arc, to which the
Jazz
condenser offers low impedance..
If any of your readers are interested I shall be glad SIR,—I am not a musician nor a writer, but an ordinary
listener, and I am in complete agreement with
to go further into the conditions pertaining to the use
of current limiting reactors and A.C. theory. I shall be " Thermion," " Torch," Mr. Hardman, and those
who have been keen enough to express
pleased to receive any correspondence on this subject. correspondents
I have been using a series condenser in one of my sets their views ou the objectionable jazz noises.
Presumably the B.B.C. supplies what is considered a
■ for some time without any detrimental effects on the
valves. Fuse bulbs are, of course, fitted to guard against demand, and which seems a fairly large one. If this is so,
a possible breakdown of the condenser. These bulbs it is with disgust and disappointment that one may then
also serve as pilot and dial lights and H.T. fuses, so they ask oneself are the programmes really the result of the
are not an extravagance.—A. G. Hudson (Birmingham). demands of the majority of British listeners ?
The Editor has asked this question, and " Torch "
SIR,—In your August issue you published a criticism has expressed our views very definitely.
by Mr. Baker of au article on the subject of a
With reference to Mr. Cowling's remarks, for a while
voltage-dropping condenser.
I thought Practical^Wireless was getting too technical
While I agree with much of what Mr. Baker says, for me at least, but it is fair, and I think, caters for all
I do not agree with his last paragraph, in which he advises types of reader.—M. K. Huggard (Blackrock).
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RADIOS ALES
BCMSAX.ES, CONDON, W.C.I.
Full list Id. S.A.E.
SPEAKERS.—2iin.
Celestion.
30
Rola, 5in., 25/-. 3Jin.
Goodman,
3tion.
ohm,Siin.,
30;'-.28/6All; 8in.
lessRola,
trans,28/6Celeswith
TRANSFORMERS.—350
v.,
6
v.,
5 v..v.
SOm.a,
4 v., 4pen
v., 80output,
m.a. 230
input, or
35/-.350 v.,
Midget
6,6.
Standard pen output. 7/6.
CHOKES.—L.F. midget, 15 hy,. 60 m.a.,
7/6.
DROPPERS.—.3
amp.,4 750
ohml with
56:
.24 amp.. 1.000 ohm.,
6. Both
slidex's and feet.
/
COILS.—MW.
Osc. MW 465SHE
kc.. &2/3.Det.. pairs 4 6 ;
GANGED CONDENSERS. — Twin.
13/-. with trimmers
and feet.
REACTION
CONDENSERS.
— Solid
dielectric.
■
.
0001.
2,6.
HAND CRYSTAL MIKES.—Brush
xtal with flex, £3.3.0.
AMPLIFIER
Everything
bored, marked, KITS.
etc., —
ready
to assemble.
15
watt
wi
th
valves.
26 F6, driven by 6J7 and 6J7 £12.15.0.
inverter
tone and vol. controls. Ideal P.A.
Dances,CONTROLS.—Many
etc. Delivery 14 days.
VOL.
different
valves
from5 6time
time.
and Erie,
andto4/6,
withCentralab
and less
S.W.
RESISTORS.—i
w..
4d.
:
i
w..
6d. ;
1 w.. 9<1.
CONDENSERS.—.0001
to
.001,
9d.
;
.01 to .05. 1/- : .1. 9<l. ; .25, 2/6.
BIAS ELECS.—50.12 v.. 2 6 : 25/25 v..
2/6 ; solder,
50'50 v..flux,
5/- : tape,
10/50 v..
2/6.knobs,
Wire,
tags,
irops,
sleeving.
Don't
these odd necessaries
in yourforget
next order,
PCZZLED ?—Our advice is free to
those who ask. but please send S.A.E.
Full list for Id. S.A.E.
RADIOSALES
BCM/SALES, LONDON, W.C.I.
VALLANCE'S PROMPT MAlt
ORDER SERVICE IN BEST
QUALITY RADIO COMPONENTS
THE
A.C. inSHORT-WAVE
FOUR RECEIVER.
described
Practical Wireless
for August,
1945.
FROM STOCKRECEIVER KIT, includes all parts,
COMPLETE
wire, "screws,
etc..lessandvalves,
one only V Kayuiart
typePricesolder,
cabinet.
£5ti-coil.
5s., post
free. chassis and
POWER
PACK
Lor
above.
Complete
Kit includes
all
components,
wire,7s.screws,
chassis,
less
valves.
Price £3
6d., post
free etc.,
(Circuit
included).
MAINS
ENERGISED
SPEAKER,
suitable
for
use in place of choke in above Power Pack,
supplied at extra cost of 17/-. State whether
•JAiu. or Sin. speaker required.
PERMANENT
SPEAKERS,
for
above receiver.MAGNET
5iu. Rola
at 21/6. suitable
6iin. Rola,
22/6. -Sin. Rola. 24'-.
VALVES,
i)K7 9or2.KTW63.
or KTZ03
12 10.:
6.15 or L63,
6AG0 or«»J7KT61,
12 10.at Note
li KTtil is used, liias Resistor is 100 ohms.
EXTRA
COILSmetres
as follows
Kaymart"
Types.
(.'AC, 11-23
at 2/9.: "CCti,
44-100 metres,
3metres,
-. CD«.
3 3. 80-100 metres, 3,-. CEO, 100-250
B.T.H.
HEADPHONES,
resistance
2,000 ohms;
each
earpiece
will improve
your
•' Short-Wave
Four."—24/6
pair. DXiug on the
ALSO AVAILABLE (sec previous adverts.) :
Posh-pull
Duty types.oulput
Mainstransformers,
Transformers,including
standardHeavy
and
special types. MILLIAMMETERS, MICROAMMETERS, METER RECTIFIERS. VOLUME
CONTROLS
with and without
switch." COILS
TWIN
GANGPRECISION
CONDENSERS.
'• RAYMART
and
SHORT-WAVE
COMPONENTS,
ROTARY SWITCHES. CAR AERIALS, PLUS
SUPPRESSORS,
TRANSMITTER
RACKS,
PANELS and CHASSIS,
etc..
XALVES—over 3.000 in stock— delivery bv return.
RESISTANCE
CALCULATORS,
with
instructions,
16 each.
Please send-cash and postage with
order, otherwise C.O.D.
VALLANCE'S
144- BRIGGATE, LEEDS 1

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
BRITISH
SHORT-WAVE
S.A.E. for membership
detailsLEAGUE.—
and sample
monthly " Review," The S.W. Listenex^'s
Handbook.
2
9
post
free.
Write
NOWW.5.
to
H.Q.. 53. Madeley Rd.. Ealing. London.
RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
invites
all keen Current
experimenters" toR.S.G.B;
apply
for
membership.
Bulletin
" and details. 1 - issue
below.
AMATEUR
RADIO
(300
pages), paper cover,
4 - :HANDBOOK
cloth, 6 6. Radio
Handbook
Supplement
(140
pages),
paper
cover, 2 9 : cloth, 5 -.—R.S.G.B.. 28-30,
Little Russell Street, London, W.C.I.
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates
any station heard. Size 40i.n. by 30in., 4 6.
post 6<J. On linen. 10/6, post 6(1.—Webb's
Radio, 14. Soho Street. London, W.l.
GERrard 2089.
MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT
MORSE
Practice
Equipment
class-room
or individual
tuition.
Keys, for
audio
oscillators forRadio.
both battery
orStreet,
main London,
operation.—
Webb's
14.
Soho
W.l.
Phone : GERrard 2089.
"forIl.A.U."
Short-wave
Receivers.
Famous
over ten years. Improved one-valve
model now available. Complete kit of
components,
with 9d.
full instructions. now accessories,
19/3, postage
Easily
assembled in one hour. S.A.E. for free
catalogue.—A.
L.
Bacchus.
109,
Hartington
Road. London, S.W.8.
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
COIL P.M.
HAND MOVING
MICROPHONES
Energised
by
Alni
Magnets,
45 ohms,
Jin.
Coil,
fitted
switch in handle,
6 ea'ch.
Moving
Collwith
lleadDhones,
P.M. 12
Energised
by
Magnets.
45 ohms,
lin-Coll. Ideal
for Alni
Mikes.
Miniature
Loudspeakex-s,
etc.
liin. overall in Bakelite cases with Sin.
front
flange.
7
6
each.
Per
pair
with
headband, 16/6.
Throat
Microphones
with elastic
bands,
phone
plug.Motors,
etc..fitted
7 6 each.
Synchronous
" Sangamo,"
200-500
voltsGeax-s.
A.C. 50 Ideal
C. Self-starting,
Reduction
.Movonientsfitted
for
Time
Switches,
Industrial,
Dark Room.
Electric Clocks, etc.
Rotor Speed 200 r.p.m. Final Speeds
available : 1 rev. 12 inins., 22/6 : 1 rev.
30
mins., 25 2i- : watts.J'
1 rev.,Size
60 mins..
Consumption
2i x25
Ij.
Cash with order.
Registered2J xpost
and
packing 1/- extra.
15
Amp.
Mercury
Switches,
enclosed
bakelite tubular cases. 2lin. x Jin., fitted
swivel
each. saddle connector block, etc., 5 6
Non-inductive
Resistances.
2Wire-wound
watt. Ideal lor
Meter Shunts.
Resistance
Boxes, etc. 2i per cent, accux'acy, wound on
bakelite
bobbins,
iin.
x
Un.
One
each400,
of
the following ratings, 25. 50, 100.of200.
600,1,000 and 2,000 ohms, 5 6 per lot. postage
paid, quantities available.
Electro Magnets, 200-250 volts A.C. Resistance
320 ohms, Ex-Meters,
1J x liins..drum
3 6 each.
Rev. Counters.
type,
0-999 Automatic, reset to zex-o on completion, 3 6 each.
Terms—Cash
with Order.
If. FRANKS,
.SCIENTIFIC
STORES.
58, New Oxford
Street,
W.C.I. Phone ;
MUSeum
9594.
Large selection of differential reduction
gears, meters, relays, etc., for Callers only.
REWINDS
and RadioPick-ups,
Spares. Armatures,
Field Transformers.
Fx-actional
H.P. Motors, Speakers, New Cones and
Speechpromptly
Coils fitted.
All work
guaranteed
and
executed.
C.O.D.
Postal
Service.Bargains.—A.D.S.
Send S.A.E. for
Valves
and
Radio
Co.,list
261-5,
Lichfield
Road, Astoxx, Birmingham. 6.
NEW Stock ! Electrolytics. 8 mfds. 200 v.,
2 3.mfds.,
8 mfds.,
450v..
-. 4 mfds.,
mfds.. 450
450v.,
8-8
450 v..
6.4 8-16
v..
63 3.-.
Fixing Clips.
3/-5 doz.
extra. Post
orders
only.
Huckelsbee.
Lane.—A.
Orpington.
Kent.'• Hazlejohn." Crofton
WAN
FED.—S.T.700
unit.—McKinnon.
1. Glenartney Street,CoilCallander.
Perths.
Scotland.
DC LCI Battery Eliminator. D.C. mains
model.
v. 25 ma. etc.
35,-. 8 Write
list
of
Valves,150Condensers,
mfd; inforstock.
New goods only,—Radio Supples, 56. Hughes
Avenue, Horwich, Lanes.
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PRATTS RADIO
1070 Harrow Road, College Pk.,
HARLESDEN, N.W.IO
(Nr. SCRUBS LANE)
SPEAKERS.—P.M.
21in..
25/-. 22'-.
3|in., With
28/6. pen.
5in..less
21/-.transr.,
6Ain..
8in.,
transf.,
6iin., 21/6.
25/-.
8in., 27/6. 101n., 38/6. Mains en,, 6fin.,
27;
6.
8in..
30
(inc.
transf.).-.
Speaker
transf., pentode.~5/9. Midget, 5/9. Heavy
duty.
6/-. 7/6. Multi ratio, 9/-. Power/pentode,
LINECORD.—3 amp., 60 ohms per ft.. 2 way,
2/6. 3 way, 2/9 per yd.
VOLUME
less switch. 3/6.
With switch.CONTROLS,
5/6.
SMOOTHING CHOKES.—Midget, 360
ohms,
500 ohms.
ohms, 15/3.
60 m.a., 6/6. 100
m/a., 325/9.
hy. 1,000
VAR1A RLE CONDENSERS.—Midget.
.0005. 2-gang. 10/9. With trimmers, 11/6.
MA 5a..
INS 4v., 2ia.,
TRANSFORMERS.—350-0-350,
4v,.
or 6.3v.. 2Ja.. 5v.. 2a.. 26/6.
ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS.—(All
450V. wkg.) 8x8 mfd.,
6/6. 16 x 8 mfd,,
7/-. 8 mfd., 4/3. 25 mfd., 25v.. 2/2 each.
EXTENSION
SPEAKER.—Sin.
withDriver
cabinet. S2. Intervalve
transf.. 3-1, 7/-.
class B, 7/- each.
I.F. transfs.. 465 k/cs. Ironed cored, 17/- pr.
BRUSH CRYSTAL MICROPHONES.—
63
- each.
Toggle
switches.
S.P.S.T.,
2/6
each.
Control
knobs.
7d. each;
Pointer
type. 10cl. each. M.W. dials. 1/6 each.
Valve holders, 7d. each. Midget M.W.
coils,
Voltage
(tapped).
.3 amp.,5 6COOpr.ohms.
5/-. .2droppers
amp., 1,000
ohm,
4/9
each.
Push
back
wire,
12
yds.
ZI-.
100 yds. 15'-.
VALVES.—6V6.
6P6.
5Z4.
6K7.
6Jf.
6K8.
6A8. 6X5, 6B8, 6Q7. 6F7. 75. 80. MS4B, VMS4B,
pen. A4.
KT2.
HL2,
TDD4.FC4.U14.TH4B.
URl, MX40.
EBL1, VP4A,
EF9, 2D4A,
pen. 4020 DD. etc., at controlled prices.
S.A.E. for list or" enquiries. Orders over
10/postorfree.
C.W.O.door,
or C.O.D. Buses
662. 664,
18B pass
NEW GOODS ONLY.
COULPHONE RADIO
PROM IT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
NEW51-GOODS
Orders
over
andONLY
packing Over
free.
Tungsram
and post
B.V.A.
Valves.
2.000 in stock.
List
prices.
Mains
Transf.
350v.-0-350v.
100
mA..
4v.
6a., 4v.Bobbins,
2ia.. or 6,3v.
3a.. Sv. 2^.. 15/6
26 6
Transf.
as above...
P.M. Speakers less transf.. 3Ain., 29;-;
6iin.,
21/6:
5in.,transf..
21/-: 8in..
35'-.
With 42
pen.
6Ain.,22/6
27/-: :lOin.,
Sin.
27 6,M.E.
10in..
Sin.
1,2006.ohm. field pen, tpsf., 32/6
Power-Pen, Output Transf., 40mA. 8 6
Parafeed L.F.
L.F. Transf
Transfs. 4:1 ...176'-6
Push-Pnll
5-way
lOd.Resistors,
yd., 3-way.8006d.
yd.
Mains Cable,
Dropper
ohms.
2 adj. taps, 3 amp. with fixing feet 4/6
Pusb-back Wire, 50ft., 2/9 ; 100ft. 4 9
Carbon
Resistors,
w..
9d. Standard
values ) 50w..fi6d.
to : 5 lmeg!
Resin
Cored
Solder
...
4/-lb.
Tinned Copper Wire. A lb. ... 2/3
Sleeving. 2mm.. A.I.D. Speci. 2d. yd.
Moving Coil Mierophone
... 95/Mlke Floor
42 Tubular
andStand,
Silverchromium
Mica, all... sizes.
Valve-holders,
Eng.sw..
& Amer..
Vol. Controls with
4/9, less6<l.sw.each.
36
Smoothing Iron Elements, 450w, 2 3
Fire Spirals, 7-50 w., 21- ; 1.000 w. 2/6
Staneleo
Soldering
Speaker Field
Coils,Irons,
2,000 230v.
ohms. 15,6
9/6
Smoothing Chokes, 15 Hy. 200 mA.
200
ohms
21Tnning Condensers, .0005 with trimmers,
less tr. with
13/6
Tuning2 gang.
Coils.11/6M.; 3&gang,
L, wave,
reaetlou
circuit
Pair
12 6
Miniammeters,
4iin.,
B.S., 1st...grade.
0-1
mA. Knife edge
pointer
70 Elecfrolytic
Limited
supplies.
8rafd. Condensers.
450v,. 6/6 : 2mfd.
350v.,
3 6 ; 25mfd.
50mfd.
12v., 2 6 ;
25mfd.
50v., 3 .3-25v..
: amp.,
50mfd.
Line Cord,
6050v..
ohm3/3.per ft.,
2 and 3-way, 3/6 per yard.
Stamped addresced envelope for list.
NEW LONGTON, Nr. Preston
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B.A. thread screws, one gross useful sizes,
2/6
: ditto,
nuts. 2/6
2/6 :gross
assorted
gross
screws
and nuts,
ditto,; brass
washers.
1/6
gross
:
fibre
washers,
1/6
gross
;
assorted
soldering tags, 21- gross : assorted small
eyelets and
1/3requirements.
gross. Large stock
of
screws,
etc.rivets,
State
S.A.E.
Rubber-covered
stranded
copper wire,
Id.
yard ; heavier quality, lid. yd. ; very
heavy
2id. yd.
; ideal for aerials,
earths,quality.
etc. 25g.,
Single
cotton-covered
copper
wire,
12 yds.
9d. : 50 yds.,tinned
3/- :
tinned copper connecting wire, 20 ft. coll,
6d. ; ditto, rubber-covered, 10 ft., 6d. :
finest
quality
12 yds.,
2/3 ;
twin bell
wire,push-back
12 yds., 1/9wire.
; ditto,
heavier
quality, 12 yds., 2/3 ; ditto, flat rubbercovered, 3d. yard : twin flat braided electric
cable. 6d. yd. ; Wood's metal stick, 2iin.
by iin., 1/-. Cotton-covered copper instrument
reels.2/-18.; 34,
20, 36g..
22, 24g.
26,
28g..wire,
1/9 :ilb.
30. 32g.,
2/3> 1/6
silk-:
covered ditto, 2 ozs. reels, 24, 26, 28g., 1/6 ;
30. 32, 34, 36g., 1/9 : 42g., 21- ; I6g.. double
silk-covered, 1 lb„ 51- : 18g.?enamelled, 1 lb.,
3/6.
Sensitive permanent
crystal detectors.
Tellurium-Zincite
combination,
complete
on base,
guaranteed
efficient,
2/6 ; Glass
tube
crystal
detectors,
complete.
reliable crystal and cats-whisker, 2/-6d.:
Reconditioned headphones, complete. 4,000
ohms, 12/6. All postage extra.—Post Radio
Supplies. 33. Bourne Gardens. London. E.4.
CHARLES
BRITAIN
RADIOthis
(K. II.
Ede)
offers newTRANSFORMERS,
and
used bargains
month.
MAINS
350-0-350
v.
or
6
v.
heaters,
shrouded
type
with
mains
tap in top, used, but perfect. £1 ea. Steel
chassis,
10i x 821-x ea.
2Jin..Asst'd
drilled
5 valves
and
hole size
for trans..
resistances
stripped from Ekco chassis, all useful
values.
doz. various
Asst'd mica
new and3/6used,
makes.condensers,
3/6 doz.
Ass'td tubular conds., inc. .1's, new and
used, 4/6 doz.' Mains energised speakers ex
Ekco,
with 22/6
new ea.
cones and fields, 1,000 or
5.000 ohm.,
THE
components
new
and inFOLLOWING
perfect condition.
All-waveareaerial
coils
and
oscillator
coils
covering
all
bands,
long, medium, and short, with circuit
diagram,
14/-with
per trims.,
set. T.R.F.
coils,P. short
and medium
10/- pr.
type
coils, medium wave only. A. Osc., and H.F.,
21- ea. Two-gang condensers with trims.,
12/9 cores
ea. with
I.E. trims,
transformers.
Litz 12/wound
iron
and Ali cans.,
pr.
(465
k/c).
Amphenol
valveholders.
Int.
Octal or British Octal. 7/6 doz,
OUR MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER.—
Small moving coil mikes, can be used as
tweeters, etc., 3/6 ea.. or slightly damaged.
2/- ea. Note Our New Address. Callers
Invited.
Send for Our New List. Terms cash
or
c.o.d.House,
over 2,£1.Wilson
— Charles
Radio
Street,Britain
London,Radio,
E.C.2
PRICE LIST Id.—Unequalled range.
Example
values
:
Yaxley
4
Bank
6
way
switches, 5/6 : 1 Bank 11 way, 3/6.—Taylors,
Macaulay Street, Huddersfield.
H.R.O.
Rack ; mounting
withTable
7 coilsmodel
and<
Power Pack
also H.R.O.
with 9 coils, Power Pack and 6 volt Vibrator
Unit. What offers for either ? Or would
consider exchange for Car with cash adjustment.—Box 127, Parrs, 121, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.
WANTED to purchase, in good condition,
copies of1943." Practical
Trom
January.
to October,Wireless"
1944, inclusive.
.Write, stating price, to Harvey, 2, Rectory
Crescent, Wanstead, E.U.
GENERATE
the
wind.
Build free
your electricity
own Wind from
Charger.
Complete
drawings,
instructions
for
building
Mast Head
Propeller, 2/6,Liskeard,
post 2id.
—Pearse,
P.W.,VaneMidtaphouse,
Cornwall.
CLEARANCE
AvoMinor, Avo No. 7 SALE.—Universal
Universal Meter. Electrolytic Condensers, Valves, Speakers, etc.
List 2d. and S.A.E.—Young. 134, Old Shoreham Road, Southwick, Sussex.
WANTED.—"
ary.
1944. andPractical
August. Wireless."
1944.—Bobe,Febru182,
Kingsground, Eltham, S.E.9.
6-VALVE Universal Amplifier, 6-8 watts!
200-250
volts. instructions,
Build your own
Amplifier.
Very clear
heater
wiring
diagram, theoretical circuit, drilling
template, etc.. and parts list. Price 5/-.
Any
component
sold S.A.E.
separately
by us.
Your queries
answered
No callers.—
Write Weldona Radio Accessories, Ltd.,
12. Gilbert Road, Swanage, Dorset.
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LINE CORD, 2-way, 2/6 per yd. ; 3-way,
3/- per yd. (Approx. 60 ohms per foot.)
SPEAKERS, " Celestion," P.M., 21in.,
less trans. 27/- ; 8in. P.M., with trans.
27,6 ; 6iin.Condensers,
P.M. (multi-ratio
trans.),
28/6.
Two-gang
.0005,12/6.
Midget
Coils,
and Aerial,
4/6 per pair.
Valve H.F.
Holders
(all types).
Volume Controls, less switch, 2 9, with
switQh, 3/9.
Mains Transformers, 4 v. and 6 v., 27/6.
Rothermel (Crystal) Pick-Ups, metal,
S8, £3/13/6. Senior de Luxe, £3/18/9.
Condensers.—All types "in stock, 2's, S's*
16's,
etc. 500 v. working ; .1, .01, .25, .05, 25 x 25>
Resistances, i and 1 watt. All values,
1 watt. 9/- doz. : * watt, 6/6 doz.
ACCUMULATORS.—Glass, 2 v.. 45 amp.,
14/6.
All types American and B.J.A. valves in
stock.
Let us quote you for ALL your requirements. Cash with order, plus postage
mm ATT radio service
PI A I H (Kingston 4881)
152, Richmond Road, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.
POST-WAR TELEVISION
The
advance
in opportunities
Radio Technique
will
offer
unlimited
high
pay and
secure posts
for thoseofRadio
Engineers
who
have
had
the
foresight
to become teclmlcally qualified.
Howyour
you spare
can dotime
this quickly
easily
in
is fully and
explained
in
uniquearehandbook.
Fullourdetails
given of A.M.LE.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
City
& Guilds Exams,
and
particulars Engineering,
of up-to-date
courses
In Wireless
Radio
Servicing, Short Waves, Television,
Mathematics, etc., etc.
We guarantee " NO PASS^—NO FEE."
Prepare
for to-morrow's
and post-war
competition byopportunities
sending for
this very Informative 112-page guide
NOW—FREE and without obligation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
„
(Dept.
17, Stratford
Place,242),London, W.l.
A

FREE BOOK
for all interested in
MORSE CODE
TRAINING.
There are Candler Morse
Code Courses for
Beginners and
Operators.
m
Send for this Free
"BOOK OF FACTS"
It gives full details concerning all Courses.
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.O.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
SILVER PLATING SETS
as supplied to Electroplaters. but in
miniature,
for small parts,
etc.,post.
instructive
inc.
Send 25 d. small
stampsots,
for 19/printed
folder.
Materials for use with Electric Current,
permanent
is carried
out.
Regret thatElectroplating
no materials for
Chromium.
Nickel,
or Copper
bg supplied
owing toGold
nermits
beingcanrequired.
ARGENTA PRODUCTS (D.B.)
40. Harrogate Road, LONDON. F..9

November, 1945
THE SIMPLEX FOUR.
Complete constructional data, comprising
full scale layout and wiring diagrams,
instructions, etc., for the construction of
this 4-valve. A.C./D.C. medium wave,
T.R.F. receiver (total cost of construction,
minus
cabinet, £9), a proven success, per
copy, 4/6.
MIDGET
cabinet,
Red or Brown.
25/-. handsome design, in
MIDGET
coils,high-gain
aerial andcoils.
H.F.7/6medium
wave. T.R.F.
pair.
For
the
first
time,
a
midget
pairadjustable
of ironcored M. and L. wave coils, with
cores, For
T.R.F.
complete awith
pair.
the superhet.
pair circuit.
of aerial 12/6
and
oscillator coils, all-wave. S.M.L. for an
I.F. of 465 kc/s with circuit, 15/-. Midget
I.F.
465 ditto
kc/s, matched;
15/pair transformers,
; standard size,
transformers.
12/6
pair.
MIDGET. 2-gang variable 0.0005 mfd.
condensers,
fitted trimmers.
13/6.
MIDGET all-wave
dial. S.M.L.
in colours,
with
station
names,
etc.,
latest
grouping
of stations. 2/6.
SWITCHES,
Yaxleybank.
3-way.6/6.4-pole. 4/6 :
ditto switch, double
MIDGET CHOKES, 6/- : speaker transformers.
midget, 6/6.suppressors, A.C. or
INTERFERENCE
D.C.,
2/6.
Join our mailing list at 3 - per year.
Comprehensive
lists issued
stamp with inquiries,
please.monthly,
Postage2id.
on
all orders.
O. GREENLICK, 34, Bancroft Road,
Cambridge Heath Road, London, E.l.
Stepney Green 1334.
REWINDS. — Repairs to moving-collspeakers.
Cones,
^ Fields,
wound or altered. Coils
Mainsfitted.
Transformers,
Eliminators
and
Clock
Coils
rewound.
Competitive
Speaker-Transformers
and
Pick-upsprices.
repaired,
4/6 each Post Free,
Guaranteed satisfaction. Prompt Service.
—L.S. Repair Service, 49. Trinity Road,
Upper Tooting, London, S.W.17.
FRED'S RADIO CABINRESISTORS, new, 1 watt. 5 meg., 4.7 meg..
1 meg., 150,000 ohms. 100,000 ohms, 50,000
ohms. 22,000 ohms. 10,000 ohms, 1.000 ohms,
200
150 doz.
ohms, i watt, 5,000 ohms.
4d. ohms,
each. 3/6
COILS,
med.
wave,
midget,
Litz line
wound,
T.R.S., 3/6 each. Also
cheaper
of
T.R.S, coils
2/6. Also
I.Q. coils.
Litz wound
medium
waveat T.R.S.
midget
4 6.
VALVEHOLDERS. Octal base. 8d. each.
7/6
7d. doz.
each. 7-pin, English, chassis mounting,
VOLUME CONTROLS, less switch, 5.000
ohms. 10,000 ohms. 25,000 ohms. 50,000 ohms,
3/each.Odd
WithS/L,
switch",
i. 1 and
meg., 4/6
each.
mostly
with1 switches.
7/6
doz.
Centralab,
with
switch,
2 meg.,
new, 3/6.
-x
SOLON
Electric
Soldering
Irons,
straight
bit. 13/6. Pencil bit. 14/6.
SOLDER. Resin cored, 3/9 lb. Multicore,
51lb. CANS. New I.F., 3lin. x IJin. x IJin.,
COIL
6d. each.
Also round cans, Sin. long x 2in.
diameter, 6<i. each.
CHASSIS. Drilled for 3 valves, 7in. x 7in. x
""in.,2/-. Also for 2 valves, 7in. x 5Jin. x 2Jin.,
2/-.
DROPPERS. .2 amp. 900 ohms, .3 amp.
800
ohms,
each.5/3.Also midget type,
.2 amp.
1,0005/6ohms,
SUNDRIES. Brass coupling links, 9<1.
each. 2-pin coil holders. 6<l. each. Bracket
and clip type pilot lamp holders, 8<I. each.
S.P.S.T. toggle switches, 2/3 each. Black
knobs, 2in.
dlam.,RADIO
Iin. hole,
10<l. each.
FRED'S
CABIN.
75, Nevvington Butts, S.E.ll.
TUITION
LEARN
MORSE
Candler Way.
Sec advertisementCODE
on thisthepage.
RADAR.—Be prepared for the boom in
post-war
We train students
of both developments.
sexes for appointments
in all
branches of radio. Low inclusive fees.
Boarders accepted. 2d. stamp for Prospectus.—Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
THE Tuitionary Board of the Institute of
Practical Radio Engineers have available
Home Study Courses covering elementary,
theoretical, tuition
mathematical,
practical
and
laboratory
in radio and
television
engineering ; the text is suitable coaching
matter for I.P.R.E. Service entry and
progressive
exams.moderate.
; tuitionary
fees at
pre-war rates—are
The Syllabus
of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
free, from the Secretary, Bush House.
Walton Avenue, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.
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SPECIAL NOTICE
TTTESE blueprints are drawn full
* size. The issues containing
BLUEPRINT SERVICE
descriptions
sets arebeside
now out
of print, butof anthese
asterisk
the
blueprint number denotes that conPRACTICAL WIRELESS No. of P. J. Camnr'e A.C. Superhei 4 .. — PW59*
structional
details
are
available,
free
F.
J.
Cauuu'a
Universal
£4
SuperBlueatiat.
with thd blueprint.
CRYSTAL SETS
bet 4
— PWCO
Blueprints,
each.
• The indexNumber
letters which
the
1927 Crystal6d.Receiver
.. .. — PW71* *■ Qualtone " Universal Four .. — PW73*
Blueprint
indicateprecede
the perThe " Junior " Crystal Set .. — FW94*
iodical
in
which
the description
appears:
Thus
P.W.
'
refers
to
PRACTICAL
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
WIRELESS,
A.W.
to Amateur Wireless.
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One-Valve
: Blueprints,
Is. each.., — PW31A* One-valve
W.M.
to Wireless
Magazine.
: Blueprint,
Is.
All-Wave Unipeii
(Pentode)
Simple
S.W.
One-valver
..
.
—
PW88*
Send (preferably) a postal order to
Beginners'
One-valver
. . (HP
. . — PW85* Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
the cost of the Blueprint
ThePen)
" Pyrauiid
" One-valver
Short-wave
Two (D, Pen)
— PW38A* cover
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
— PW93* Midget
The
"
Fleet"
short-wave
Two
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS Blueprint
Two-valve
;
Blueprint.
Is.
(D
(HP
Pen).
Pen)
—
PW91*
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower
The Signet Two (31 A IP) . . — PW7C* Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
House.
Southampton
Street, Strand,
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Experimenter's
Selectoue
D. Pow) Short-wave Three — PW30A* W.C.2.
(Trans))Battery Three (D, 2LP•— PWIO The(SG,Prelect
3
(D,
2
LF
(RC
and
Sunauit
'J'hreeThree
(IIP (HP
Pen, Pen,
I>, Pen)D — PW:;7* Trans)) .
SUPERHETS
AH
Pentode
S.W. Three
Battery
Sets
Blueprints,
Is, 6d. —
each. WM39o*
(Pen). Pen)
— PWS9* The(HPUand-gpread
Pen, D (Peii). Pen)
'Varsity
Pour;AH-Waver
Hail-Mark
Cadet
(D,LP,PeB
(HO))
—•
PW48*
PORTABLES
The
Request
..
..
— WM407
F. J. Camin's Silver Souvenir (HP
Three-valve
; Blueprints,
Is. each.
Pen, II (Pen), Pen) (A 11-Wave
P. J. Caumi's
LLP Three-valve
Main
Sets
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Three)
—
P"\V4:9*
Portable
(HP Pen.
D, Pen)
Cameo Midget Three *(D, 2 LP
Flyweight
Midget
Portable — PW65* Keptode Super Three A.C. .. — WM359*
.. Three-Pour (HP— PWiTL* Parvo
(SG. D. Pen)
PORTABLES
3930(Trans))
Sonotoue
; Blueprint, Is.
Four-valve
: Blueprints.
Pen, HP Pen, Westector, Pen) — PW33* Four-valve
"Imp"
Portable
4 (D, .;LP, LP
Holiday Portable
(SG, Is.D, 6d.LP,each.
Battery
All-Wave
Three
(D,
2
LV
(Pen))
..
..
—
PWS
daw
B)
CKC))
—
PW53'
P.vtuiiy Portable (HP, D, RC,— AW393*
The Monitor (HP Pen, T», Pen) .. — PW01* Blueprint, Is. MISCELLANEOUS
Trans)
— AW447*
TheTutoiThree (IIP Pen. J». Pen) — PWG2 S.W. Converter-Adapter (1 valve) — PW4SA* Tyeis
Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans.) — WM3fl7*
The
(BO,Three
i), P) (D,.. — PW64*
Tlie Centaur
" Colt" Three
All-Wave
AMATEUR
WIRELESS
AND
WIRELESS
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
(RC ^ Trans))
.. — PW72*
MAGAZINE
One-valve
: Blueprints,
Is. each... — AW429*
The2 LP•" Rapide"
Straight.. 3 (D,
CRYSTAL SETS
S.W. Gn«-vaIvor
for America
2
LP
(RC
&
Trans))
.
.
—
PW82*
Blueprints,
6d.
each.
■
Roma
Short-Waver
.. .. — AW452*'
F. J. Cam ill's Oracle All-Wave
Pour-htation
Crystal
Set
.
.
—
AW427*
Three
(HP, Det.
Pen) .. Three
.. — PW78* Lucerne TuuinsCoil for A.W.427", Gd.
Two-valve : Battery
Blueprints.
Is.(SO,each.
1938
•'
Triliaud
"
All-Wave
1934
Crystal
feet
..
—
AW444
Ultra-«hon
Two
def— WM-102*
Pen, l>. Pen)
Crystal Set
— AW 450* Pen)
P. (HP,
J. Camixds
•'Bjirlte" Tliree — PWS4* IOO^mjHe
Home-made
Coil
Two
(D,
Pen)
.. — AW-140
STRAIGHT
SETS.
Battery
Operated.
Pen. D, Tel)
— PWS7* One-valve : Blueprint, Is.
Three-valve
: Blueprints,
Is.
each.
The(HP
"Hurricane"
All-Wave Three —
H.B.C. Special One-valver
—
AWSST*
Kxpeerutewtei's
5-metre
Set
(D,
(SOD.
(Pen).
Pen)
PW89*
Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. gash.
P. J. Camin's " Pnsh-Uui ton"
Melody Ranger
AW388* Trante. Sujwr-iegeti) . . . . — AW 438
Three (HI-"" Pen. I> (Pew), Tel).. — PW92* Pull-volume
TwoTwo
(SG(I).deLTrans)
Pen)... —
— WM409*
A VV392* TheD. P)Carrier Short-waver (SG,— WM390*
Four-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
A
modern
Two-valver
—
Beta Cniversal Pour (SO, 1), LP,
Blueprints,
Is. each.
Four-valve
: Blueprints,
Is. 6d. each.
01. B)
— PW17* Three-valve
£5 58. B.C.. 3: (BO.
D, Trans)
A.W. Bhort-wave
World-beater
NUcleon
Locerne
RangerDe(SG.Luxe
D. Trans)
. —
— AW412*
AW 422* BUuidaoi
(HP. Pen.
D, RC. Trans)
.. — AW4nc*
SC.), LP.Class
CL B)E Four (SG, D— PW34B* £5
5s.
Three
Version
P..ur-valver
Short-waver
Fury
PourHall-Mark
Super (SG,4 BO,
Pen) — PW34C* • (BG, D. Trans) .. . . .. -- AW435* (SG, D, LP, P)
Battery
(HP,D. Pen,
Transportable Three (BG. D. Pen). — WM271 Superhet : Blueprint, Is. 6d. — WM383*
D. Push-Pull)
Three (S(!. I). Pen). . — WM327* Simjilificd Short-wave Super .. —
" Acme
" All-Wave 4 (HP Pen, D— PW46* Biraple-Tuue
(Pen). LP. Cl. B)
.. — PW83* Economy
Pen) Pgntode Three (BG, D, — WM337
Mains Operated
TheHP"Admiral"
Pour
(HP
Pen,
Blueprints,
Is. each.
Pen, l>, "Ren
(RC))..
— PW90* " W.M."
(SC. D. (1934
Pen) Standard Three — WM351* Two-valve
Two-viilve :Maine
Short-waver
(D,
P. Four
J. Camin's
Limit
"
All-Wave
£3
Hs.
Three
(BG.
D.
Trans)
—
WM354
Pen),
A.C.
— AW453*
(HP Pen, D, LP, P) .. — PW67* T935 £6 Gs. Battery Three (SG,
Three-valve
:
Blneprints,
Is.
Pen)"..(Pen, D, Pen)
—— WM371
Mains Operated
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C. .. — WM352*
PTPI». Three
WM389*
Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Certainty
Three(SG.
(BG,I),D.Trans)
Pen) .... — AVM393 Four-valve : Blueprints. Is. 6d.
Minitube Throe
A.O. Twin A.O.
(D (Pen).
Pea) Two. . — PW18* All-wave
Pom-viUve A.C. ShortWinning
Three
(SG, D, — WM39G* SlAudard
flelectone
Radiogi-am
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. — WM39I*
Pen)
D.
Pow)
—
PW19*
Four-valve : Blueprints. Is. 6d. each. — WM400
Three-valve
:
Blueprints.
Is.
each.
(55s. Pour
(SG. D.Pour
RC, (BG,
Trans)D, LF,
Double-Dlode-Triode Three (HP
AW370 S.W. One-valve MISCELLANEOUS
Converter (Price
-contained
Pen, DDT. Pen)
.. .. — PW23* Belf'
«*i.)
AW320
Cl. B)
—
WMS31
D.C. Ace (SO. D. Pen) .. .. — PW-25* Lucerne
Enthmqast'fi
Power Amplifier (1 T.)—
— WM387*
Straight Four (SG, D,
A.C.
Three
(BO.
D.
Pen)
.
.
..
—•
I'W^h*
Lletenet'e 5-watt A.C. Amplifier
Trans)
—
WM350
A.O. Leader (HP Pen. D. Pow) .. — PWaSC* £5 LP,
(1/(5) <2v.) for WM392 (1/-)—— WM392*
Battery
2LP). — "WM381* Radio
D.C. Premier
(HPD.Pen.
Pen).... —
PW35B* The5s.U.K.
WM398*
PourPour
(BG.(HP.
BG. D,D.Pen)..
—• WM384 Haviie U«lt
Unique
(HP Pen.
Pen).D, Pen)
— PW3GA*
Ele.-f»ogra.m battery amTheHP.AutoPen,Straight
Four
(HP,
Pen,
P. Souvenir
J. Camin'sThree
A.C.(HV
AH-Wave
Silver
(1/-)
— WM899*
Pen)
— WM404* DeplifierPen, D. Pen) — PW50* Five-valve ; DDT.
Luxe Concert A.C. ElectroBluepriuts, Is. 6d. each.
"All-Wave" A.O, Three (D, 2
gramStyle
(1/-)Short-wave Adapter— WM403*
LP (RC))
.. "PC . . . ~ PW54* Super-quality
Trans) Five (2 HP, D, RC, — WDr320 New
A.C.
193(5
Bonotone
(HP
Pen,
HP
0/-)
B
Quadradyne
(2
SG,
D,
LF,
■ Pen, Westeetor. Pen) ;. . . — PW56* Class
Short-wave Adaptor (1/-)
..—
— WM388
AW45G*
ClassClass
B) ..B Five (2 BG, D, LF — AVM344 B.L.D.L.C.
Mains
Record
Short-wave Converter
Pen, D.
Pen) All-Wave
•..
/*•3 (HP
.. — • PW70* NewClass
(I/-)
—
B) ..
— WM340 Wilson Tone Master (!,'-).. .. — WM405*
Four-valve
:
Blueprints.
Is.
each.
WM400
A.C. Fury Pour (SO, SO. 1), Pen) — PW20*
Mains Operated
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con-— WM408*
A.O.D, Pen)
Fury .Pour
; Blueprints.
Is. each.
. Super (SO, BO,— PW34D Two-valve
Cousoelectrio
Two
(I), Pen)
AC. .
AW403* verter (I;-)
A.C."
Hall-Mark
(HP
Pen,
D,
Economy
A.C.Two
(D.
Trans)
A.C.
WM386
Push-Pull) — PW45- Three-vaJve ; Blueprints, Is. each.
Universal
Hall-Mark (HP Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
••
FW47* Home
ThreeLover's
(SG, D. New
Trans,All-Electric
A.C.) ..
IIIMS COUPOX
Mantovani
A.C.
Three
(HF, Pen, — AW383*
SUPERHETS
D. 15s.
Peii)^"^
— WJf374* I This coupon is available until November
£15
1930
A.C.
Radiogram
Battery
Sets !(three-valve)
Blueprints, Is. each.
-..
— WM40X * II 12th, 1945, and must accompany all
P5 Buperhet
.. — PW40 (HP, D, Pen)
: Blueprints. Is. 6d. each.i. — WM329 I Practical Hints.
P. .1. Cair.m's 2-valve Superhet.. — PW52* Four-valve
j
All-Metal
Pour
(3
BG.
D.
Pen)
.
.
rMains Sets : Bluepriuts, Is. each.
Jubilee Radiogram (HP,
A.Qfc£rj Buperhet (Three-valve) .. — PW43* Harris"
^
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS.
November.
1.945!
WM386* |
^
. \
D.C. £5 Buperhet (Three-valve) . . — PVV42* Pen, D, LP, P)
All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERII3EMENT DIRECTOR,
GEORGE NEWNES. LTD.. Tower House. Southamnton Street.' Strand, London. W.C.2. Telephpne : Temple Bar 4363.
CONDITIONf^OP
SALEtheAND
SUPPLY
This periodical
is sold subject
theotherwise
following disposed
conditions,
namely,ofthat
it shall
the
written
publishers
first:not
given,
lent,re-sold,
re-sold,
hiredoutouttooror
Trade
exceptnot.atorwithout
the
full
retail priceconsent
of 9d. ;ofand
that it shall
be be
lent,
hired
otherwise disposed
ofofinbya way
mutilated
condition
in any
unauthorised cover byway of Trade ; or affixed to or as part of any publf cation or advertising, literary or pictorial matter, whatsoever.

JU
TAYLOR A-C BRIDGE
MODEL 1I0A
These instruments give quick and accurate
measurements of Capacity and Resistance.
There are six Capacity ranges covering from
.00001 to 120 mfd. and the Power factor can
also be measured on , each range. Six
Resistance ranges are available measuring
from 1 ohm to 12 megohms. This bridge is
A.C. mains operated and a leakage test is
also available for detecting leaky paper or
mica condensers.
Price £14 14s. Od.
Please write for technical leaflet.

YOUR

6 RANGES OF CAPACITY
RANGES OF RESISTANCE
Send your enquiries to:—
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LT.D
419-424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH. BUCKS.
Tel: Slough 21381 (4 lines) ' Grams;' "Taylins", Slough.

POST-WAR

REFORE

CHRISTMAS?

A Stentorian Extension Speaker,
bringing superb radio reproduction to
any room in your house, is a postwar luxury many listeners will be
enjoying soon. The makers of these
well-known speakers have now

te:)

STENTORIAN

partially switched over to peacetime production. Limited supplies
of the new speakers, embodying the
latest improvements, will be on sale
before the end of the year. Watch
your dealer's window for them.

Stentorian
the perfect extra speaker for any set

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD., MANSFIELD, NOTTS
printed m
•,,d
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